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Stellingen
1. Stellingen met het onderschrift 'dit proefschrift' gaan voorbij aan het doel
vanstellingen bijeen proefschrift.
2. Elk systeem kan worden beschreven als zijnde fractaal op een zekere
lengteschaalterwijlgeenenkelsysteemfractaal isopallelengteschalen.
L. Bremer, proefschrift Landbouwuniversiteit Wageningen, 1992.
3. Voor kolloTdaledeeltjes die volledig bedekt zijn met polymeer voorspellen
evenwichtstheorien een attractie tussen de deeltjes als desorptie van het
polymeer mogelijk is.Aangezien ze inde praktijk stabielzijn bewijstditdat
ereen kinetische barriere istegenaggregatievanzulkedeeltjes.
4. Bij afwezigheid van de 'disjoining pressure' in de vloeistoffilms in een
schuim zorgt drainage voor een zeer snelle afbraak van het schuim.
R. Tuinier, C. G. J. Bisperink, C. van den Berg, A. Prins, J. Colloid
InterfaceSci. 179(1996)327.
5. Bijdeevolutievanmicro-organismenspeeltzouteenbelangrijke rol.
K. Kawada,Adv.ColloidInterface Sci. 71 (1997)299.
6. Bij het begrijpen van de 'Big Bang' lopen wetenschappers tegen een
singulariteit aanzodatinditgevalhetbeginheteindeis.
S.W. Hawking,R. Penrose,ScientificAmerican275(1996)60.
7. Zolang er veel mensen zijn die geloven in paranormale verschijnselen is
het van belang dat er wetenschappers zijn die paranormale pretenties
onderzoeken op nunjuistheid.
J. Utts,StatisticalScience, 6(1991)363.
8. Degeografisch discutabele aanduiding van Wageningen als 'Food Valley'
zou vervangen moeten worden door 'Food Hill'. De ambities van het
'Technologisch TOPInstituut Voeding' worden door deze term ook beter
gedekt.
9. De uitdrukking 'alles went behalve een vent' mag worden geTnterpreteerd
alsblijkvanwaarderingvoor hetverrassende gedragvanmannen.
10.De hoogte van het budget van een universitaire onderzoeksgroep zou af
moeten hangen van de onderwijslast, het prestatieniveau van de
onderzoeksgroep endemaatschappelijkerelevantievan hetonderzoek.
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Generalintroduction
Polysaccharides
According to the Oxford dictionary a polymer is 'a compound whose molecule is formed
from a large number of repeated units of one or more compounds of low molecular mass'. In
simple words this means that polymers are multiples of connected monomers. An important
class of polymers are polysaccharides, consisting of connected monosaccharides. The most
common units occurring in polysaccharides are glucose, galactose, and mannose; somewhat
less common are xylose, rhamnose and arabinose. Most monosaccharide molecules have a
pentagonal orhexagonal carbon ringstructurewith anoxygenatom asoneofthecorners.The
chemicalstructureofa(3-D-glucosemolecule isgiveninFigure 1.

Figure 1Ball and stick model of p-D-glucose.

The oxygen- (light gray), carbon (gray) and hydrogen (dark gray) atoms can be recognized by
the number of covalent bonds. Most monosaccharide molecules have a pentagonal or (as in
Figure 1) hexagonal carbon ring structure with an oxygen atom as one of the corners. In
hexasaccharides the carbon atoms are numbered from 1to 6. The five carbon atoms in the
ring are numbered from 1to 5, where C1 and C5 are linked to the oxygen inthe ring. The C6
atom is linkedto the C5 carbon atom. Inamino sugars an -NH2 group replaces an -OH group,
asisthecaseinglucosamine andgalactosamine.
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Chemically, polysaccharides arethus carbohydrates consisting ofsugar (monosaccharide)
residues, covalently linked together via glycosidic bonds. Such linkages of the sugar residues
can occur through, for instance, a- or (3- (1->3), (1->4) or (1->6) bonds. When the
polysaccharide consists of only one type of monosaccharide the polysaccharide is denoted as
a homopolysaccharide whereas it is called a heteropolysaccharide when it consists of two or
more different sugar residues. Variation in linkage and sugar composition leads to a large
number of types of polysaccharides. Within a polysaccharide the sugar may be present inthe
backbone or as aside group, linked to a backbone monosaccharide. Polysaccharides can be
either linear or branched. A polysaccharide is denoted as branched when it contains one or
more pointswherethreeormorechainsemanate.
A special feature of polysaccharides is that they often carry ionizable groups, such as
carboxyl groups (replacing -OH groups) in, for instance, carboxymethylcellulose (CMC). This
then makes the polysaccharide also a polyelectrolyte. The properties of polyelectrolytes
strongly depend on the ionic strength of the solution. The charged groups on the
polyelectrolyte attract counterions and repel co-ions. At low ionic strength (< ~10"2M) internal
electrostatic repulsion makes the polyelectrolyte more rigid than its neutral analogue. With
increasing ionic strength the charges become more screened and at high ionic strength the
behavior of a solution of polyelectrolytes resembles that of neutral polymers. Sometimes,
counterions may act as a 'glue' connecting the polyelectrolyte segments, thereby inducing
gelationofthepolyelectrolytesolution.
Charged polysaccharides can be divided into two groups - weak and strong
polyelectrolytes - depending onthe value ofthedissociation constant ofthe ionizable group. If
all ionizible groups dissociate at pH values above 2, the polyelectrolyte is denoted as strong,
whereas itisweakwhen only apart ofthe groups dissociate. Strong polyelectrolytes carrye.g.
~S0 3 _ (asincarrageenans andglycosaminoglycanssuchas inheparin)or~HP0 4 - groups,as
in the polysaccharide described in this thesis, whereas a weak polyelectrolyte carries weak
acidgroups,e.g.a- C O O - / COOHgroup (as inpectins andCMC) or pyruvategroups suchas
inxanthan.Theproperties ofweak polyelectrolytes arestrongly pH-dependent.
Inthis thesis I describe various properties of a particular type of polysaccharide which is
present naturally inacidified milk products.The polysaccharide isastrong polyelectrolyte.The
focus isontwo mainsubjects. Firstly,the relation betweenthe primary structure,the molecular
parameters (molar mass, radius of gyration) and the Theological behavior in aqueous solution
is investigated. Secondly, the interactions of the polysaccharide with proteins, as relevant in
manyfood products,arestudied.
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Sources of polysaccharides
Polysaccharides are ubiquitous in biological systems. In industry, polysaccharides have
becomefrequently usedbiopolymers.They constitute about 60%ofthe industrial water-soluble
polymers [1].Thevast majority of polysaccharides isfromvegetable sources, inparticular from
cellulose as present in plants. Below, some aspects of plant polysaccharides are first
considered, after which polysaccharides produced by bacteria are discussed, the latter are
relevantforthisthesis.
Plants, and in particular plant cell walls, consist of polysaccharides such as celluloses,
xyloglucans and pectins. These substances provide a rigid structure as found,for instance, in
tree trunks. Cellulose is the most abundant organic material on earth. A remarkable
manifestation ofthe presence of plant polysaccharides is inthe seas andoceans. Inthe littoral
polysaccharides are harvestedfromthousands ofvarieties ofseaweed.Algal polysaccharides,
such as agar, alginates, and carrageenan probably give the seaweed the strength needed to
withstand the varying stresses due to tides and waves. In plants, carbohydrate polymers can
alsoserve asenergy storage units;starchisawell-knownexample.
InGram-positive bacteriathe bacterialcellwallconsists ofpeptidoglycan,a polysaccharide
with covalently linked peptide groups. Peptidoglycan forms a solid barrier which protects the
underlying protoplast, resists turgor (osmotic pressure shocks), and helps to maintain the
shape ofthe cell. As well as being a component of bacteria themselves, polysaccharides can
alsobeexcreted bythe bacterial cells. Inthe 19thcentury itwasdiscovered thatthe bacterium
Leuconostocmesenteroides is able to produce a glucan, later named dextran,which became
of importance in the food industry, especially as a viscosifier. Nowadays, various microbial
polysaccharides, e.g. xanthan and gellan, are used industrially and can be found in various
products inwhich an increased viscosity is needed. Quite often, a relatively low concentration
(<1%) issufficient to increasethefluidviscosity significantly[2].
Polysaccharides produced by micro-organisms can be divided into three categories.
Firstly, capsular polysaccharides (CPSs) are firmly attached to the cells and not extractable in
coldwater [3]. Secondly, loosely associated material (LAM) can be detached from the wall of
the bacterial cells by external forces, such as shear. Thirdly, extra- or exocellular polysaccharides (EPSs) are excreted into the surrounding medium. In some cases polysaccharides
are produced in-situ in food products, notably in acidified milk products, such as yogurt and
villii. The 'slimy' or 'ropy'flow behavior of such products is usually attributedto the presence of
polysaccharides.
Lactic acid bacteria (and yeasts) are the most important industrial micro-organisms [4].
Already inancient Egyptfermentation was deliberately usedfor food preparation, albeitwithout
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the knowledge of the role of micro-organisms. Several micro-organisms are used for the
fermentation of milk andfor wine-making and these organisms have received much attention
over the last decades. The work of microbiologists and genetic engineers on genera such as
streptococci and lactobacilli, and especially the Lactococcus lactis has contributed to new
developments infermentation. Increasing knowledge onthe metabolism of lactic acid bacteria
has enabled many steps in fermentation processes to be optimized. For instance, in butter
production the essential metabolites, lactic acid and diacetyl, can be produced in special
fermentations and are added to the churned cream [5]. This enhances the control over the
production process.Sincethecatabolismofsugar andthe biosynthesis ofcellwall material are
almost separate metabolic pathways, lactic acid bacteria are ideally suited for metabolic
engineering [6], It is therefore possible to engineer overproduction of various interesting
metabolites suchasalcohol,acetoin,diacetyl [7]andEPS.
The presence of 'slime-producing' micro-organisms in milkwas first recognized some 150
years ago by Ehrenberg [8]. At the beginning of this century Buchanan and Hammer [9]
discovered that in-situ production of Bacterium bulgaricumincreased the viscosity of (slimy)
milk. Ropy cultures as they were called have been recognized as a means to increase the
viscosity ofthe product [10].Attempts have been madeto understand the influence of EPSon
the Theological properties of yogurt [11,12]. Van Marie and Zoon [13] determined the
concentration of EPS invarious yogurts and measured the apparent viscosity as afunction of
shear rate. There did not seem to be a direct relationship between the overall EPS
concentration and the rheological properties of yogurt, contrary to common belief. However,
the various yogurt cultures appeared to affect the protein network structures of the yogurt gel,
presumably by the excretion of EPS. Also, different cultures probably produce EPSs with
different primary structures andphysical properties.
Inthis thesis the role of EPS in (acidified) milk products was investigated by studying the
physical properties ofanEPS and its interactions withthe main components indairy products.
Thechemical structure ofthe repeating unit ofthis EPSisgiven inFigure 2 (see Chapter 2for
details).A better understanding of the physical properties of EPSs may facilitate the control of
the desired and undesired properties of fermented dairy products and may lead to a more
directed role in (new) dairy products. EPSs from lactic acid bacteria are produced by 'foodgrade' cultures and are produced in situ during fermentation of the product. As a result EPS
does not haveto bedeclaredas anadded 'artificial' ingredient. It might also becost-effective if
noadditionalthickeners needto beused.
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Figure 2 Molecular dynamics snapshot image of the repeating unit of B40 EPS. The central
galactose group lies in the center, connected to the backbone glucoses (upper and lower right), the
rhamnosegroup (upperleft)andthephosphategroup (lowerleft;recognizablebyitsdoublebond withan
oxygen),whichisagainconnectedtoanothergalactosegroup.

Systematic physical characterization of EPS produced by a lactic acid bacterium has hardly
been performed until now. This thesis therefore focuses onthe physical characterization of an
EPS. We selected the EPS from the lactic acid bacterium Lactococcuslactissubsp.cremoris
strain B40. The EPS-producing B40 strain was chosen since it increases the viscosity of
fermented milk,the primary structure of its EPS is known,and isolation and characterization of
the gene cluster for the production of its EPS has been started [14]. Knowledge of the
chemistry of the polysaccharide facilitates the physical characterization and knowledge of the
genetic engineering of EPS production might open new perspectives for adjusting the
chemistry, molarmassorconcentration oftheEPS.
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Modeldescriptions of polysaccharides
In this thesis the focus is on the physical properties of a particular EPS. Only limited
attention will be paid to polysaccharide chemistry although it is of course realized that the
primary structure is at the base of the physical properties. Polysaccharides contain many
internal glycosidic linkages and their overall shape in solution is the result of bond rotations
abounttheoxygens bridgingthe monosaccharides.
Many polysaccharides in aqueous solution are flexible since the thermal energy is larger
than the energy barriers required to achieve backbone rotation. Such polysaccharides have a
fluctuating three-dimensional conformation andarecalled random coil polymers. Compared to
simple molecules, such coils are complex systems due to their many degrees of freedom.
Kuhn [15], however, showed that the description of polymer molecules can be simplified by
using proper statistical averages. Flory [16] said: 'Polymers...are susceptible to treatment that
issimple,yet rigorous andexact,' thereby indicatingthat agood description is possible without
the detailed chemistry. Following Kuhn, Flory [17] and Volkenstein [18] further developed the
description of flexible polymers. The concepts of Kuhn, Flory and Volkenstein are still at the
base of polymer physics. Since the 1930's much work has been done in polymer physics and
various important achievements are reviewed in references [15,17-27], The achievements
described in these textbooks show that the molecular theory of polymers in solution has
developedrapidly.
A restriction in such approaches is that the polymers must have enough flexibility: the
number offreely flexible segments, usually referredto as Kuhn segments, must be larger than
10. Occasionally, specific interactions, may restrict the flexibility of a polymer and fix the
polymer in an ordered shape, called a helix. Then,the relative orientations of two neighboring
monosaccharides can be defined by two dihedral angles [28]. Starting with the possible
configurations of the neighboring monosaccharides one can compute the most probable
conformation ofthe entire chain using molecular dynamics simulation. An example isthe work
of Brant [29,30], who obtained good agreement for the helix conformation of simple
polysaccharides between calculated structure and X-ray scattering data. Examples of
polysaccharides which tend to form helices are pectins, xanthans, gellans and some of the
carrageenans, which can be extracted from red seaweed [31]. As the investigated
polysaccharides from Lactococcis lactis subsp. cremoris are all random coil polymers, a
description of rods, helix-polymers and semi-flexible polymers is less relevant and will be
omitted.
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Rheology ofexocellular polysaccharides
Ifa 'new' EPS is isolated it is necessary to characterize this EPS invarious ways in order
totest itscapability asthickening agent.A clear physico-chemical basisfor selection criteria is,
however, lacking. In recent years several research groups have isolated EPSs from a large
variety ofstrains. Rheologicaltests are requiredwhenonewantsto knowwhether the EPScan
replace polysaccharides which are used in practice. In references [32-34] it is indicated what
kind of rheological measurements are performed on the obtained EPS solutions. It is rather
straightforward to measuretheflow curve (viscosity asafunction ofshear rate) [32].Suchflow
curves are often interpreted with an empirical power-law model [32,34], Although power-law
models may give a good mathematical fit of the measured data, the physical meaning of the
parameters obtained is limited, if any. The intrinsic viscosity is a central parameter in the
description of the viscosity of polymer solutions, which can be measured in the very dilute
regime [33]. By normalization over the intrinsic viscosity the concentration dependence of the
viscosity of many flexible polysaccharides can be described by a single master curve [34].
Since the intrinsic viscosity depends only onthe molar mass andonthe size ofthe polymer in
solution, it follows that the molecular parameters (molar mass and radius of gyration) of the
polymer determine the rheology. From this it follows that it would be possible to describe the
rheological behavior on the basis of molecular characteristics only. This route will be explored
inthisthesis.

Interactions between polysaccharides and proteins
Most food products inwhich polysaccharides can befound contain fat, oil particles and/or
proteins which may interact withthe polysaccharides. Knowledge ofthe individual components
is not sufficient to describe the properties of a food product containing not only a
polysaccharide but also other biopolymers and dispersed particles. Therefore the second part
of this thesis concerns the interactions with some of the most common food colloids: protein
aggregates (Chapter 5), protein associates (Chapters 6and 7) and emulsion droplets covered
with proteins (Chapter8).
When a protein solution is mixed with a solution of polysaccharides the behavior of the
mixture depends onwhether thetwo biopolymers are segregative (the biopolymers repel each
other andaredenotedasincompatible) orassociative (thebiopolymers attract oneanother).
The maintrends of mixing polysaccharides and proteins are (highly) schematically illustratedin
Figure3.
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Figure3 Main trends in the behavior of protein/polysaccharide mixtures.

Forvery dilute solutions the system is stable since the mixing entropy dominates and proteins
and polysaccharides are co-soluble. Upon increasing the concentration ofthe biopolymers the
system may become unstable, depending on the type of interaction. As a rule proteins and
polysaccharidestendto segregate [35]. Inthe case of segregation a reduction of the polymer
concentration nearthe protein particle isfound.This reduction of the polymer concentration is
dueto a loss of conformational entropy of polymers near an interface. A reduction of polymer
concentration near an interface is called depletion. Exceeding a certain polymer concentration
leadsto aphaseseparation into a protein-enriched and a polysaccharide-enriched phase (see
Figure 3). A special case is a segregative interaction between very large polymers and
relatively small colloidal spheres. For such systems the reduction of conformational entropy is
small. Then the concentration needed for phase separation is very high or not attainable in
practice.
A mixture of polysaccharides and proteins can also be unstable when associative
interactions areoperational. Inthat casethe polysaccharides adsorb ontothe proteinsurfaces.
Ifthe amount ofpolymer is not large enoughto completely cover the protein, a polysaccharide
8
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may adsorbonto morethanoneproteinsurface,thereby bridgingtwo ormoreproteinparticles.
Such aprocess is also calledcomplex coacervation,denoted as such by Bungenberg deJong
[36]. Complex coacervation can befound for instance in mixtures of casein micelles and lowmethoxyl pectin [37]. The mechanism is also denoted as bridging flocculation. When the
proteins are fully covered the proteins are repulsive which imparts colloidal stability. This can
be important ifthe proteins are initially unstable.Thenthe polysaccharide can actas stabilizer.
In summary, polysaccharides either adsorb onto proteins or induce effectively attractions
betweencolloidalparticles.
Attractions between proteins as induced by non-adsorbing polysaccharides eventually
leadsto phaseseparation asdepictedinFigure 3. Incolloid physics phaseseparation isawellknown phenomenon. Phasetransitions in colloidal suspensions can be understood by treating
colloidal particles thermodynamically equivalent to molecules. Perrin [38] used equilibrium
theories developed for molecular systems to describe colloidal suspensions. Nowadays it is
generally recognized that colloidal suspensions can be regarded as supramolecular fluids of
particles inacontinuous background [39,40].Concentrated colloidal suspensions exhibit states
analogous to those of molecular systems, such as gas, liquid and crystal. When attraction
between colloidal particles is absent only a fluid and crystal phase can be observed,
correspondingtothe phasestatesofatomsat hightemperatures andhighdensities [40,41].By
increasing the effective attraction between the colloids by adding non-adsorbing polymers (as
by loweringthetemperature in molecular systems), acolloidalfluid may phase separate intoa
colloidal gas and a colloidal solid for short-ranged attractions or into a colloidal gas and liquid
for long-ranged attractions[40].
Colloidalcomponents inmilk
Inthis study colloid physics approaches based uponthe ideas and models inthe previous
section will be used. As the polysaccharide studied in this thesis can be found in dairy
products,thefocus isontheinteractions and phase behavior of EPSwithcolloidal components
in milk. There are three distinctly different types of particles inthe colloidal size range in milk.
Those particles arefat globules (~1 urn), casein micelles (-0.1 urn) andwhey proteins (~ 0.01
urn).Smaller molecules (numbering morethan 100,000species inmilk) areconsidered as part
ofthecontinuous phase(background).
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Wheyproteins
Milk contains approximately 3.5 wt% of proteins. The proteins which do not precipitate at
pH 4.6 are called serum or whey proteins and constitute 0.6 wt% of the milk. These whey
proteins comprise of adiverse group of globular proteins,with adiameter inthe order of5 nm,
which aresometimes present as (oligomeric) association structures [42]. Inthe cheese-making
processthese proteins areby-products. However, thewhey proteins arenutritious andarewell
suited for food technological applications. When whey proteins are exposed to a heat
treatment, they denature, aggregate and can give rise to very viscous solutions or gels,
depending ontheinitialproteinconcentration, pHandsaltconcentration[43,44].
Caseinmicelles
By far the largest fraction of proteins in milk is made up of caseins, which exist in fresh
milk as association colloids called casein micelles (depicted in Figure 4). The casein micelles
consist of four different casein proteins (as1-, as2-, (5-and K-), calcium phosphate and calcium
citrate. Casein micelles are quite stable: one can boil milk or add sodium chloride without
inducingflocculation.

Figure 4 Schematic picture of a casein micelle.
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The (z-averaged) hydrodynamic radius of casein micelles as determined by dynamic light
scattering is about 140 nm [45]. Hansen et a/. [46] studied the size of casein micelles with
small-angle neutronscattering andfounda(weight-averaged) radius of 100-120 nm. Recently,
De Kruif [47] analyzed the size distribution of casein micelles in skim milk and found a
(number-averaged) radius of 100 nm. These data show that casein micelles are not very
polydisperse. At the surface of the casein micelles K-casein molecules are located. They can
beregardedasakindofblockcopolymers;they contain ahydrophobic partassociatedwiththe
interior ofthe casein micelle and ahydrophilic part,which is negatively charged and protrudes
intothesolvent,servingasasteric stabilization layer
Emulsions
Most fat in milk (>99%) is present in the form of fat globules or droplets contain also a
small amount of other components. The milk fat particles are surrounded by a membrane
consisting of polar lipids and proteins, including many enzymes [42]. Fat globules are the
largest particles in milk (diameter ~4 urn).As present in milk, fat particles are very complex,
consisting of a large variety of lipids due to the many types of fatty acids in milk. This variety
divides milk fat into a solid fraction and a liquid fraction. Further, the surfaces of milk fat
globules are coveredwith milk proteins, phospholipids, cholesterol and other compounds [42],
In order to understand the mechanism of the interactions between EPS and the colloidal
particles inmilk, an oil-in-water emulsionwas chosen as asimpler model emulsion.The effect
of EPS on the properties of such an emulsion, consisting of oil droplets covered with whey
proteins,was studied.Sincethe oildroplets inthe model system are coveredwith proteins this
is also a study of polysaccharide-protein interactions. It will be shown that polysaccharides
induce attractions between the droplets, and the effect of attractions and demixing on the
creaming rateandthe rheology oftheemulsionswillbedescribed.
Outlineofthisthesis
The aim of this work was to investigate the physico-chemical role of in-situ produced
polysaccharides in acidified milk products. Muchwork has been done on EPS chemistry, see
for instance references [48-50].However, knowledge ofthechemistry ofEPSsdoes notenable
an understanding of the differences between the physical properties of various types of
acidified milk products containing various EPSs. Thework described inthis thesis serves asa
toolto better understandthe physico-chemical roleofEPSs.
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This thesis is divided intwo parts; the first part concerns the characterization of the EPS
and the second part focuses on the interactions of EPS with milk proteins. Part one first
continues with an investigation on the physical properties of the EPS. In Chapter 2 the
isolation, purification, and analysis of the molecular properties of EPS from Llactis B40 are
described. The molar mass (distribution), the (averaged) radius of gyration and the
hydrodynamic radius of the EPS in solution are determined using light scattering techniques.
Chapter 3 deals with the concentration dependence and the shear thinning behavior of the
viscosity of the EPS solutions. Itwill be shown that the viscosity can bedescribed interms of
the concentration, shear rate and intrinsic viscosity, which in turn, only depends on the molar
mass and size of the EPS. The dynamic rheological properties of the EPS are focused on in
Chapter4.TheRouse model,basedonmolecular parameters,allowsagooddescription ofthe
dynamic moduli as a function of the frequency of the EPS solutions. It is shown that the
elasticity becomesquite significant at highEPSconcentrations.
The second part of the thesis is devoted to the interactions between EPS and the most
relevant colloidal (protein) particles present in milk products. InChapter 5the interactions with
whey proteins are investigated. Although native whey proteins are co-soluble with EPS,
aggregated whey protein colloids (AWCs) attract one another upon adding EPS due to
depletion interaction, leading to a phase separation at high EPS concentration. Scattering
techniques allow a measurement ofthese attractions andcan be described quantitatively with
theoretical predictions for depletion interaction. The phase boundary is also described
theoretically. Thephaseseparation processcan bedescribedasaspinodaldecomposition,as
shown by small-angle light scattering data. The interactions between the EPS and casein
micelles are treated in Chapter 6. Dynamic light scattering, neutron scattering, and turbidity
measurements are used to show that EPS effectively induces attractions between casein
micelles. The measurements can be described with depletion interaction theory. The phase
behavior of mixtures of EPS and casein micelles is the subject of Chapter 7. Depletion
interaction theories are used to calculate the phase boundary and compared with the
experimental phase boundary. The effect of adding the EPS to an oil-in-water emulsion,
stabilizedwithwhey proteins,is reported inChapter 8.The phasediagram is given and shows
that at high EPS concentration there is a 'gel' region, where a network of aggregating oil
droplets is formed which does not phase separate. The kinetics of phase separation in the
unstable region is measured anddescribedtheoretically. Finally, inChapter 9various practical
implications ofthis research projectwillbediscussed.
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Isolationandphysicalcharacterization ofanexocellular
polysaccharide
Abstract
The physical properties of a polysaccharide produced by the lactic acid bacterium
Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremoris strain NIZO B40 were investigated. Separation of the
polysaccharide from most low molar mass compounds inthe culture broth was performed by
filtrationprocesses. Residual proteinsandpeptideswere removed bywashingwithamixtureof
formic acid, ethanol, and water. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was used to sizefractionate the polysaccharide. Fractions were analyzed by multi-angle static light scattering in
aqueous 0.10 M NaN03 solutions from which a number- (Mn) andweight-averaged (MJ molar
mass of (1.47 ± 0.06)-103 and (1.62 ± 0.07)-103 kg/mol, respectively, were calculated so that
MJMn« 1.13. The number-averaged radius of gyration was found to be 86 ± 2 nm. From
dynamic light scattering an apparent z-averaged diffusion coefficient was obtained. Upon
correctingforthecontributions from intramolecular modes byextrapolating tozerowave vector
a hydrodynamic radius of 86 ± 4 nm was calculated. Theoretical models for random coil
polymers show that this z-averaged hydrodynamic radius is consistent with the z-averaged
radius ofgyration,97±3nm,asfoundwithGPC.
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Introduction
In the last decade the interest in polysaccharides produced by micro-organisms had
significantly increased [1].The main investigations are directed towards the biosynthesis [2-4],
growth conditions [5] or chemical analysis [6-8] of these exocellular polysaccharides (further
denotedas EPSs); physical characterization ofthese biopolymers has received lessattention.
An overview of work done on EPSs produced by lactic acid bacteria is given by Cerning [9].
The interest in EPS was stimulated by the discovery that polysaccharides are present in
various types of yogurt. Because of thethickening capacity of polysaccharides, attempts have
been made to relate the rheological properties of yogurt to the EPS concentration. However,
van Marie andZoon [10]did notfind asimple relationship betweenthe EPSconcentration and
the rheological properties of stirred yogurt made with various cultures. The yogurt cultures
appeared to affect the protein network structures of the yogurt gel. Also, different cultures
probably produce EPSs with different primary structures and physical properties. These
aspectsarestillunderinvestigation.
The foregoing gives us good reasons to pay more attention to the role of EPSs in dairy
products. The main interest in EPSs from lactic acid bacteria arises from the fact that these
polysaccharides are produced by 'food-grade' cultures. If the EPS is produced in situ,during
processing ofthe product, it does not have to be considered as an additional 'artificial' ingredient. It might also be cost-effective if no additional thickeners need to be used. In order to
better understand the thickening mechanism, knowledge of the physical properties of the
isolated polysaccharides is required. Systematic physical analysis of an EPS produced by a
lacticacidbacterium hashardly been performed untilnow.This motivatedthe presentwork.
The EPS of Lactococcuslactissubsp. cremorisstrain NIZO B40, hereafter referred to as
EPS, was chosen for the present study because it has interesting thickening properties. The
structure ofthe repeating unit was analyzed by van Casteren etal.[11] and is given in Figure
1. The structure consists of a backbone in which the repeating unit contains three p(1->4)linked monosaccharides, namely two D-glucose(Glc) residues and one D-galactose(Gal) unit.
Thegalactose residue carriestwo sidegroups.Carbon atom C3 is linkedto a phosphoric acid
group of which one oxygen atom is bound to the C1 of an a-D-galactose. The backbone
galactose also has a covalent bond with an a-L-rhamnose (Rha) residue through a (1-»2)
bond. The chemical structure of the EPS indicates that it is similar to an EPS produced by
Lactococcuslactissubsp.cremorisSBT0495,studiedby Nakajima etal. [12].
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a-L-Rhap
1
T
2
->4>£-D-Galp-(1 >4)-/3-D-Glcp-(1 >4)-/3-D-Glcp-(1 >
3
O
a-D-Galp-1-O-P-OH
O
Figure 1 ChemicalstructureofB40EPS. Thep'srefertothefactthatallmonosaccharidesarepresentin
thepyranoseform.
Wedescribe amethodof producingandconcentrating EPSonapilot-plant scale,followed
by a purification step. The polysaccharide was then separated by gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) and the molar mass and size of the various fractions were measured
by static light scattering. These experiments yielded the primary physical properties such as
radius of gyration and the molar mass (distribution) of the polysaccharide. In addition, the
isolatewasstudied bydynamic lightscattering,whichyieldedthehydrodynamicradius.
Theory
Inorderto determine themolecular size andmolar mass of EPSwe have used both static
anddynamic light scattering.A central parameter inany scattering experiment isthe scattering
wavevector Q.Thisquantity isdefined asthevectorialdifference betweenthewave vectors of
thescattered andincidentbeam:
.._. 4nn . .0.
|Q| = - r - s i n ( - )

.
1

where \Q is the wavelength of the incident beam invacuo, 0the angle under which scattered
light isdetected andntherefractive indexofthecontinuous phase.
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Staticlightscattering
Anexpedientquantity inlightscattering isthe Rayleighratio R(Q),definedas:

R(Q) = ^ 1 1

2

•o
where l(Q) is the scattered intensity, i.e., the amount of energy scattered per unit volume
across a unit area (J.rtr5) at adistance r betweenthe scattering volume andthe detector, ata
wavevector Q.Thequantity l0 isthe intensity ofthe (vertically polarized) primary beam(J.nrr2).
For monodisperse sols, consisting of solid particles, R(Q) is related to the structure factor
S(Q,c) andtotheparticleformfactor P(Q) by[13]:
R(Q) = KcMP(Q)S(Q,c)

3

where c represents the particle concentration, M the molar mass and where the material
constant Kisgivenby:
K

=^ 1 ( ^ ) 2
4>N A v

4

dc

where NAVisAvogadro's number, n0the refractive index ofthe solvent, anddn/dcthe refractive
index increment. ForaGaussian polymer coiltheformfactorwasderivedby Debye[14]:
P Q

( )

=

^^Iexp(-Q2R|)-(1-Q2R|)]
Q Rg

5

with Rg isthe radius ofgyration ofthe statistical coil. At Q =0,the structurefactor is relatedto
the osmotic compressibility. Expanding the osmotic compressibility inavirial series then gives
thefollowingapproximate expressionfortheinversestructurefactor S(0,c)"1[13,15]:
S(0,c)- 1 = 1+2B 2 Mc+3B 3 Mc 2 +...
where B2 and B3 are the second and third virial coefficients, respectively. At very low
concentration the contribution of the higher-order terms as well as the Q-dependence can be
neglected, or S(Q,c) « 1 for any type of particle. Combination of equations 3,5 and 6 then
yieldsfor lowQRg:

KC
R(Q)

I(1+Q!M)
M

3

Hence, measurement of R(Q) as afunction of Qyields the molar mass (Q-»0) andthe radius
of gyration (Q dependence). By analyzing several narrow fractions of a polymer by light
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scattering the relation between Rg and M can be studied. Another measure of the size of
polymer coils is the hydrodynamic radius which is related to the diffusion coefficient of a
polymer. Thelattercanbedetermined bydynamic lightscattering(DLS).
Dynamiclightscattering
In a suspension the particles diffuse through the solvent due to Brownian motion. This
random motion causes the scattered intensity to fluctuate. Information on the dynamic
properties of the particles can be obtained by measuring the frequency of the intensity
fluctuations in time. This can be performed by determining the intensity auto-correlation
functionG(2)(Q,x),which isdefinedas[15,16]:
G(2)(Q,T) = <|(Q,t).|(Q,t+x)>

8

where l(Q,t) is the intensity at a wave vector Q at time t. The auto-correlation function
correlates the measured fluctuating intensities l(Q) at t with those at (t+x). At very long time
scales (x-»~) there is no correlation left and G(2)(Q,x) equals <l2>. Dividing the intensity autocorrelationfunction byitslong-timevaluegivesthenormalizedauto-correlationfunctiong(2)(x):
(2)
9 (x)

G<2>(Q, x
G(2)(Q,°°)

which,for monodispersesols,isrelatedtothediffusion coefficient D:
g (2) (x) = 1+pexp(-2Q2Dx)

10

Here, pisaconstant linkedtothesignal-to-noise ratio ofthe apparatus used.For polydisperse
systems g(2)(x) does not decay purely exponentially. For such systems Koppel [17] expanded
ln(g(2)(x)-1) inaseriesofcumulants:
| i n [ g ( 2 ) ( x ) - i ] = ^ i n p - r 1 x +^ r 2 x 2 - . . . + ^ r n x n

11

where r,, r2 and r n are the first, second and nth order cumulants. In theory, any required
number of cumulants can be determined; in practice reasonably narrow distributions can be
analyzed adequately by using a second-order cumulant fit. Then from r, the diffusion
coefficient can be calculated. For non-rigid particles with internal motions, such as flexible
polymers, D is an apparent diffusion coefficient which depends on Q. For linear flexible
polymers Burchard [18]derivedthefollowingequationforthefirstcumulant:
r, = Q 2 <D> Z (1+ C Q 2 R 2 - . . . )

12

where <D>Z is the z-averaged diffusion coefficient and C is a quantity which depends on
branching and polydispersity. Equation 12 shows that the apparent diffusion coefficient r,/Q2
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increaseswithQ,whichcorrespondstothefactthatat higherQ-valuesthediffusionof polymer
segments withinthe moleculesarestudied.Ingeneral,increasing Qmeans that smaller length
scales areprobed.
The theory of Burchard et al. [19] predicts an increase of C with polydispersity and a
decrease with branching. For non-branched monodisperse random coil chains their theory
predicts C* 0.17. However, experimental results for the value of Care not conclusive [20-22].
Regardless of the precise value of C, extrapolation of r,/Q2 to zero Q gives <D>Z. From this
diffusion coefficient the hydrodynamic radius RH of the EPS molecules is calculated with the
Stokes-Einsteinrelation:
~ -

K R T

671T|SRH

13

wherekB istheBoltzmannconstantandr|sthesolvent viscosity.
Polymerchaindimensionsindilutesolution
In the theoretical sections it has been demonstrated how the radius of gyration and the
hydrodynamic radius can be determined with scattering methods. Freire ef al. [23] did Monte
Carlo simulationsfromwhichthey calculated bothRH andRg.Inthe longchain length limitthey
foundfor ^=Rg/RHavalue of 1.27+0.02.When long-range interactions betweenthe segments
is introduced \ hasthesamevalue. These results have beenconfirmed bythe renormalization
grouptheory[24].
So far, we have shown how the molar mass and size of a polymer molecule can be
analyzed. Next,we discuss the relation between the molecular size and molar mass. For long
flexible chains the random walk model was introduced by Kuhn [25], The root-mean-square
end-to-end distance,<R2>1'2,followsfromthe number NKofKuhnsegments andthe length lKof
suchasegment as[26]:

<R 2 > = a2$UK

14

where a is the linear expansion coefficient. For long chains the radius of gyration Rgequals
<R2>K/V6. Since NKis proportional to the molar mass, Rgis proportional to M05. However, real
chainswith Nsegments,eachof length I,cannot bedirectly regarded as purely randomwalks.
The values for Iand Ncan betranslated to lKand NKby demanding equal contour lengths for
theKuhnchainandtherealchain:
L = IN=I K N K
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When Rghas been measured,the quantity lKcanthen be calculated from equation 14 as lK=
<R>2/L=6R//L and NKfollows as L/IK.A prerequisite for thevalidity ofthis approach isthatNK
must not betoo small (NK>10). For apolymer inagood solvent a depends also (weakly) onN.
Flory [26]derivedanexpressionwhich relatestheexpansion coefficient atoN:

a 5 - a 3 ~ (1-2x)NP

16

where % is the Flory-Huggins segment-solvent interaction parameter; it is equal to 0.5 for a
poor (G)-solvent and it is zero for a good solvent. According to equation 16, for high a (good
solvent) the expansion coefficient scales withthe number of segments as a ~ N01.Then,from
equation 14itfollowsthat Rg~N06for higha. Moregenerally,wecanwrite:
Rg ~ M v

17

whereforflexible chainstheexponent visinbetween0.5 (9-solvent)and0.6 (goodsolvent).
The approach given above applies to solutions of uncharged polymer molecules.
However, B40 EPS is a polyelectrolyte above pH 2 since the repeating unit contains a
phosphate group.At high ionic strength, however, all charges of polyelectrolytes are screened
andthebehavior isquasi-neutral.At intermediate ionicstrengths thecharges maycontributeto
a higher a and chain stiffness [27,28]. We determined Rg(M)for the EPS and compared the
resultswithequation 17.
Materialsand methods
EPSproduction
A pre-inoculum of 1%of the strain Lactococcuslactis subsp. cremoris NIZO B40 was
made in M17-medium, based upon a recipe of Terzaghi and Sandine [29], for 16 hours at
30°C.The pre-inoculum was usedto inoculate (1%) awhey permeate medium,which consists
of350 Lwhey permeate,7kg lactose, 7L(25%) yeast extract (BioSpringer) and3Lofa40%
sodium phosphate buffer solution. All concentrations are given in mass percent. The medium
was sterilized before inoculation by a HTST (high temperature-short time) treatment at 140°C
for 20 seconds by passing it through a tubular heat exchanger, and placed in a 500 L
fermenter which was kept under N2 pressure. The incubation time was 20 hrs at 30°C. The
initial pH was 6.5; it decreased during incubation but was held constant at 5.8 by adding the
required amount of 33% NaOH solution. After fermentation the culture broth was heated to
50°Ctoimprovethedetachment oftheEPSfromthewallsofthemicrobialcells.
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EPSisolation
The first step in the isolation of EPS from the broth (see Figure 2) was centrifugation to
separate particles having sizes larger than microns (mainly bacteria andcell debris). This was
performedwith aWestfalia centrifugewith apressure difference of4 bar and,asfor allfurther
filtrations, at 50°C. The supernatant was microfiltered over a ceramic membrane (Ceraver
Membralox) with a pore size of 1.4 urn to a concentration factor of 10. The microfiltrate was
additionally ultrafiltered with apolysulfone (Romicon DM 10) membrane with a molar exclusion
limitof 10kDa,againtoconcentrate 10times.
Culture broth

Bactofugation

-> Retentate : cells

permeate
Microfiltration

Retentate : cells

permeate
Ultrafiltration

UF permeate

retentate
Diafiltration

DF permeate

retentate
Freeze drying

Isolate
Figure2FlowschemeoftheEPSisolationprocess.
Subsequently, the retentate was diafiltered with the same ultrafiltration equipment with 20
volumes deionized water, after which the product was freeze dried. The freeze-dried powder
was stored at 5°C. All further analysis was performed at room temperature. The remaining
powder contained 63% EPS, 18% proteins, 8% ash, 6% mannan-rich material [11] and 5%
water.
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Purification
The freeze-dried product needed some additional purification because Kjeldahl analysis
showed the presence of nitrogen (protein) containing impurities and UV transmission (at 280
nm) gave evidence of aromatic groups. Moreover, the first results for the relation between the
molar mass andthe radius of gyration (as measured by GPC and static light scattering) were
erratic. Probably,smallaggregates,whichgavedeviating lightscattering results,were present.
Various purification methods, such as gel permeation on a preparative column, additional
dialysis, lab-scale ultrafiltration,andethanol precipitation,didnotgivesatisfactory results.Milas
ef al.[30] and Fouissac ef al.[31] used ethanol precipitation and ethanol washing to remove
aggregates of polysaccharides. It is assumed that these aggregates are formed during the
freeze-drying process [32]. In our system, these aggregates could not be eliminated by
ethanol.
We developed awashing method inwhich 0.5 gfreeze-dried powder is suspended in500
mL 80%ethanol solution containing 0.1% formic acid. We used formic acid as a buffer at low
pH (pH 3.0) in order to make the proteins more soluble in ethanol solutions. This suspension
was ledthrough acolumnwith asintered glassfilter atthe bottom,andwashed by leading 1L
ofthe ethanol-water-formic acid mixture through the filter (the polysaccharide did not pass the
filter). Then the powder was washed with 96% ethanol. Finally, the remaining ethanol was
evaporated. The addition of 0.1% formic acid greatly improved the light scattering results.
Higher concentrations (up to 3%) did not affect the final result. UV analysis showed that the
washing method decreased the amount of proteins.After purification by washing the EPS the
amount of proteins was decreased. After purification the sample contained 72% EPS, 6%
proteins, 9% ash,7% mannan and 6% water. Further washing did not change the end result.
We assume that this smaller fraction of impurities will not affect our results since both the
proteins and mannan are much smaller than the large EPS molecules. The monosaccharide
composition ofthe EPSwas notaffected bythewashingmethod.
EPSanalysis
- Gelpermeation chromatography
Gel permeation or size exclusion chromatography (GPC) was performed using TSK-gel
6000 PW columns (Phenomenex). The molar exclusion limit as stated by the supplier is8-103
kg/mol. A pre-column (PWH TSK-gel, Phenomenex) was usedto give acrude first separation
andto protectthecolumn.Thegelpermeation separation was carriedout at room temperature
with0.10 MNaN03 astheeluent.
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Theeluentfrom the columnwas analyzed on-line by Rl (refractive index) detection (ERC7510detectorfrom ERMA opticalworks), by UVtransmission at awavelength of 280 nm, and
by static light scattering (SLS). Integration of the Rl signal was used to determine the
polysaccharide concentration in the fractions; dextran and pullulan were used as standards.
The on-line UV transmission measurements were made with a LKB 2140 rapid spectral
detector. Static light scattering was performedwith aWyatt Technology DAWN apparatus with
a 5 mW He-Ne laser (Xo= 632.8 nm). The laser is linearly polarized and has a narrow beam
diameter to enhance the intensity. The DAWN contains 18 intensity detectors at scattering
angles ranging from 3.3° to 158.3°. After a few initial experiments we decided to exclude
angles 3.3°-36.1° and 158.3°,sincethesignal-to-noise ratioatthese angleswastoo lowfor an
accurate measurement. Hence,we used 12angles to analyze the samples, giving a Q-range
from 10.0to 25.6 nm"1. Finally, the refractive index increment neededfor the material constant
K(equation4)was measured usingaCarlZeiss refractometer.We obtained avalue of0.135±
0.005 mL/gin0.10 MNaN03.
- Dynamiclightscattering
Dynamic lightscattering experimentswere performed using aSpectra Physics 275 mWAr
laserwithawavelength of514.5 nm. Inthis apparatus,the light beam isfocused onthe axisof
thegoniometer usingalens.Thesamplecuvette housingis keptatatemperature of25°C.The
goniometer can beset atthe required scattering angle. The detected intensity is processed by
a digital ALV-5000 correlator to give the auto-correlation function defined in equation 9. We
analyzed the data using a second-order cumulant fit. The experiments were performed at
various EPS concentrations in 0.10 M NaN03. In order to obtain a qualitatively adequate
cumulant fit an intensity (expressed as photon count rate) of at least 10" Hz is required. For
that reasonconcentrations lowerthanapproximately 0.2 g/Lcouldnot beanalyzed accurately.
Resultsand discussion
After 20 hours offermentation at 30°C (pH=5.8) the culture broth contained 6.5-108colony
forming units per mL, as determined by colony counting on GMA (glycerol phosphate milk
agar) plates. The EPS production was about 0.37 g/L before heating to 50°C.After 2 hours at
50°Ctheculturebrothcontained0.49g/LEPS.
Thewashed EPSisolatewas brought ontheGPCcolumn andthefractions were analyzed
by SLS. A typical GPC result is plotted in Figure 3. The molar mass and radius of gyration
decrease as afunction of elution volume, because in a GPC experiment the larger molecules
passthecolumnfasterthantheshorter ones.The results arevery reproducible.
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Figure 3 GPC results for B40 EPS in 0.10 M NaN03. The data for the molar mass M and radius of
gyration Rgare given as a function of the elution volume V. Thedashed curve represents the polymer
concentrationcinarbitraryunits.
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In Figure 3the noise is somewhat larger at the tail ends of the distribution since the polymer
concentration is rather lowatthetails.The bulk ofthe material hasa molar mass inthe range
1-3-106g/molandaradiusofgyration intherange60-120nm.
The radius of gyration is plotted as a function of the molar mass on a double logarithmic
scale in Figure 4. Best fits of the fractions with the highest polymer concentrations yield an
exponent v«0.57 ± 0.02, which approaches the theoretical value v = 0.6 for flexible polymer
molecules inagoodsolvent.
After calibration of the data plotted in Figure 3, the distributions of the molar mass and
radius of gyration are obtained; they are plotted in Figure 5 (a) and (b), respectively. From
these, the number- and weight-averaged molar masses were calculated as (1.47 ± 0.06)-103
and (1.62 ± 0.07)103 kg/mol, respectively, and the number- and weight-averaged radii of
gyration as 86± 2 and 91± 2 nm, respectively. Thez-averaged radius of gyration was found
to be 97 ± 3 nm. The polydispersity index MJMn is thus 1.13, which is surprisingly low in
comparison to that of most synthetic polymers. However, the real polydispersity ofthe sample
could besomewhat highersinceweeliminatedthetails ofthedistributionwheretheerror inthe
scattering intensitiesweretoo large. The size distribution ofthe molar mass can be described
as a Schulz-Flory distribution [26].A best fit of this distribution depicted as a dashed curve is
giveninFigure 5(a).
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Figure5(b)ThesizedistributionoftheradiusofgyrationofB40EPSmolecules.
By regarding an EPS molecule asa Kuhnchainwe canobtain information aboutthe Kuhn
lengthandthechainstiffness. Inordertocalculatethe KuhnlengthofB40EPSmolecules from
equation 14,valuesfor Iand Nare required.We took Nasthe number of repeating units.The
molar mass M0of the repeating unit is 873 g/mol, which gives N= Mn/M0= 1.68-103 repeating
units. Each repeating unit contains three backbone monosaccharides. The (3-glucose groups
are estimated to have a length (distance between the linkage oxygens) of 0.554 nm [33], and
the (3-galactosegroup has alength of 0.453 nm [33],duetothe kink it introduces inthechain.
Then, I=1.561nmandforthecontour length Lwefind L=2.63 nm. Ithasto beremarkedthat
thesidegroups inthechainmay affectthevalueofthe lengthsmentioned.
Inafirst simple approachwe set a = 1(8-solvent).With Rg=86± 2nm,lK=6Rg2/Lfollows
as lK= 16.9 ±1.5 nm, andfrom equation 15 we find NK= 156 + 20. This means that 33 ± 3
monosaccharide backbone units (about 11 repeating units) are required to mimic a freely
rotational Kuhn segment. For a commercial polysaccharide thickener such as CMC Davis [34]
measured aKuhn lengthof 10.8 nmat highionicstrength. For hyaluronate, Fouissac era/.[31]
found an lKvalue of 12+ 3 nm.These values indicate that B40 EPS has a rather stiff chain.
Since v =0.57, itfollows that a>1. Thevalue for lKwould then be lower than calculated above
by afactor a2; similarly NKwould become higher by the same factor. For the moment, we can
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only conclude that the values given above for lK and NK are upper and lower estimates,
respectively.
A parameterwhichdirectly gives information onthickening properties ofapolymer solution
is the intrinsic viscosity, which depends on the hydrodynamic volume of a polymer molecule.
The hydrodynamic radius of polymer molecules can be measured by dynamic light scattering.
Therefore, we measured the first cumulant as a function of Q for the EPS molecules in
solutions with a ionic strength of 0.10 M by DLS. In Figure 6, r,/Q 2 (also called 'apparent'
diffusion coefficient) isplotted asafunction ofQ2.Thedata can bedescribedwithequation 12.
Thediffusion coefficient <D>Zwas calculatedfromthe intercept ofr,/Q 2 asafunctionofQ2and
from the slope C can be calculated by using equation 12. For C we found a value of 0.15,
whichisclosetothetheoreticalvalueof0.17 [19].
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Figure 6Apparentdiffusion coefficientr/Q2 asafunction ofQ2.Extrapolation toQ2= 0gives <D>Z. The
dataaregivenforpolymerconcentrationsof0.20g/L(A), 0.25g/L(»)and0.30gA.(o).
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By using equation 13, the z-averaged RHcan be calculated from <D>Z. For the solvent
viscosity,weusedtheviscosity ofwater at298K(0.8904 mPa-s).Theextrapolatedvalues give
a z-averaged hydrodynamic radius of 86 ± 4 nm. This value can be compared with the zaveraged radius of gyration, 97 ± 3 nm, which yields a ratiot, = RJ RH= 1.13 ± 0.09. This
value is close to 1.26-1.28 as reported theoretically [23,24] and experimentally for synthetic
polymers[35].
The results in Figure 6 are given for three concentrations; 0.20, 0.25 and 0.30 g/L. It is
assumed that these concentrations are small enough to neglect hydrodynamic interactions
between the polymer molecules. The overlap concentration, MJ\/9, with Vp being the volume
per mole polymer (= NAV-4/3-7tRg3), which equals 1.0 g/L, is much higher than 0.30 g/L.
Therefore, we can consider the system as being sufficiently dilute to study the diffusion of
individual EPSmolecules.
Conclusions
We have shown how EPS can be isolated on apilot-plant scale using membranefiltration
processes. The freeze-dried isolate contains impurities from proteins. After dissolving the
isolate inaqueous solution someaggregates remain inthesolution.Awashing methodyieldsa
purified sample,which can be analyzed properly by acombination of static light scattering and
GPC. The number-averaged molar mass was determined as 1.47-106 g/mol and the
polydispersity index was found to be 1.13, which is relatively low in comparison with most
synthetic polymers. The number-averaged radius of gyration Rg was measured as 86 ± 2nm.
Byanalyzingvariousfractions therelation between Rg andM(Rg~M°57)was determined andit
follows that B40 EPS can be described as a random coil in a good solvent. The z-averaged
hydrodynamic radius RH,determined by dynamic light scattering, is 86 ± 4 nm. The relation
between RH andRg isconsistentwiththeoretical resultsfor random coilpolymer molecules.
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Concentrationandshear-ratedependence
ofanexocellular polysaccharide
Abstract
The viscosity of an exocellular polysaccharide (EPS) produced by the bacterium
Lactococcus lactissubsp.cremorisB40was studied inaqueous solution atan ionic strengthof
0.10 M. Firstly, the zero-shear viscosity was determined as a function of the concentration.
Fromthedata inthe lowconcentration range the intrinsic viscositywas determined. Inaddition
the shear-thinning behavior was measured at several concentrations. The intrinsic viscosity
and the concentration dependence of the (zero-shear) viscosity of the B40 EPS could be
predicted from the molar mass and the hydrodynamic radius. The shear rate at which the
viscosity starts to decrease scales with polymer concentration in accordance with the Rouse
theory. Combining existing theories it is shown that it is possible to predict the viscosity and
shear-thinning behavior as a function of polymer concentration, molar mass, and
hydrodynamic radiusofthe polymer.
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Introduction
Water-soluble natural polymers such as polysaccharides have gained much interest
because oftheirfunctional properties inavariety of products. Infood products polysaccharides
are often usedto provide athickening effect. The corresponding enhancement of the viscosity
leads to a better mouthfeel of food products. In this study the viscosity of an exocellular
polysaccharide (EPS) produced by the food-grade lactic acid bacterium Lactococcuslactis
subsp. cremoriscode B40 was investigated; we denote the polysaccharide as B40 EPS. The
chemical structurewas reported earlier [1].The interest in EPS arises from thefact that these
polysaccharides can be produced insituindairy products duringfermentation sothat athickening agent is incorporated inthe product in a naturalway. Thickening polymers play a role in
severalfood products,suchasyogurt.
The viscosity and shear-thinning behavior are important properties in view of the role of
B40 EPS as athickener in dairy products. For instance, in chocolate milk the viscosity has to
be high at zero shear rate to prevent sedimentation of the cocoa particles, whereas the
viscosity hastodecreaseduring pouring anddrinking.This implies that theviscosity must start
to decrease at ashear rate ofabout 10-103s 1 . Polysaccharides can be usedfor this purpose,
sincethey exhibitstrongshear-thinning behavior.
We havefocusedontheviscosity andtheshear-thinning behavior of B40 EPSinsolutions
of ionic strength of 0.10 M, which is a typical value for the ionic strength (isotonic value) in
many food products. For example, milk has an ionic strength of 0.08 M. The EPS contains
negatively charged phosphate groups, which can be regarded as being quasi-neutral since
they are highly screenedat anionic strengthof0.10M(theDebye length isonly 1nm) andthe
radiusofgyration isindependent ationicstrengths exceeding0.03M.
In a previous study [2] we determined various molecular parameters of B40 EPS. Gel
permeation chromatography was used to fractionate the polysaccharide. Fractions were
analyzed by static light scattering in aqueous 0.10 M NaN03 solutions and this yielded a
number- (Mn) andweight-averaged (MJ molar mass of (1.47 ± 0.06)-103and (1.62 ±0.07)-103
kg/mol, respectively. The polydispersity index MJMn equals 1.13, which indicates a relatively
monodisperse sample. The averages of the radius of gyration were found to be 86 ± 2 nm
(number average), 91±2nm (weight average) and 97± 3nm (z-average). Fromdynamic light
scattering experiments we determined a (z-averaged) hydrodynamic radius of 86 + 4 nm. In
this study we establish the relation between these molecular quantities and the rheological
properties ofB40EPSsolutions.
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Theory
Concentration dependenceofthezero-shearviscosity
For spherical particles dispersed in a solvent, the relative viscosityr\r (with respect to the
solvent),cangenerally bewrittenasavirialexpansion:
TlrO = —

= 1+

| v s p C + C l V 2 C2 +...

1

where the subscript 0 refers to the limit ofzero shear. The quantityr|0isthe dynamic viscosity
inthe Newtonian plateau regime,r\s the viscosity ofthe solvent, vspthe specific volume of the
dispersed spherical particles andC, is aconstant which reflectsthe hydrodynamic interactions
between the particles. For polymer solutions four concentration regimes can be distinguished
[3,4]: 1,very dilute; 2,dilute; 3, semi-dilute; and4, entangled.We characterize the crossovers
betweenthese regimes bytheconcentrations c12,c23and C34.
Inthevery dilute regimethe concentration issufficiently lowto neglect thethird and higher
terms of equation 1. As shown by Einstein, the Newtonian intrinsic viscosity [r\]0 for a
dispersion of spheres equals 5/2vsp. Polymer solutions can be described as dispersions of
'fluffy' spheres with an effective hydrodynamic radius RH,defined as the friction coefficient of
suchasphere divided by 6-TI-TI,. Sincethe molar volume ofsuchfluffy spheres is4/3-7iRH3NAV,
theintrinsicviscositycanbewrittenas:
5 4TIR3NAV

h]0

2

3

M

where NAV is Avogadro's number. Debye and Bueche [5] derived this equation under the
implicit assumption that the coils are non-free draining. For free-draining coils the numerical
pre-factor will be smaller than the Einstein factor 5/2. In the very dilute regime [r\]Q can be
determined byextrapolating (r^-iyc tozeroconcentration.
In the dilute regime the polymer molecules interact hydrodynamically, but there is still a
low probability of intermolecular segment-segment contact. This regime is often described by
thefirstthreetermsofthe Huggins equation[6]:
Tiro

=

1 + fo]oC +k ' h ] § c 2 + •••

3

which is another way of writing equation 1. In this equation, the Huggins constant k' is a
measure of pairwise hydrodynamic interactions between the macromolecules. Experimentally,
k' has values of 0.3-0.4 for polymers in good solvents and 0.5-0.8 for polymers in theta
solvents. The cross-over between the very dilute and dilute regimes is in the concentration
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rangewherethethirdtermofequation3cannolonger beneglectedwithrespecttothesecond
term. We therefore choose c12as the concentration atwhich the third term of equation 3is 10
timessmallerthanthesecondterm.Hence,c12equals 0.1/(k'[r|]o).
The onset of the semi-dilute region is characterized by the concentration where the
polymerchains starttooverlap hydrodynamically.Thecross-over from dilute to semi-dilute can
therefore be defined as the concentration where [r|]0c equals 1,so c 23 = 1/[r|]0 In the semidilute regime, there is a large probability of intermolecular segment-segment contact, which
strongly increases the friction when a shear rate is applied on such a solution. The complex
behavior inthesemi-dilute regime isgiven bythe Martinequation[7]:
n r 0 = 1+h ] 0 c e k ' c [ , l l °

4

which may beexpandedtogiveapower seriesofwhichequation 3givesthefirstterms.
For c [ r | ] 0 » 1 , physical segment-segment 'knots' will dominate the interactions in polymer
solutions [4]. Inthat regime, the polymer concentration is so high that the polymer chains are
entangled.Bueche[8](seealso[9,10])derivedthefollowing scaling relationfor sufficiently long
entangledchains:
nr0 ~ c 7 / 2
Later, Graessley [11] confirmed this result. Both approaches are based upon the fact that
TI,O~^C,where\ isthefrictioncoefficientwhichisaconstant indilutesolution.However, % starts
todepend oncwhenthechains entangle. Itcan beshown [8-11]that \ depends oncas E,~c2S
inthe entangled regime,whichthen leadsto equation 5. Using a reptation model,De Gennes
[12]arrivedatr]«,~ C15/4which isanalmost identical result.
For various polysaccharides, such as dextran, carboxymethylamylose, aliginate, Kcarrageenan, and hyaluronate, Morris et al. [13] observed a strong increase of the viscosity
above c[r|]o«4.Above that concentration these authors found experimentally T ^ C 3 3 * 0 3 , which
is in reasonable agreement with the theoretical scaling exponents. Lapasin and Pricl [14]
review various experimental values found for the exponent and most lie in the same range.
Therefore,weassumethefourth regimetobeenteredatapproximatelyC34=4/[r|]0.
An important observation of Morris etal.[13] isthat aplot ofthe specific viscosity r^-l as
a function of c[r\]0 yields a master curve for the polysaccharides mentioned above. A similar
result was laterfound for instance by Robinson etal.[15], Fouissac etal.[16]and Milas etal.
[17].Thismeansthatthezero-shear viscosity ofthepolysaccharides canbedescribed interms
of [T|]0 only: all specific information of the individual polysaccharides is accounted for in [TI]0
which, in turn, depends on RHand M. This finding leads to the conclusion that the concen-
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tration dependence of the viscosity of these polysaccharides can be described in terms of
thesetwo molecular parametersonly.
Shear-rate dependence
Shear-thinning (viscosity decreasing with increasing shear rate) is awell-known property
of polymer solutions. In Figure 1the general behavior is sketched. At sufficiently low shear
ratesthesolutionexhibits Newtonian behavior andtheviscosity has aconstant, highvalue,the
zero-shear viscosity r|0.At such shear rates the relaxation time needed for rearrangement of
thechainsegments ofthepolymer issmallerthanthedistortiontime.
When the shear rate y increases, the distortion time decreases and when this time
becomes smaller than the longest relaxation time the dissipation and, consequently, the
viscosity decreases.Theshear rateyRatwhichtheviscosity startsto decrease isrelatedtothe
longest relaxation time. The latter can be calculated with Rouse theory [18]. More or less
arbitrarily, wedefine yRas the shear rate atwhichthe viscosity is equal to 95% ofr\0. At very
high shear rates a constant low viscosity is reached, which we denote as ria,. The general
picture sketched in Figure 1applies at any polymer concentration c. The parameters TI0 and
r|oo depend on c and both increase with increasing polymer concentration. The parameteryR
decreaseswith increasing polymerconcentration.
Whenshear isapplied,the polymer chainswill beextended under anangle of45°withthe
flow field, whereas they are compressed in the perpendicular direction. This effect was also
recently demonstrated in molecular dynamics simulations by Pierleoni and Ryckaert [19]. This
orientation and elongation causes a decrease in energy dissipation (fewer solvent molecules
will interact with the polymer molecules due to shearing), which is manifested as a lower
viscosity. This viscosity reduction can be calculated when the dynamics of the polymer
moleculeareknownasafunctionofshearrate.
Tothisend,we usetheapproach of Bueche [20]who consideredapolymer molecule asa
collection of beads and springs (see also [10]). The model of Bueche can be criticized in the
sense that for bead-spring models one usually does not find shear-rate thinning. However,
since the modelwhichworks outwellfor many (synthetic) polymer solutions [21] anddoes not
need empirical fit parameters we apply it here. In bead-spring models the beads can rotate
freely andthesprings connecting the beads are Hookean. The distance between two adjacent
beads is assumed to be equal to the Kuhn length lK, and the number of beads is taken to be
the number NKof Kuhnsegments inthechain.
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Y
Figure1 Schematicpictureoftheshear-thinningbehaviorofpolymersolutions. Symbolsareexplainedin
thetext.
The quantities lK and NK can be calculated by requiring the same contour length L for the
equivalent Kuhn chain and the real chain: lKNK= IN = L, where Iis the length of a monomeric
unit of the polymer and Nthe number of those units inthe chain.When the radius of gyration
Rgis measured independently (e.g.from static light scattering), lK can be calculated from Rg=
ctlKNK°5 /6 05or
lK=6R2/a2L

6

where a is the linear expansion coefficient which depends on the solvent quality. From lK,NK
followsasNK=L/IK.
By regarding the polymer molecules as bead-spring systems, Bueche [20] replaced the
dynamics of a polymer molecule by the dynamics of a set of masses connected by Hookean
springs in series. The displacements of the beads are calculated using a relaxation time
spectrum. Bueche'sfinalresult is[20]:

n-ri s
no"Is
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where p = 1,2,..,NK, and the dimensionless shear rate Xis defined as y x,, where x, is the
longest relaxation time.As expected,rpr| 0 for y=0. The leading term inthe summation is the
first (p=1):

- ^ - 1-V^-<2-^->
7iz(i+r )

iio-iis

8

1+ r

which shows that the viscosity is about ^2 when y=x,"1. For higher values of y, the
approximation accordingtoequation8becomes increasingly inaccurate becausethen higherp
values alsocontribute;hence T|OO dependsonNK.
For monodisperse samples, Bueche's theory is in reasonable agreement with
experimental data for many polymers, such as polystyrene, polyethylene, and
carboxymethylcellulose [22], Middleman [22]modified Bueche'stheory to account forthe effect
of polydispersity. The correction factor for the viscosity becomes more than 10 percent only
whenthe polydispersity index MJM„ exceeds 4/3;therefore,for our system it is reasonable to
assumethatwedo not needsuch acorrection.
Furthermore, we need an expression for the longest relaxation time x,. Here we use the
theory of Rouse [18],who developed a generalized Maxwell model from which the relaxation
times of polymer chains can be calculated. Rouse resolved all motions of parts ofthe polymer
chain into aseries of normal modes.These normal modes can beseen asaseries of discrete
standing waves caused by a sinusoidal vibration which is applied to the bead-spring chain.
When a bead is displaced from its equilibrium position, two types of forces act on the bead:
hydrodynamicforces resultingfrom viscous interactionwith solvent and Brownianforces which
tendto returnthechainto astate of maximum entropy. Rouse [18]derived expressions forthe
spectrum ofrelaxationtimes xp,each ofwhich represents anormalmode:
_ 6(TIQ-T| S )M
v

pVRTc

The longest relaxation time (p = 1) is often called the Rouse time. The lowest modes (longest
relaxationtimes) arethe most relevant. Hence,inequation 7there is only asignificant effect of
the value of NKwhen it is lower than 10 (very rigid chains). When the coils do not interact no
concentration dependence onthe relaxationtimes isexpected; inthat casethe ratio (T|0-T|S)/C=
[r|]0Tisisaconstant. Forthe longest relaxationtime (p= 1)equation 9thenreads:
6TI S [TI] 0 M
X1

,

;t 2 RT

10

At higher concentrations the relaxation times increase since the rearrangements of
entanglements are slower than the internal correlation times of segments within an individual
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chain. Inequation 9this effect is accounted for inr|0,which increases more than linearly with
increasingc.
Experimental
B40 EPS was produced and isolated as described in Ref.[2]. The ionic strength of all
solutions was 0.10 M NaCI. Ubbelohde capillary (Schott-Gerate) measurements were used to
determine the intrinsic viscosity [TI] of B40 EPS solutions inthe (very) dilute range (0.020-0.60
g/L).Thekinematicviscositywas calculatedtaking intoaccountthe Hagenbach correction.The
solutiondensity, neededto convert the kinetic intothe dynamic viscosity,was measured using
an Anton-Paar apparatus. The viscosity as a function of shear rate for various B40 EPS
concentrations (0.020-6.5 g/L) was measured with a Rheometrics RFSII rheometer for the
higher shear rate range (2-1000 s"1)andwith aContraves LS40 for the low shear range (10280 s"1). The Rheometrics rheometer was equipped with adouble slit cylinder (radii from inside
out 28.94, 29.514, 31.992 and 34.00 mm, respectively, effective bob length 30.8 mm). The
Contraves apparatuswas equippedwith asingle slit cylinder (inner andouter radius 5.501 and
6.005 mm,respectively, and a bob length of8.116mm).All measurements were made at 298
K.
Resultsanddiscussion
Intrinsic viscosity
Thespecific viscosity TISP=r|r- 1 asafunction of B40 EPSconcentration, obtainedwith an
Ubbelohde capillary, is plotted in Figure 2 (filled symbols). The dependence is approximately
linear below 0.20 g/L. From this part of the graph [r|] was calculated as 1.9 ± 0.1 m3/kg.This
value cannot be taken as the zero-shear limit [r|]0. The average shear rate in the capillary is
about 103 s"1, and the shear rate near the capillary wall is around 1.5-103 s"1. According to
equation 10the longest relaxation time is 10"3s, indicating that yR(see Figure 1) is around 103
s"1.The relative viscosity as measuredwith capillary viscometry istherefore not only afunction
ofconcentration butalsoofshearrate.
Results obtained with the Contraves low-shear viscometer are given in Figure 2 as the
open symbols. Inthis casethe shear rate is inthe range 1-80 s"\ where the viscosity isshear
rate independent.
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Figure2 Comparison ofthe specific viscosities measured bylow-shear rheometry (circles) with those
measuredusingaUbbelohdecapillary(squares)atlowconcentrations.
The measured specific viscosities obtained from the Contraves measurements were higher
than those obtained by capillary rheometry and yield [T|]0 = 3.2 ± 0.2 m3/kg. This result
corroboratesthattheshear rateinthecapillary isabovethezero-shear range.
Theexperimental [TI]0canbecomparedwiththeory by using equation 2,giving[r\]0 =2.8±
0.5 m3/kgby inserting the hydrodynamic radius of 86 nm and M = 1.47-103 kg/mol (as found
previously [2]).This isratherclosetotheexperimental value 3.2±0.2 m3/kg.Wenoteherethat
equation 2 requires the number-averaged RH. From dynamic light scattering however a zaveraged hydrodynamic radius isfoundwhich islargerthanthenumberaverage.
Concentration dependence ofthezero-shearviscosity
The zero-shear viscosities of B40 EPS solutions were measured over a wide concentration range.The resultsareplotted inFigure 3(data points),wherethepolymer concentration
isnormalized bymultiplicationwiththeexperimental [r|]0.
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100

Figure3TheconcentrationdependenceofthespecificviscosityofB40EPSsolutions. Theconcentration
isnormalizedbymultiplication with[n]0- Symbolsgive the experimentaldata; the solidcurve corresponds
toequation 11. Thearrowsgivethecross-overconcentrationsc12, c23andc34, asdefinedinthetext.
This normalized plot closely resembles the master curve of Morris et al. [13] for various
polysaccharides andforthose reviewed byLapasin and Pricl[14]. Inordertodescribe bothour
results andthoseofMorris efal.[13]we proposetheequation:
^sPo = h ] o c + ^ ( h l o c ) 7 / 2
Thefirst-orderterm oftheconcentration dependence ofequation 11isthesame as inequation
3.Theexponent 7/2 ofthesecondterm isthescalingexponentfrom Bueche'stheory (equation
4) and is close to the experimental exponent 3.3 ± 0.3 given by Morris et al. [13]. The factor
1/25 in equation 11 is an empirical fitting parameter, which determines the crossovers from
very dilute (r|0~ c1)to entangled (r|0~ c7'2) regimes. In Figure 3this dependence according to
equation 11isplotted asthesolidcurve. Theexperimental data arevery well described bythis
curve.
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With [T)]0 = 3.2 m3/kg, the cross-over concentrations for the various regimes can be
estimated : c, 2 « 0.10 g/L (where k' is taken as 0.3), c 2 3 « 0.31 g/L and C34« 1.25 g/L. These
concentrations (multiplied by [T)]0) are indicated in Figure 3 by the arrows. Indeed, below c12
(very dilute regime)r\- c \ and above (^(entangled regime) TI ~ c7'2.

Shear-rate dependence

In Figure 4 the viscosity as a function of shear rate isshown for four concentrations (g/L):
1.8 and 2.5 (Figure 4 a) and 4.0 and 6.5 (Figure 4 b). The full curves in Figure 4 will be
discussed later. The data points inthese plots show that the shear rate fa at which the viscosity
startstodecrease becomes lowerfor higher concentrations, which agrees withequation 7.

102
2.5 g/L

SPo

\ °°
cd

£ 101

1.8 g/L

\
\

10°

10"2 10"1

10°

10 1

10 2

10 3

Y(s1)

Figure4 (a) Theshear-rate dependence of theapparent viscosityof 1.8(squares) and 2.5 (circles)gA.
B40 EPS in in 0.10M NaCIsolutions. Open symbols are data points measured with theRheometrics
equipment; closedsymbolsrepresentdataobtainedwiththeContravesrheometer.Thecurvesaremodel
predictionsasdiscussedinthe text.
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Figure4(b) AsFigure4(a)butforconcentrations4.0and6.5g/L.
We determinedyRvalues atvarious concentrations andhave plottedtheresults inFigure
5. Intheentangledregime% scaleswithcas YR ~c 26 (weusedthedataabove2.5g/Lforthis
experiment). In this regime r| 0 »r| s andequations 5 and9 canbe combined to give x,~c25.
Sincefaisinversely proportionaltothelongest relaxationtimetheseequations predict%,~c"25,
whichisratherclosetotheexperimental exponent. Combination ofthe resultfromthereptation
approachofDeGenneswiththe Rouse relaxationtimeyields%~c"275,whichisalso consistent
withexperiment. Infact,theexperimental exponent isinbetweenthetwotheoreticalvalues.
Theviscosity atvarious shear rateswascalculated byusing equations 7,9and 11. Figure
6showssometheoretical curvestoillustratethemaintrends.ThecurvesofFigure6applyto a
polymer with a molar mass of 103kg/mol consisting of 100 beads (NK = 100).The intrinsic
viscosity ischosenas1m3/kg.Therelativeviscosity isplottedforthree polymer concentrations
asafunction ofshear rate, over abroad range ofshear rates asencountered inpractice.We
observe thetypical shear-thinning behavior for polymer solutions: a constant viscosity atlow
shear ratesandadecrease athigher shearrates.
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Figure5Shearrateatwhich theviscositystartstodecreaseasafunctionofB40EPSconcentration.
As to the concentration dependence, at every shear rate the viscosity is higher at higher
concentrations, andthe value of yR is lower in more concentrated solutions. These theoretical
plots illustrate that thetheoreticalr|rdepends strongly on the concentration, which agrees with
experimental results.
The next step is the input of the appropriate parameters for B40 EPS in the model (see
equations 7 and 9). The zero-shear intrinsic viscosity was taken as 3.2 m3/kg, Mn equals
1.47-103 kg/mol [2], and the solvent viscosity is 0.8904 mPa-s [23]. The Kuhn length was
calculatedfromequation 6fora=1, asinChapter 2,givingl K = 17nmandNK=156.
In Figures 4 (a) and (b) the theoretical curves for B40 EPS solutions, obtained from
equations 7 and 9 with the parameters given above, are plotted as the solid curves. The
theoretical and experimental curves have the same general shape and the data are of the
same order of magnitude. For the lower concentrations 1.8 and 2.5 g/L (Figure 4 a) the
decreaseoftheviscosity at highyaccordingtothe Bueche-Rousetheory isstrongerthanfound
experimentally. This might beduetothefact that excluded-volumeeffects are neglected inthe
model.
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Figure6Relative viscosity forthree polymer concentrations asa function ofshear rateaccording to
equation 7forapolymerwithM= 103kg/molandNK= 100.
Previously [2],we showed that the chains are swollen due to this excluded-volume effect. It is
generally knownthat the excluded volume plays only a role at low concentrations. Indeed,the
model predictions are betterfor4.0 and6.5 g/L (Figure4 b).Taking intoaccount experimental
uncertainties, we can conclude that the model describes the shear-thinning of B40 EPS
solutionsfairlywell.
The Bueche-Rouse theory shows how the Theological behavior of solutions of flexible
polysaccharides with a low degree of polydispersity can be predicted, which is useful for
understanding the relation between the structure of (exocellular) polysaccharides and their
suitability as a thickening agent. One could criticize the fact that the springs in the BuecheRouse model are considered to be Hookean. Bird efal.[25]tried to improve onthis aspect by
using springswhich mimic finite extensibility. Warner [26] calculated theflow-induced stresses
bydilutesolutions offinitely extendible non-linear elasticdumb-bells. However, this modeldoes
not give a good description for experimental data at low shear rates [27]. Moreover, it is not
consistentwhendynamic andstatic rheological properties arecompared [27].Intheverydilute
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regime the Fixman model [28,29],whichtakes excluded-volumeeffects into account, might be
used to improve the theory. However, for the moment the simple model as treated above is
adequate.
Conclusions
Measurement of the zero-shear viscosity of solutions of polymers of high molar mass,
such as exocellular polysaccharides, cannot be performed with Ubbelohde capillary
viscometers, because the shear rates in the capillary are too high for this purpose. For true
zero-shear results, one needs an appropriate low-shear rheometer. The concentration
dependence of the viscosity of the EPS solutions as well as other solutions of flexible
polysaccharides at lowshear rates canbepredicted ratherwellwithanequation containing the
intrinsic viscosity [r|]0 as the main parameter. Inturn, [r|]0 is determined by the hydrodynamic
radius and molar mass. This means that the zero-shear viscosity behavior can be directly
related to molecular parameters. The combination of the Rouse theory for the longest
relaxation time and Bueche's theory for the shear rate dependence rather accurately predicts
theexperimental resultsfor B40EPSsolutions intheentangledregion.
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Viscoelastic properties ofapolysaccharide produced bya
Lactococcus lactis
Abstract
Theviscoelastic propertiesofawell-characterized modelexocellular polysaccharide (EPS)
produced by the lactic acid bacterium Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremoris strain B40 were
investigated. Dynamic rheological measurements were performed as a function of frequency
and EPSconcentration. The dynamic properties could be described bythe bead-spring model
of Rouse.Concentrated EPSsolutions have asignificant elasticity (G'>G") at highfrequencies.
The relatively high G' values at high concentrations and high frequencies are indicative of
significant normal stress differences and we suggest that these normal stresses may explain
thecontribution of EPSstotheropy behavior ofyogurts.
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Introduction
In-situ production of exocellular polysaccharides (EPSs) in yogurt gives rise to a better
texture of the product [1] and therefore the properties of these EPSs are of special interest.
The production of EPSs can lead to a ropy consistency [2-4], Ropiness or sliminess is
characterized by a thread-like behavior on pouring the yogurt. Consequently, the bacterial
strainswhichare usedasstartersfor ropyyogurts arecalledropy strains [4].From the surface
of a ropy yogurt one can easily pull out athread of the yogurt and pouring the yogurt shows
these threads aswell. These phenomena imply that ropy yogurts are able to generate normal
stresses uponelongation.
Previously [5,6]we have analyzed various physical properties of an EPS produced by the
lactic acidbacterium Lactococcuslactissubsp. cremorisNIZOB40. Itwas shownthat ina0.10
M salt solution the EPS behaves as a flexible chain with excluded volume [5]. Both the
concentration and the shear-rate dependence of the viscosity of solutions of this EPS have
been described theoretically [6].As iswell known,concentrated polymer solutions also exhibit
elastic properties which are related to normal stresses. In order to investigate the elastic
properties and the relation between elastic and viscous properties we report the viscoelastic
properties of EPS solutions and we show how the simple model of Rouse [7], based on
molecular properties ofpolymers,gives agooddescription ofthe measurements.
Theory
Oscillatoryflow
The viscoelastic properties of a material can be determined by measuring the stress
response inan oscillating shear field [8]. In such a dynamic experiment a periodic sinusoidal
strain is imposed on the system and the concomitant shear stress is determined as a
function of time. A single experiment allows a determination of both the elasticity and the
viscosity. From mechanical analogues of viscoelastic materials, such as the Maxwell element
[9], one can derive for the storage and loss moduli, G' and G", respectively, the following
dependences onthefrequency co for amulti-element Maxwellmodel:
i=1 1+a T t j

i=1 1+aTTi

where G;isthe strength ofthe relaxation with relaxation time x,.The ratio G7G' is calledtan5,
withthe loss angle 5. From Lodge's constitutive equation [10]itcan bederivedthat, inthe limit
oflowfrequencies,G' andG"arerelatedtostationary shearflow by[8]:
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where % isthezero-shear viscosity and\|/1|0isthefirstnormal stress coefficient, which equals
N,/y2 at low shear rate y, with N, the first normal stress difference. These expressions
underline the relationship of Coleman and Markovitz [8,11], which says that steady shear
flow and sinusoidal shear deformations can be directly related. We will check whether the
relationship ofColeman and Markovitz appliesfor oursystem.
Relaxationtimes
Equation 1 gives a (Maxwell) continuum mechanics description of the viscoelastic
properties of polymer solutions but does not contain molecular information.These are stored
in the moduli G; and the relaxation times x,. In order to obtain expressions for these
quantities one needs amolecular modelwhichdescribes the relaxation of polymer coils upon
deformation.We havefoundthat our system canbedescribed best bythe Rousemodel.
In the model of Rouse [7] a polymer molecule is described as a chain consisting of
springs which are connected by beads. It is assumed that there is only hydrodynamic
interaction between the beads and the solvent molecules. The number of springs is usually
setequal to the number of Kuhn segments NK.Theenergy dissipation of such a bead-spring
system in ashear flow field results from hydrodynamic forces acting upon the beads andthe
restoring tendency of the chain to diffuse towards a random state. The motions of these
bead-spring systems can be subdivided into independent relaxation modes. Every mode has
a characteristic relaxation time xp. The longest relaxation time TR is given by the first mode
(P=1):
_ 6 (Tio-n s ) M

,

2

TI RTC

where cequals the polymer concentration,r|stheviscosity of the solvent, Mthe molar mass
of the polymer molecule, R the gas constant, T the temperature and T|0 the zero-shear
viscosity. For the EPS of L. lactis strain B40 we have shown [6] that the concentration
dependence ofthezero-shear viscosity can bedescribed with:
^ = 1+[Tl]0c+^(h]0c)a5
25
%

4

where [r|]0 isthezero-shear intrinsic viscosity.
Higher-order relaxation times (for p<NK/5) can be calculated using Tp=t1/p2. For a good
description ofthe relaxations of a polymer molecule under shear, Fixman [12] showed that it
is sufficient to consider the 10 longest relaxation times. Under simple shear, the moduli in
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the Rouse bead-spring systems areallequalto cRT/M,whichfollowsfrom volume averaging
[13]. Consequently, we replace equation 1with:
_ .

.

CRTNK

G'(a>)=

M

_,, ,

G (a>)= (oris+

CO2T2

zP=11
—+ CO2T-2

CRTNK

COTC

£
M P=11+co2tp

wherethe relaxationtimescanbecalculatedfromequation 3and T P =WP 2 .
Zimm [14] extended the Rouse model by adding hydrodynamic interactions between the
beads of the polymer. At low concentrations the theory of Zimm gives a good description for
polymer solutionswithanarrow sizedistribution [15]. Intheentangled regionthe Rouse theory
gives a better description of the experimental data, especially for high molar mass polymers.
This is explained by a screening of the hydrodynamic interactions between the beads with
increasing concentration andchain length [15].Alltheories mentionedwere developedfor ideal
chains but they can be applied to polymers in a good solvent since experimental results for
G'(co)andG"(w)hardlydependonthesolventquality [15].
At very high polymer concentrations and in polymer melts the relaxation behavior of the
system is governed by entanglements. For a highly entangled system the entanglements can
be regarded as topological constraints which only enable snake-like motions (reptations) of a
polymer chainina'tube'[16,17].Themodelof Doiand Edwards [17]givesapoorer description
of our measured data, bothqualitatively andquantitatively. The Doi-Edwards theory predicts a
different relaxation domain than is observed experimentally. This means that the investigated
solution does not satisfy the reptation conditions; the entanglement density is not high enough
toassumethatthepolymersonlyexhibitsnake-like motions.
Relationbetweenthestoragemodulusandnormalstresses
The relation between G7w2 and N,/y2 as satisfied by equation 2 makes a connection
between the elastic component as measured in oscillatory shear flow, G', and the first
normal stress difference N, in static shear flow. Significant first normal stress differences
lead to the Weissenberg effect, i.e. rod-climbing behavior of solutions. Later, we will use
equation 2 to make a connection between the measured G' and the thread-like behavior of
the EPS solutions in order to speculate on the relation between sliminess or ropiness and
normal stresses, as measured via the storage modulus. By combining equations 2, 3 and 5
thenormalstressdifference canbeexpressedas:
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Fromequation4wecanseethat T|0onlydepends onthe polymer concentration and[r|]0,which
in turn depends on the molar mass and the hydrodynamic radius of the polymer [18]. The
normal stress difference thus only depends on polymer concentration, shear rate and
molecularproperties ofthe polymer.
Materialsandmethods
EPS was produced on pilot-plant scale. A pre-inoculum of 1%of the strainLactococcus
lactissubsp. cremorisNIZO B40was made and used to inoculate awhey permeate medium,
which consisted of whey permeate, lactose, yeast extract and a sodium phosphate buffer
solution.The EPS productionwas described previously [5].After fermentation theculture broth
was centrifuged, microfilteredand ultrafiltered.Subsequently, the retentate was diafilteredwith
deionizedwater, afterwhichthe EPSproductwasfreeze-dried.
Dynamic Theological measurements were carried out with a Carri-med rotational
rheometer (TA-instruments, type CSL2500 A/G H/R). Temperature control was established
by connection with aJulabo F25 cooling/heating bath. We used adouble concentric cylinder
geometry inorderto achieve amaximumtorque domain.Thefrequency domainwas 0.1-250
rad/s. The signal-to-noise ratio was too small below 1 Pa for a reliable measurement. The
most concentrated EPSsolution (10g/L) was usedto detect the linear region.We found that
G' became non-linear above y=0.3,whereyisthe deformation, and G" lost its linearity withy
above0.8. Therefore we chosey=0.1duringthe experiments.
In order to achieve a broad frequency spectrum we changed the temperature in the
range from 5.0° to 50.0°C and made use of the time-temperature superposition principle
proposed by Williams ef al.[19], which states that one is allowed to shift experimental data
horizontally over the log-frequency scale in such a way that they match data for the same
system at another temperature under the restriction that there are no conformational
transitions or supramolecular structure formations under the shifting operations [20]. The
temperature T0towhichthe datawere shifted iscalledthe reference temperature.
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Resultsand discussion
Descriptionofdynamicmoduli
For several EPS concentrations we measured G' and G" as afunction of the frequency
co and in Figure 1we report the results for aconcentration of 10.0g/L (ionic strength 0.10M)
at various temperatures: 5.0, 20.0 and 50.0°C (they covered the measurements at 10 and
30°C). By making use of time-temperature superposition we shifted all curves to that of
20.0°C. It can be seen that the superposition is successful; the data points from the various
temperatures follow rather accurately a single curve. The shapes of the curves are
characteristic for concentrated polysaccharide solutions [20]. With increasing concentration
both moduli increase. The elastic contribution increases more strongly than the viscous one
at higher concentrations. This means that upon making the solution more viscous by adding
EPS, one also makes a system more elastic. We now compare the measured curves with
theory as presented inthetheoreticalsection.

10

10°

101
w (rad/s)

102

10 3

Figure1 Dynamic shearloss (G"; closedsymbols) andstorage (G'; open symbols) moduliasa function
of the frequency of a 10 g/L EPS solution in 0.10 M NaCIas obtained from time-temperature
superposition to 20.0°C. Thedifferent symbols referto measurements at different temperatures (5
(triangles), 20(squares), and50°C(circles)). Thesolidanddashedcurvesaremodelpredictionsfrom the
Rousetheory.
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InFigure 1 the resultforthe Rousetheory (equations 3-6) for a polymer concentration of
10 g/L is plotted. The solid curve corresponds to G' and the dashed curve to G". From
separate measurements on dilute solutions, we know the intrinsic viscosity [r|]0 (3.2 m3/kg
[6]) and the molar mass (1.47-103 kg/mol [5]). We used only the lowest 10 relaxation modes
as suggested by Fixman [12]. Above co=5 rad/s the predicted G' values (solid curve)
correspond reasonably well with the experimental data; note that there are no adjustable
parameters. At lower frequencies the theoretical prediction is poorer and the limiting behavior
G'~co2 is not yet achieved. This may be due to polydispersity effects. The Rouse theory
assumes thatthe polymers aremonodisperse. Kokini efal.[21]showedthat polydispersity of
polysaccharides shifts the G' ofpolysaccharide solutions to highervalues at low frequencies.
The calculated loss moduli from the Rouse theory (dashed curve) agree quite well with
the experimental data points; the deviation at low frequencies is only small. At high
frequencies (w>102) the theoretical curve passes through a maximum, which is also found
experimentally, albeit at a slightly higher frequency. The position of the maximum in the
theoretical value of G" strongly depends on the number of relaxation modes taken into
account; the restrictions to 10 modes may be responsible for the discrepancy between
theory andexperiment at highfrequencies. Furthermore, polydispersity tends to broaden the
relaxation spectrum andtherefore smooth out the maximum of G" inthe experimental curve
[21].
We conclude that our system can be described reasonably by the simple model using 10
relaxation modes,withoutinvokingadjustable parameters.There might bemodelswhichgivea
more quantitative description,such asthe Oldroyd eight-constant model [22]orthe BKZ model
[23], butthedisadvantage ofsuch models isthatthey containmany parametersthatcannot be
determined independently and have to be fitted to the rheological data. Such models have
obviously lesspredictive power.
Concentrationdependenceofthemoduli
We measured the dynamic shear moduli at various concentrations and some
representative measurements at 25°C are plotted in Figure 2 (a) for G'(co) and in 2 (b) for
G"(co).The curves are again calculatedfrom thetheory of Rouse. It isseenthat the theoretical
curves satisfactorily describe the measured data points. Especially the G" predictions match
the experimental data rather accurately. We may therefore conclude that the Rouse model
adequately describesthedynamic rheological propertiesofour EPSsolutions.
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Figure 2 (a) Experimentallydetermineddynamicstorage modulus (symbols)of EPSsolutions in 0.10M
NaCIat various concentrations as indicated as a function of the frequency. Thecurves are calculated
fromtheRousetheory.Themeasurementsweremadeat 25.0±0.5°C.
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Figure 2(b) Dynamiclossmodulus(symbols)ofEPSsolutions in0.10M NaCIat variousconcentrations
as indicated as a function of the frequency. The curves are calculated from the Rouse theory. The
measurementsweremadeat25.0±0.5 °C.
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In order to compare the elastic and loss moduli as a function of frequency and
concentration we have plotted tan8=G"/G' as a function of frequency for the four EPS
concentrations in Figure 3. The curves clearly show that tan8 strongly decreases with
increasing concentration and increasing frequency. Increasing the EPS concentration or
decreasingthetimescalethus makesthesolutionmoreelastic.The pointwheretan5 becomes
smallerthanunity markstheonset oftheelasticity-dominated regime.
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Figure3Losstangent(tanS) asafunctionofthefrequencyofEPSsolutionsin0.10MNaCIat5, 7, 9and
10g/Lasindicated. Themeasurementswere made at25.0±0.5 °C. Thedashedhorizontallineidentifies
thepointwhereG'=G".
Relationshipbetweenstaticandoscillatoryshearflow
The relationship of Coleman and Markovitz states that the TI'(CO) curve from a dynamic
shear experiment should be similar to the r|(y) curve from a static shear experiment [11]. In
Figure4,iy(co)for c=6.5g/L isshowntogetherwithther\(j)flowcurve determinedearlier [6]. In
this figure we have includedthe Rouse predictionfor if(co) calculated from equations 4-6 with
the intrinsic viscosity of 3.2 m3/kg as measured previously [6]. The curves show that the
behavior of r\'{m) and r|(y) match quite well. As before, the Rouse model describes the
measurements well. The results given in Figure 4 show that the relationship of Coleman and
Marovitzappliestotheinvestigated EPSsolution.
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Figure 4 Comparison ofthe shear-rate dependence ofthe viscosity[5]with the dynamic viscosity as a
function of the frequency ofa 6.5 gA.EPSin 0.10M NaCI solution. Open symbols aredata points
obtainedfrom static shearmeasurements and closedsymbols were obtained from dynamic rheological
measurements. The solidcurverepresents the Rousepredictionforrj'(co).
This gives astrong argument insupport ofthe use ofthe relation G'/co2=N/y2 at infinitely
low frequencies. Experimentally, N,/-/2 can be calculated from G'/co2 by extrapolation to co->0.
In Figure 5we plot G'/co2 as afunction of co. Equation 5 shows that at low frequencies G'/co2
should equal CRT[TR2/(1+CO2TR2)]/M; afit using this relation was made for the lowest measured
frequencies in order to estimate [G'/co2](0=0. The calculated [G'/co2]^)^ ( = Ni/y 2 ) values are
plotted as a function of the concentration in Figure 6. The dashed line represents the relation
N/y 2 = cRTxR(c)2/M, which follows from equation 5 for w->0. The experimental data agree
reasonably well with the theoretical prediction. The experimental [G'/co2],^ values are
somewhat higherwhich canbeexplainedfrom thefactthat the measuredG' values inthe lowfrequency rangearesmallerthanthepredictedonesduetopolydispersity oftheEPS.
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Figure5Dynamicstoragemodulusnormalizedover the squaredfrequencyasafunctionof the frequency
of EPS solutions in 0.10M NaCIat variousconcentrationsas indicated. Thecurves are best fits to the
relationG'/O/=CRT[TR2/(1+O^TR2)]/M

asexplainedinthe text.

o (g/L)

Figure 6 Dynamic storage modulus normalized over the squared frequency as a function of the EPS
concentration. Open symbols refer to the experimentallydetermined G'/of values from extrapolationas
showninFigure5. The dashedlineisthetheoreticalpredictionfromthetheoryofRouse.
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Onthe basis ofthe results presentedwe can now comment on a possible explanation for
the ropy behavior of EPS-containing yogurts. Ropy behavior is usually tested by (poorly
defined) elongation of the yogurt. When the normal stress is large enough to compensate the
weight of the yogurt film one calls the yogurt ropy. For a typical thread length of 1 cm, the
stress required to prevent the film from falling equals approximately 100 Pa. For 10 g/L EPS
and atypical shear rate of 10 s'1the normal stress difference equals ~ 100 Pa, which is thus
enoughto preventthe yogurtthreadfromfalling.Typical average EPSconcentrations inyogurt
are ofthe order of 100mg/L. However, inyogurt a largefraction ofthe volume is occupied by
casein micelles, thus leaving only a small volume of continuous phase for EPS. As a
consequence, EPS is concentrated in the continuous phase of yogurt. We therefore suggest
thattheelasticity oftheEPSsolutions issufficientto causetheropy behavior ofyogurts.
Conclusions
Theviscoelastic properties ofconcentrated solutionsofanEPSproduced bythe lactic acid
bacterium Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremoris NIZO B40 can be described by the Rouse
model. Further the relationship of Coleman and Markovitz applies to our system since the
viscous part of the complex viscosity as a function of the frequency compares well with the
shear-rate dependence oftheviscosity.
With increasing polymer concentration the elastic component strongly increases and
dominates the viscous one at high frequencies. It is shown that this agrees with significant
normal stress differences. In yogurt, the average concentration of EPS is rather small. One
might conclude that normal stresses are thus negligible. However, it should be realized that
yogurt contains a large effective volume fraction of casein micelles, so that the EPS may be
effectively concentrated by a factor of about 102. This then explains the rheological
characteristics of'ropy'yogurt.
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Depletioninducedphaseseparationofaggregatedwhey protein
colloids byanexocellular polysaccharide
Abstract
Anattractive interaction,commonly referredtoasdepletion interaction,isinduced between
aggregated-whey-protein colloid (AWC) particles when they are mixed with exocellular
polysaccharides (EPSs) from a lactic acid bacterium. This interaction originates from a loss of
conformational entropy ofthe EPSs nearthe surfaces of neighboring AWC particles and leads
to a phase separation at high enough EPS and AWC concentrations. The effect of the
depletion interaction onthe properties ofthe mixtures of EPSandAWC particles isfirst studied
inthe stable, i.e. one-phase region.Thestrength of attractions ischaracterized by usingsmallangle neutron scattering (SANS) anddynamic light scattering (DLS).The SANS results canbe
described quantitatively by atheoretical modelfor depletion interaction. From Ornstein-Zernike
plots we derive the position of the spinodal. The DLS results can be described qualitatively
quite well by using a recently derived expression for the wavevector (Q)-dependent diffusion
coefficient asafunctionofthecorrelationlength.
Further the experimental phase boundary is determined and compared with a mean-field
theory that evaluates the free energy of a mixture of colloids and large non-adsorbing
polymers. The calculated spinodal was found to be consistent with the experimentally
determined positionofthephase boundary.
Spinodal phase separation kinetics is investigated by small-angle light scattering (SALS).
At lowQascattering peakwasdetectedwhichshiftedto lowerQ's withtime inagreementwith
other experimental data and theoretical predictions for spinodal decomposition. Both the
scaling ofthe scattered intensity with Qandthe scaling ofthe Q-position ofthe peak withtime
agreewiththeoreticalpredictions.
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Introduction
The properties of exocellular polysaccharides (EPSs) by food grade micro-organisms,
produced during fermentation of milk and products as yogurt [1,2], is an important topic for
product development but is also of scientific interest.The EPSshave asignificant influence on
the rheological properties of fermented milk products [3], but the underlying mechanisms are
not yet understood. Adding EPS to a dairy product makes the final product a biopolymer
mixture containing polysaccharides andproteins. Bothtypes of biopolymersaffect the structure
and texture of food products. Upon mixing two such biopolymers in an aqueous solution they
are either associative or segregative. When the biopolymers are mutually segregative the
mixture is saidto be incompatible. Incompatibility is a very common phenomenon in polymer
solutions as well as in protein-polysaccharide mixtures [4]. Adding polysaccharides to
suspensions of globular proteins induces depletion interactions which lead to an effective
mutual attraction between the proteins [5], Depletion interaction arises from the fact that a
polymer molecule loses conformational entropy when located between neighboring colloidal
particle surfaces. This gives rise to depletion of polymer from the region between neighboring
protein particles. Inthe depleted region the partial osmotic pressure of the polymer molecules
issmallerthaninthebulk,whichleadstoaneffectiveattraction betweenthecolloidalparticles.
In the present study we consider the interaction between EPS and (aggregated) whey
protein colloids (AWCs). Both components are of practical and scientific relevance. The EPS
used can be described as a random coil polymer with a low polydispersity [6]. The AWC
particles are well-characterized and controlled in size and are representative of many other
practical systems. Inour EPS/whey protein mixtures,the polysaccharides insolution are much
larger than the proteins. An overview of existing depletion theories, as given by Jenkins and
Snowden [7], shows that the description of mixtures with relatively small polymer molecules
and large spheres is well developed. This is not the case for systems with relatively large
polymer molecules andsmallspheresasusedinthe present study.
The AWC-particles consist of aggregates of whey proteins, globular proteins with
diameters inthe range of2-6 nm. Whey proteins constitute 20%ofthe proteins inbovine milk.
They consist mainly of (3-lactoglobulin(50%ofthewhey proteins), a-lactalbumin, bovine serum
albumin (BSA) and immunoglobulins [8]. Upon heatingwhey proteins above 60°C, a common
(required) treatment inthe dairy and food industry, thiol/disulphide exchange reactions leadto
the formation of intermolecular disulphide bonds of the whey proteins, which leads to
aggregation [9],
It is knownthat mixing dextran with thewhey protein BSA leads to phase separation [10].
Mixing native whey proteins with EPS did not leadto a phase separation. This isexplained by
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thefactthat the reduction inthepossible number ofconformations ofthe polymer molecules in
the neighborhood of the colloids decreases with decreasing colloid radius. The native whey
proteins arethustoo smallto induce phaseseparation ofmixtureswithEPS.
We havealso mixedthe EPSwithAWCswitharadius ofabout 30nm, andthese mixtures
do exhibit a phase separation, even though the aggregates are still substantially smaller than
the EPS (with a radius of gyration of 86 nm [6]). In this paper we consider the properties of
such EPS/AWC mixtures. We first investigate equilibrium and transport properties inthe onephase region followed by the determination of the experimental phase diagram. This phase
diagram is described by a recent mean-field theory by Schaink and Smit [11]for mixtures of
small spheres inthe presence of long polymers. Finally, we study phase separation kinetics in
theunstable(twophase)region.
Theory
In this theoretical section we first describe the background of the scattering techniques
whichenablethecharacterization oftheAWCs andoftheattractions betweenthewhey protein
aggregates induced by EPS. Next,we briefly summarize atheorywhich gives adescription of
thephase boundary for smallparticles andlarge polymers. Inthe lastsectionweshortly review
theoretical descriptions on spinodal decomposition which will be used to describe the phase
separation kinetics.
Staticscattering
-Analysisofmolarmassandradiusofgyration
Ina (static) light scattering experiment one measures the scattered intensity l(Q) which is
commonly normalized to give the Rayleigh ratio R(Q). The scattered intensity is a function of
the wavevector Q which equals 47tsin(6/2)/?., where 8 is the scattering angle and X is the
wavelength ofthe light inthe medium. For polarized light, the scattered intensity as measured
from a homodisperse colloidal suspension is proportional to the structure factor S(Q) and the
particle scatteringformfactor P(Q)[12]:
R(Q)= KcMP(Q)S(Q)

1

where crepresents the particle mass concentration, Mthe molar mass ofthe particle and Kis
a material constant which depends on the optical contrast and the wavelength. Equation 1is
also valid for small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) for which K depends on the scattering
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but as 'hard spheres' with adiameter aptowards the colloids. For r<ac, where ac is the colloid
diameter, Vrij takes U(r)=ooandfor r>[ac+ap], U(r)=0. Inthe range ac<r<[ac+ap]Vrij derived for
thepotential[20]:
U(r)= - - 7 i ( a c + a p
6

r3

3r '
2(CJ C + O P )

2(ac + ap)

cpRT
3

M

wherethe factor cpRT/Misjust the osmotic pressure n p of the polymer solution,with polymer
concentration cp. Here, M is the molar mass of the polymer, and R and T have their usual
meaning. For oc>2Rg, the effective diameter ap approximately equals two times Rg. If the
polymers become larger than the colloids, i.e. 2Rg>ac as in our case for AWCs and EPS,the
effective depletion layer thickness becomes smaller: ap<2Rg. Since the thermodynamic
theories for depletion interaction ofVrij [20] and Lekkerkerker etal.[21] have been developed
for cc>apthese descriptions can not be applied to our system.Therefore we use the theory of
Schaink and Smit [11] who developed a mean field theory which describes the depletion
induced phase (meta-)stability of a suspension of relatively small spherical colloids and long
polymer molecules.Weshortly summarizetheoutline oftheirtheory.
For a statistical mechanical approach it is convenient to work in the grand canonical
ensemble [22,23]. In that framework the total free energy of a colloid-polymer mixture,
Ftot(|ic,nP,(|>,(pp,T),canbeexpressedas:
F

tot(^c>^p. < t ) .V T ) =Fc(^c.<l>.T)+F p ( ^ p . V T )

9

where ^ andnparethethermodynamic potentials ofcolloid and polymer, respectively, <pp isthe
polymer volume fraction (which equals Cp/pp,with ppthe density of the polymer in the molten
state) and Fc is the free energy of the hard spheres which can be approximated by the
Camahan-Starlingequationofstate[24]:

NckBT

- lnT+lnd>+^ — V
2
( i - ^

10

where kBis Boltzmann's constant, Ncthe number of colloidal particles, each having a volume
7iac3/6inavolumeV and<>
| isthevolume fraction of spheres (=Nc7tac3/6V).The computation of
thefreeenergy Fpofthepolymer ismoredifficult sincetheconformational entropy isafunction
ofthe distance from acolloidal sphere. Schaink and Smit expressed the contributions to Fpas
aspatial integralofthelocalfreeenergy densityfp,ot(r):
FP=Jfp0t(0dr=/(f*(r)+fpex(r)+fps9(r))dr
wherefpff(r)isthetranslational entropy ofthe chains[25-27]:
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C(r)=kBT(^[ln(^)-1])
NK

12

NK

where q>p(r)isthelocal volume fraction of polymer molecules andNK isthenumber of Kuhn
segments inasingle chain and fpex(r) accounts fortheexcluded volume interactions between
disconnected polymer segments[27]:
f p e x (r)=k B T(|v(p p (r) 2 )

13

where visthepolymer excluded volume which equals 1-2x,where % isthe(polymer-solvent)
Flory-Huggins parameter [27]. Finally, theterm fpS9(r) isthesquare gradient contribution which
accounts fortherestrictions onthepossible chain conformations intheneighborhood of the
spheres[25,26]:
fp 9 (r)=k B T

1

d<pP(r.;

24cpp(r)

dr

2"\

14

The integration in equation 11 hasto be performed over the volume not occupied bythe
spheres. The determination ofcpp(r)andthesubsequent integration isacomplicated problem.
Smit andSchaink [11] therefore introduced acell model inorder to simplify thesystem.The
central assumption in the cell model is that the depletion profile of the polymer segments
follows thesurface ofthe nearest sphere. Ina first approximation it is possible to treatthe
system as a set of Nc cells, where Nc represents the number of AWC particles. In this
approximation the cells are assumed to have a spherical geometry with a volume 47tRL3/3,
where RListhe radius ofthe spherical cell. All length scales arenormalized with the Kuhn
length lK. The protein particle is centered in the cell. The cell thus consists of a sphere
surroundedbyashell.Theshellcontainsthepolymer solution andincludesthedepletion layer.
Withinasingle cellitispossibletocalculatethe polymer concentration profile p(r), definedas
<Pp(rJ/<PP,byminimizing thepolymer free energy within thecell. Itisassumed that thepolymer
segment density profilesofallcellsareequal.SinceV= Nc47iRL3/3 andV= Nc7tac3/6(j),RLequals
ac(j)"1/3/2. The protein particles are now treated as being isolated, which certainly is an
approximation. Using geometrical arguments thespherical cells arecorrected for sphere-cell
and cell-cell correlations using hypothetical concentration layers inthecell. Themacroscopic
polymervolumefraction q>p isfinally expressed as:
3 ^

2/Vfree(r)\.

f p = ^ - I <?p(0r- { w

Vshe

,

,D .

(V O V (CT C ,R L )}

F-+3cp p (R L )—^

V

15
3

RLO C /2
\
" /
4 7 t (R3-( C T c /2) )
wherethefirsttermonthe right-handsidecontainstheterm(y^ei^N^ whichcorrectsforthe
mutual overlap ofshells andthesecond term corrects fortheoverlap of spheres andshells
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[11].The term ( V ^ © ^ ^ ) containsthevolume ofthe shellswhichdonotoverlap,V ^ r ) , and
thevolume oftheshellVsheH.Theterm (Vov(oc,RL))istheaveraged sphere-shell overlapvolume.
Finally, Fp canbewritten as:
F p = 4 * "J f ™ ( r ) ( ^ ^ V V < ^ L ) ( V o v ( ° c . R L ) )
ocl2

\ Vshell /

16

which makes it possible to calculate Fp and hence Ftot and leads to solutions for Ftot as a
function of §and%. From Ftot,thespinodal canbecalculated from thefollowing determinant
[28]:
3 2 F,tot

a<r

a'Fttot
8
<Ppol

%o\Ji>

8

-T-o

^oLl -n

17

^d%o\)

whichwillbeusedtocomparewithexperimental phase linesinthisstudy.
Phaseseparationkinetics
Strongattractions betweencolloids may induce phenomena likespinodaldecompositionor
fractal aggregation. Although seemingly quite different these processes are difficult to
distinguish by scattering experiments. Recently, it has been shown that the evolution ofthe
structure factor in time for diffusion-limited cluster aggregation (DLCA) behaves quite
analogous as in the case of spinodal decomposition (SD) and that there are various close
similarities between fractal aggregation and spinodal decomposition [29,30]. The processes
can becharacterized bydetermining thefractal dimension d,oftheaggregating clusters.The
evolutionofthescattered intensity duringaspinodaldecomposition obeys ascaling l(Q)~Q'3at
high Q in the early stages [29,31], For DLCA, df=1.75-1.80 as found from 3D computer
simulations of Jullien et al. [32],which agrees for instance with the experimental finding of
Weitz andOliveria [33]who founddf=1.75forfractal aggregating gold sols. Forfractal systems
Texeira[34]hasshownthat:
l(Q) ~ Q" df
for a!ow<27:/Q<aUp, where a^ and aup refer to the upper and lower length scale limit inthe
system, respectively. Upon measuring thescattered intensity asafunction ofQfor demixing
systemswithAWC particles andEPSwefound df=3.Therefore oursmall-angle light scattering
resultswillbecomparedwiththeoryforspinodaldecomposition.
Since thedevelopment ofthe theory forspinodal decomposition byCahn andHilliard[35]
it turned out that a wide range of systems could be described with this mechanism. A
theoretical discussion of spinodal decomposition of colloids in the initial and intermediate
stages can be found in ref. [17]. After a quench into the two-phase region spontaneous
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fluctuations in density are no longer stable with respect to a homogeneous distribution. The
diffusion coefficient in a Fickian type of law then becomes negative, so that certain density
fluctuations tend to grow intime. The evolution of density fluctuations can be divided into four
stages: an initial, an intermediate, a transition and a final stage [17,36]. Siggia [37] only
distinguishes two stages: anearly (initial + intermediate) and a late (transition andfinal) stage.
The theory of Cahn and Hilliard only applies to the initial and intermediate stages where the
density waves have a small gradient. In the initial stage, in addition, the amplitude of density
waves issmall.
The Cahn-Hilliard theory predicts that during the early stage of the SD process there isa
fastestgrowingdensity variationwithatypical length scale A=2rc/Qm, with Qm the wavevector
where the scattered intensity has its maximum. In the initial stage the peak of the scattered
intensity l(Q) lies at afixedQmvalue.Thevalue of Qmisaffected by hydrodynamic interactions
only inthe intermediate stage (and later stages). Beyond the initial stage normalization of the
l(Q) curves can be used to investigate whether the data can be described as a universal
mastercurvebyplotting l(Q)/l(QJasafunctionofQ/Qm.For spinodal decomposition in the
finalstage (off-critical conditions) Furakawa [36]proposedthefollowingscalingrelation:
l(Q) _ 3(Q/Q m
KQm)

2+(Q/Q m ) 6
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which we will compare with our results. In the final stage the temporal evolution of density
inhomogenities can proceed through coalescence of droplets as described by Lifshitz and
Slyzov [38]. Large clusters with size A coalesce with other clusters in a diffusion time x~A2/D.
By using the Stokes-Einstein equation D=kBT/(67tr|sA) the following differential equation for
growthofthedroplets canbederived:
dA 3 (t) _ kBT
dt
T,S

2Q

wherer|sisthe solvent (medium) viscosity. Fromequation20itfollowsthat Qm~t"1/3.Siggia [37]
later showed that for concentrated mixtures the coarsening kinetics is governed by
hydrodynamics and the scaling changes to Qm~t"1. In the final stage Qm reaches a minimum
value and the scattering is then dominated by sharp interfaces which leads to a l(Q)~Q'4
scaling, known as Porod behavior [39], We will present experimental small-angle light
scattering results of mixtures of AWC and EPS and compare the trends found in our
experiment withthetheoretical resultsabove.
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Methodsandmaterials

Experimentaltechniques
- Small-Angle NeutronScattering (SANS)
The SANS experiments were made at the Institute Max Von Laue-Paul Langevin (ILL) in
Grenoble (France) using the D-22 spectrometer. Hellma QS quartz cells were used with a
sample path length of 2 mm. Forthe required Q-range, we choose sample-detector distances
of 14.4 and 18 m. The wavelength of the (cold) emitted neutrons was 1.0 nm with awidth of
9%. The scattered intensity of EPS was negligible compared to the scattering of the whey
protein aggregates; the intensity oftheAWC suspensions was always morethan 10times the
intensity of the EPS solutions. The EPS molecules themselves do thus not significantly
contributetothescattered intensity ofamixtureofAWCaggregates andEPS.
- Sizeexclusion chromatography-staticlightscattering(SEC-SLS)
TheheatedAWC solutionswere analyzed by usingsizeexclusion chromatography (SEC).
The equipment used consisted of two silica gel columns (Phenomenex TSK) in series as
described by Hoffmann ef al.[40].Thefractions were analyzed by static light scattering (SLS)
with a Wyatt Technology DAWN apparatus, equipped with a 5 mW He-Ne laser (Xo = 632.8
nm).
-Dynamiclightscattering (DLS)
Dynamic light scattering experiments were performed using aSpectra Physics 275 mWAr
laser with awavelength of 514.5 nm. The sample cuvette housing is kept at atemperature of
25°C.Thedetected photonswere processed byadigitalALV-5000 correlator to givetheautocorrelation function from which the diffusion coefficient was calculated. We analyzed the data
usingasecond-order cumulantfit.
- Small-anglelightscattering(SALS)
In order to study spinodal decomposition small-angle light scattering experiments were
performed using a Mastersizer X, Malvern Instruments Ltd, which contains detectors at low
scattering angles. The cell was always cleaned intensively before a measurement was made.
Thescattered intensities given inthe results section arethe measured onesfrom the mixtures
minus the scattered intensity of AWCs at the same concentration without EPS. At very low
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wave vectors (<0.2 um'1) scattering of dust particleswas unavoidable. Correction with the l(Q)
oftheAWCsolutions improvedtheaccuracy inthe low Q-range.
Material
-Exocellularpolysaccharide
The EPS was produced on a pilot-plant scale at NIZO [6]. A Lactococcuslactis subsp.
cremorisNIZO B40 was used to inoculate a whey permeate medium. After production EPS
was isolated using asequence offiltration steps [6].This isolate wasfreeze-dried and used as
such inthis study. Inaprevious study [6]we determined various molecular parameters of B40
EPS. SEC-MALLS analysis ofthe polysaccharide inaqueous 0.10 M NaN03 solutions yielded
a number-averaged molar mass of (1.47 ± 0.06)-103 kg/mol. The radius of gyration (numberaveraged) wasfoundto be86±2nm.
-Aggregatedwheyproteincolloids (AWCs)
Whey protein isolate, produced by Davisco International Inc., USA, was purchased from
Domo Food Ingredients, Beilen, The Netherlands. The isolate consisted of p-lactoglobulin
(71%), a-lactalbumin (12%), bovine serum albumin (5%) and immunoglobulins (5%).The total
amount ofproteins inthepowder is93%anditfurther contains lactose (0.3%),ash (1.8%) and
water (5%). The whey proteins (initial concentration was always 100 g/L) were heated for 2
hours at68.5°C atpH7.2 (nosaltadded). Between 30and60minutes allnativewhey proteins
were denatured,asdetermined byamethoddescribedearlier[9].
In order to prevent growth of micro-organisms during the experiments we added 0.02
%(w/w) sodium ethylmercurithiosalicylate (C2H5HgSC6H4COONa-thiomersal, BDHChemicals)
to the mixtures. The protein mixtures containing thiomersal were physically and microbially
stableformonths.
Forthe SANS measurements 99.9%D 2 0(Sigma) was usedto dissolvethewhey proteins
and EPS.The pD ofthe D20mixtures was 7.1. Verheul and Roefs [41] investigated the heatinduced aggregation of (3-lactoglobulinin D 2 0compared to that in H20,which showed that the
denaturation andaggregation mechanism is hardly affected by D20.The maineffect isthat the
overall aggregation process is slowed down with D20 and we have estimated (personal
communication with S.P.F.M. Roefs) that 2.5 hours of heating in D 2 0 should give full
denaturation and approximately the same particle size as obtained after heating for 2 hours in
H20.
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- Characterization oftheAWC-aggregates
From the SEC-SLS analysis ofthe aggregates we obtained R(Q) for the various fractions
and from equation 2 we determined Rg and M of each fraction. It was found that the
aggregates had a number-averaged radius of gyration Rg of 21+2 nm. Since for a
homogeneous sphere the radius of gyration is afactor V(3/5) smaller than the sphere radius,
we assume theAWC particles have aradius of 27±3 nm.The (number-averaged) molar mass
of the aggregates equals 3.6±0.1-103 kg/mol. By comparing the Rg's and M's of the various
fractions we obtained Rg~M033± °01, which shows the that the 'fractal dimension' within an
aggregate is 3. The polydispersity expressed as the ratio MJMn, with the weight (Mw) and
number-averaged molar mass (Mn),equals 1.28±0.03.
Using DLSwefoundthe hydrodynamic radiusto be 33+3 nm.Within experimental errors,
the radiifoundfrom SEC-SLS and DLSagree.The radius shall betaken equalto 27 nminthe
sequel. Nextwemeasuredthesizeofthe aggregates inD20by DLS.Thesewere preparedby
heating for 2.5 hours at 68.5°C in D20 and we found a radius of 31+3 nm which, within
experimentalerror, isnotdifferentfromtheaggregates preparedinH 2 0.
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Figure 1 Relative viscosityasafunction oftheAWCconcentration, cAWC. Measurementsaregiven bythe
datapointsandthecurvesrepresentpredictionsforhardspheresuspensions.
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In Figure 1 we plot the relative viscosity as measured with an Ubbelohde capillary
viscometer asafunction ofthewhey protein aggregate concentration inthevery dilute regime.
Forvery dilute suspensions of colloidal particleswecan use Einstein's expression:r|r =1+2.5((>,
wherer|r is the relative viscosity r|/r|s,where TI is the solution viscosity and 1% the viscosity of
thecontinuous phase.Wefindfor ourdata:r\r =1+0.0179cAWCandthus<(>= 0.0179cAWC/2.5.The
voluminosity of the AWCs is therefore 7.2 mL/g. This makes it possible to convert the AWC
concentration into a volume fraction.We have also inserted a curve which follows T\, =1+2.5<|>
+6.2<(>2 as derived by Batchelor [42], where the quadratic term accounts for two-particle
interactions.
-AWC/EPSmixtures
EPSandAWC particleswere mixedfrom stocksolutions containing usually 5g/L EPSand
concentratedAWCsolution.Sodium nitratewas usedassalt andall mixtureswere madesuch
thattheionicstrengthwas alwayssetat0.10M.
Resultsanddiscussion
This results section is divided in three sub-sections. Firstly, the measurement of the
depletion induced attractions will be considered,followed by adescription of the experimental
phase diagram as compared with theory. Inthe last part we will present measurements which
allow aninterpretation ofthe phase separation process.
Attractions
- Small-angle neutronscattering (SANS)
Using SANS we determined the scattered intensities of AWC solutions at three whey
protein concentrations: 25, 30 and 40 g/L, respectively. At each AWC concentration we
prepared a series of samples with varying EPS concentration. Indicative experimental results
for 30 g/L AWC are plotted in Figure 2.The results are given as l(Q)/l0(Q)as afunction of Q.
The quantity l0(Q) refers to the scattered intensity of the whey protein aggregates (without
EPS) and l(Q) is the scattered intensity of the mixture of AWCs and EPS. The quantity
l(Q)/l0(Q) has the property that any deviation from unity reflects the change of interactions
between the proteins induced by the added EPS. Since <>
| and P(Q) are constants for all
measurements, and l(Q)~<|>P(Q)S(Q), l(Q)/f0(Q) equals S(Q)/S0(Q) (where S0(Q) is the
structure factor of AWC without EPS). From the plots in Figure 2 we observe an increase of
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l(Q)/l 0 (Q) at small Q's with increasing EPS concentration which indicates an increase of the
structure factor with increasing polymer concentration.
We calculated S(Q)/S 0 (Q) from integral theory using the HNC closure (equations 3-5). In
order to dothis, we need to estimate the pair-interaction potential U(r). Let us first evaluate the
polymer segment density profile inthe spherical cell model of Schaink and Smit [11]. Since the
EPS can be regarded as a flexible polymer with NK«150 Kuhn segments and a Kuhn segment
length lK of 17 nm [6], In the theory of Schaink and Smit the sphere radius is normalized with
the Kuhn length.This means that the whey proteins,with a radius of27 nm, have a normalized
radius R/IK of 1.6. We calculated the depletion interaction profile inthe spherical cell for%=0.50,
which gave (as will be shown later) the best results for the spinodal, for three volume fractions
of AWCs. The computed profiles are plotted in Figure 3, where p2(r) is the segment
concentration ofpolymer at a distance rrelative tothat at the radius ofthe spherical cells,RL.
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Figure 2 Therelativescattered intensity l(Q)/l0(Q) as measured by SANSfor 30g/L AWC. Resultsare
given for EPS concentrationsof 0.2,0.4, 0.6, 1.0and 1.4g/L. Thecurves are modelpredictions forthe
relativestructurefactor S(Q)/S0(Q)as obtained from the integraltheoriesfor thepolymerconcentrations
correspondingtotheexperiments.
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There is astrong effect ofthe volume fraction onthe segment density profile near the particle
surface: a higher volume fraction decreases the depletion layer thickness. From the theory of
Schaink and Smit [11] it follows that the radius of the spherical cell RLdecreases with<|>"1/3.
According to mean-field theory of De Gennes [26] the effective depletion layer thickness 5
corresponds to the value of r where p(r)=tanh(1)«0.7616. This expression allowed us to
calculate the depletion layer thickness S (=<7p/2) from the profiles p(r). For an AWC
concentration of 30 g/L (<|)=0.215) the calculated depletion layer thickness in terms of 8/lK is
0.51, corresponding to an effective layer thickness of 8.6 nm. This is much smaller than the
radius of gyration (86 nm), which is usually taken as the depletion layer thickness for large
spheres and small colloids. Physically it means that for particles which are sufficiently smaller
than the polymer molecules the depletion interaction is less effective; the polymer molecule
canstillassume manyconformationswhen placed nearasmallsphere.
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Figure3Thefunctionp(r) asafunctionoftheradiusofthesphericalcellforasphereofR/lK=1.6,polymer
volume fraction asindicated, and AWC concentrations of25, 30and40g/L.The corresponding hard
spherevolumefractionisgivenin theplot.
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In order to describe the curves in Figure 2 we need an expression for the interaction
potential U(r) and subsequently solve equations 3-5. We assume the colloids interact via a
hardsphere interaction at contact (steep repulsion). For r>ac we can not usetheexpression of
Vrij (equation 8) since 2Rg>ac. In a simple approximation we assume that U(r)/kBT is still
proportionaltocpandthattheshape isstillthesame.Thereforewepropose:
U(r)
kBT

1-

3r
2(ac+25)

r3
2(cr c +25) 3

cp

whereC, isanunknown proportionality constant andthe range oftheattraction isnowgivenby
thedepletion layerthicknessevaluatedfromtheSchaink-Smittheory. For 30g/LAWCwethus
use 5=8.6 nm. By using U(r)/kBT=oo for r<crc, U(r)/kBT=0 for r>(ac+8) (hard sphere approach)
andequation 21for ac<r<(ac+8),evaluation of equations 3-5 yields S(Q).We have determined
C, as follows. Firstly, for each volume fraction of proteins we can calculate cpat the spinodal
from the theory of Schaink and Smit [11]. Secondly, we can calculate for which value of
U(r)/kBTthestructurefactor atzerowavevector S(Q=0) diverges atthespinodal.Thenwe have
bothU(r)/kBTandcpatthespinodal,fromwhichC,canbecalculated usingequation 21.
The S(Q)/S0(Q) values obtained inthis way are plotted in Figure 2for corresponding EPS
concentrations and it is shown that theory and experiment give the same quantitative
description of the trends at low Q. The increase of S(Q)/S0(Q) at low Q's is due to effective
attractions and the deviation from unity increases with increasing polymer concentration. It
follows that upon increasing the EPS concentration the whey protein aggregates become
effectively more attractive, asdescribed bythe applied depletion interaction model.At Q>0.07
nm"1the theoretical curves exhibit oscillations while the experimental results do not. This can
beexplained by astrongdamping of both l(Q) and l0(Q)dueto polydispersity inboththeAWC
and EPS particle size and the neutron wavelength. The effect of size polydispersity is
illustrated intheAppendix.
InFigure4we plotthe inverse ofthe measured scattered intensities timestheform factor
P(Q) as a function of Q2 in the low Q-range (Ornstein-Zernike plot) for various EPS
concentrations and (as arepresentative) AWC concentrations of25 g/L.According to equation
1, S(Q)"1is proportional to the inverse ofthe scattered intensity R(Q)(~I(Q)) multiplied by P(Q),
which was taken as P(Q)=exp(-Q2Rg2/3), using Rg=21 nm. It is clear from Figure 4 that
P(Q)/I(Q) (~S(Q)"1) depends approximately linearly on Q2 for Q2<0.0015 nm2. According to
equation 6intheform S(Q)"1=A(£"2+Q2),the ratioofthe intercept andthe slopegives ^"2,hence
the correlation length %. In this way we calculatedt, values for cAWC=25, 30 and 40 g/L as a
functionofthe EPSconcentration andthe results, given as 4'1asafunction ofcp,are plotted in
Figure 5. Extrapolation to £'1=0yields the spinodalwhich was determined from thefit in Figure
5as3.9,3.0 and2.5g/L EPS,respectively.
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- Dynamiclightscattering
We measured the diffusion coefficients of the AWC particles as a function of Q in the
range 8<Q<30 urn"1at various EPS concentrations. Results are presented for 7.5 and 15 g/L
AWC in Figures 6 (a) and (b), respectively. Upon increasing the EPS concentration the
diffusion coefficient decreases, especially at low Q. Slowing down of collective diffusion is
clearly observed. Onthe spinodal there is no driving force to oppose very small concentration
gradients andthecollectivediffusion coefficient goestozero atQ=0.
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Figure6(a)Diffusion coefficients for7.5g/L AWC asafunction ofQ. The various EPSconcentrations
are indicatedintheplots. The curves were calculatedfrom equation 7andthe correlation lengths which
giveagooddescriptionofthedataareindicatedintheFigures.
Usingequation 7we calculatedthe effect of increasing the correlation length on D(Q) and
we have plotted theoretical curves from the model calculations with fit-parameters Z and \ in
Figure 6 (a) and (b).The valuesfrom thefits for the correlation lengths are given inthe plots.
The value of Z decreased weakly with increasing EPS concentration. The results for 1.5 and
2.0 g/L EPS are affected by multiple scattering and could therefore not be fitted to the
theoretical predictionofequation7.The resultsshowthat addingEPSincreasesthe correlation
length of the AWC particles due to depletion induced attractions as also followed from the
SANS results. The qualitative correspondence as presented in Figure 6 (a) and (b) is
satisfactory which shows that both equilibrium properties such as S(Q) as well as transport
properties areaffected bychangingthe EPSconcentration insuspensions ofglobularproteins.
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Above 15g/L AWC the system became too turbid for a reliable measurement of the diffusion
coefficient ofAWC particlesdueto multiplescattering.
Phasediagram
The experimental data given inthe preceding section concern mixtures inthe one-phase
region. Upon increasing either the EPS orthe AWC concentration phase separation will occur
when the phase boundary is crossed. The observed phase diagram is presented in Figure 7.
Thefull line isdrawntoguidetheeye.Stable mixtures are indicated bythe open circles. Inthe
unstable region various types of coexisting phases can be observed as indicated in Figure 7.
Firstly, just above the phase boundary we recognized a two-phase system (filled circles)
consisting of an upper phase concentrated in EPS and a lower phase concentrated inAWCs,
the latter being viscous when the initial concentration was 30 g/L or higher. The interface was
alwaysvery sharp.Secondly,sometimes athird phasewasformed(triangles) betweenthetwo
phases mentioned above. This phase was rather turbid and seemed to arise from whey
proteins which sediment from the upper phase. Possibly, size fractionation of AWC occurs.
Thirdly, the lower phase, containing most ofthe AWCs is sometimes gel-like (diamonds). This
is not surprising since aggregating whey proteins are initially somewhat mutually attractive,
whichenhances gelation (forvery short-ranged attractions).
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Figure7Phase diagram asobtained from visual observation. The polymerconcentration isgiven isa
functionoftheAWCconcentration. Thedrawn line isonlyaguide tothe eye. Open circlesrefertostable
mixtures. Closed circles aretwo-phase systems, triangles two-phase systems with athird turbid middle
'phase'andthediamondsrefertothree-phasesystemswhereone 'phase'isagel.
We calculated the total free energy of the mixture Flot,as defined in equation 9, from the
Schaink-Smit theory [11] and applied equation 17 for calculating the spinodal. As explained
before we used ac=3.2 (corresponding to 54 nm) and NK=150in the calculations. The results
matched bestifx=0.5was usedinthecalculations, althoughthe x-dependenceofthespinodal
is weak. For lower x-values (or better solvent quality) the spinodal curve shifts to higher
polymer concentrations. The theoretical curve for x=0-5 is plotted in Figure 8 in terms of the
polymer volume fraction cppandthe AWC volume fractionfy.In Figure 8we have replotted the
experimental data, as well as the experimental phase line from the phase diagram given in
Figure 7. The whey protein concentrations were converted to (j> values by using
<t>=0.0179cAWC/2.5. The polymer volume fraction q>p was calculated from Cp/pp, where pp is the
segment density andwas taken as 1000 kg/m3which is acommon value for polysaccharides
[43]. The shape of the curve as well as the values of the calculated spinodal and the
experimental phaseboundary (thebinodal) correspond satisfactorily.
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Figure8Phase diagram with datapointsand(full) line toguide the eye asinFigure7. The symbols <pp
and <j>are the volume fractions ofpolymerandprotein aggregates, respectively. The dotted curve is the
prediction from the theoryofSchaink and Smit[11]and the full thick line isthe spinodal as determined
fromSANS(graysquares), seeFigure5.
Notethat the model of Smit and Schaink [11]was developed for monodisperse polymers and
spheres and our EPS and AWC particles are polydisperse, so that no quantitative agreement
can be expected, and in particular no critical point can be determined by combining the
experimental binodal andthetheoretical spinodal.
In Figure 8we*also added the experimentally determined spinodal points from the SANS
measurements (gray squares), using the criterion £"1=0 (see Figure 5). These data are in
reasonable correspondence with the curve from the theory of Schaink and Smit which shows
that SANS is a good tool to measure attractions and to predict the spinodal from
measurements intheone-phase region.
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Phaseseparationkinetics
Inthe unstable region the mixtures phase separate andthe scattered intensity of several
of such unstable mixtures was studied by small-angle light scattering (SALS). For several
samples (far abovethe phase line)thetransmission wastoo lowto neglect multiple scattering.
At very high AWC concentration (>35 g/L) the transmission was also too low to perform
accurate measurements for all mixtures. Therefore our attainable experimental range of AWC
concentrations isbetweenthephase boundary and35g/L.
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Figure9(a) Scatteredintensityl(Q) asafunction ofthe wavevectorQmeasuredatvarioustimeintervals
aftermixing EPSandAWCparticles. The initialmixture contained30g/LAWCand1.5g/L EPS. Curves
aredrawntoguidetheeye.
In Figure 9 (a)thetime evolution ofthe scattered intensity as afunction ofthe wavevector
is given for a mixture of 30 g/LAWC particles and 1.5 g/L EPS.This system is representative
forthe evolutionofthescattered intensity ofthe mixtures measured inthe unstable region. Itis
evident that the overallvalue ofthe scattered intensity increases intime.All curves go through
a maximum inthe scattered intensity as a function of Q. The first recorded value of Qm, the
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value of Qwhere l(Q) goes through a maximum, corresponds to a characteristic length scale
(thefastest growingdensityvariationhasatypical length scale A=2^/Qm) A of ~9 urn. The
large detected sizes agree with the visual observation that unstable mixtures became very
turbid. Thevalue of Qmdecreases with time and is independent oftime only inthe initial stage
[17],which stage thus occurs ontime scaleswhich are outside our experimental time window.
Such a time-dependent behavior as we observe is common to spinodally decomposing
systems, such as gelatin/dextran mixtures [44], binary liquid mixtures [45], adhesive hard
sphere suspensions [46],polymer mixtures [47],andunstablesuspensions ofmicelles[48].
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Figure 9(b)Same results asinFigure 9(a) butplottedlogarithmicallyandalso forthe higher Q-range.
ThestraightlinecorrespondstoPorodbehaviorl(Q)~Q4.
In Figure 9 (b) the scattered intensity is plotted as a function of Q on a log-log scale. As
can be seen in Figure 9 (b), the slope of ln{l(Q)} versus ln{Q} at large Q-values approaches
asymptotically -4, as expected for sharp interfaces [39]. We are thus not dealing with
aggregation, inwhich case the slope is equal to the fractal dimension of the aggregates, with
anexpectedslope around-2[32].
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From the maximum of the curves plotted in Figure 9 (a) we determined the values of Qm
as afunction of time and plotted the characteristic length scale A (=27t/Qm) in Figure 10 as a
function oftime. Forthe mixtures investigated the exponent generally varied between 0.3 and
0.6.Verhaegh etal.[49]found,for aspinodaldecomposition (SD) ofunstable mixtures ofsilica
spheres (coatedwithstearylalcohol) and PDMS as polymers, anexponent of 1/3 inthe earlier
stages andacrossover to 1inthe latestage.Their results agreewiththeoretical predictions of
Lifshitz and Slyzov [38] (1/3) for tha.ofityig&ge and Siggia [37] (1) for the late stage. Our
results inFigure 10seemtoagi

:bIfyesetheoretical results.

E

t(min)

Figure10Position ofthe typicallength scale Aasafunction oftime aftermixing EPS andAWC forthe
resultspresentedinFigure 9(a). DrawncurvesrepresentthetheoreticalscalingrelationsA~t1/3andA~t.
It is known that rescaling the l(Q) versus Q curves leads to a master curve for systems
which exhibit SD. In Figure 11 we plot l(Q)/l(Qm), where l(Qm) is the maximum scattered
intensity,asafunctionofQ/Qmandwefindthatwithinexperimental errorthedatacollapsetoa
single mastercurve.
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theresultsgiveninFigure9(a).
The dotted curve added in Figure 11is the prediction of Furukawa [36]for off-critical behavior.
The Furukawa prediction differs from the experimental data, especially at high Q. The same
deviation was found by Rouw ef a/. [46] for an adhesive hard sphere suspension which
demixedthrough SD.The difference might be dueto polydispersity which tends to spread out
thescatteredintensity over awider Q-range.
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Conclusions
Mixingaggregatedwhey proteincolloids (AWCs)withexocellular polysaccharides leadsto
a segregative interaction. Effective attractions between the protein colloids can be probed by
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments. The
SANSresultscouldbequantitatively describedbyadepletion interactionmodelandthe results
from DLS could be described qualitatively. Ornstein-Zernike plots allowed a calculation of the
correlation length of the AWC particles. From these correlation lengths the spinodal was
calculated for three whey protein concentrations; this spinodal lies above the binodal as
determined byvisualobservation,but iswithinthesameorder ofmagnitude.
The spinodal was also calculated from a recently developed mean-field theory. The
calculated spinodalandthe shape ofthe curveofthetheoretical prediction are consistent with
the observed phase diagram. The spinodal as determined from SANS lies in between the
experimental binodalandthetheoretical predictionforthespinodal.
Small-angle light scattering experiments were performed to detect the temporal evolution
ofthescattered intensity ofmixtures intheunstable region.The results showedthatthe phase
separation canbedescribedasaspinodaldecomposition onthebasisofscalingarguments.
Appendix
The calculated curves in Figure 2give agood description of the experimental data in the
low Q range, but for higher values of (Q>0.07 nm1) the theoretical predictions exhibit
oscillations around unity whereas the experimental data converge to unity without showing
oscillations. Thisdifference isdueto polydispersity insizeoftheAWC particles,the EPSs and
polydispersity inneutron wavelength. It is beyond the scope ofthis study to extend the theory
in order to account for polydispersity in size of the particles and of the neutron wavelength.
However, use can be made of the model developed by Robertus et al.[50] for scattering of
polydisperse adhesive hardspheres. In FigureA1we plotthe calculated results for S(Q)/S0(Q)
forasuspensionwithmonodisperse colloidswith avolumefractionof0.2.
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FigureA1The relative structure factorS(Q)/S0(Q) asafunction ofQac formonodisperse adhesive hard
sphereswithvaryingstickiness.
Here S(Q) is the structure factor of an adhesive hard sphere suspension with a certain
adhesiveness, expressed by the Baxter parameter xB [51,52] and S0(Q) is the structure factor
of a hard sphere suspension. The results are given for three values of the Baxter parameter:
xB=100, 0.30 and0.20, corresponding to an increasing effective attraction.The oscillations are
clearly visible over the plotted Q-range. In Figure A2 the results are plotted for colloidal
particles which have a dispersion in size according to a Schulz-Flory distribution with a
standard deviation of 20% for the same volume fraction and adhesiveness as in Figure A1.
Although at low Q(below Qcc»5)theresults arealmost identical,at higher Qtheoscillations in
the relative structure factor S(Q)/S0(Q) have dampened strongly which illustrates that the
difference betweenexperiment andtheory at highQisprobably dueto polydispersity.
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Figure A2AsFigure A1forparticles with a Schulz-Flory size distribution with astandard deviation of
20%.
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Depletion interactionofcaseinmicellesandanexocellular
polysaccharide
Abstract
Casein micelles become mutually attractive when anexocellular polysaccharide produced
by Lactococcus lactissubsp. cremorisNIZO B40 (hereafter called EPS) is addedto skim milk.
Theattraction canbeexplainedasadepletion interaction betweenthe casein micelles induced
by the non-adsorbing EPS. We used three scattering techniques (small-angle neutron
scattering, turbidity measurements and dynamic light scattering) to measure the attraction. In
order to connect the theory of depletion interaction with experiment we calculated structure
factors of hard spheres interacting by adepletion pair potential.Theoretical predictions and all
theexperiments showedthat caseinmicelles became more attractive upon increasingthe EPS
concentration.
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Introduction
There is a significant interest inthe production of exocellular polysaccharides (EPSs) by
food grade micro-organisms [1].A familiar example isthe 'in-situ'production of EPSs by lactic
acid bacteria in products such as yogurt and viilli [2]. The EPS seems to influence the
Theological properties ofthese products and is responsible for the thread-like pouring behavior
whichisalsoreferredtoas'longbehavior' (seevanMarie[3]).
Much attention has beengiventothe analysis ofthe chemical structure of the monomeric
units of EPSs [4-6]. Previously, we characterized various properties of an EPS produced by
Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremorisstrain NIZO B40 [7]. This EPS has a number-averaged
molar mass (Mn) of 1.47-106g/mol, a number-averaged radius of gyration of 86 nm [7] anda
polydispersity index MJM„ of 1.13; here Mw is the weight-averaged molar mass. This
polysaccharide has interesting thickening capacities in comparison with other polysaccharides
andisacommon ingredient of'healthfoods'.
In a dairy product like yogurt containing both polysaccharides and proteins, both
biopolymers contribute to the structural and textural properties of food products by their
thickening properties, gel formation and water-binding capacity. When there are significant
interactions between polysaccharide andproteintheternary mixture isnotideal[8].
Thereforewehavestudiedtheeffect ofadded EPSonthe physical properties ofa(model)
dairy product. As a model system we chose low-heat skim milk, prepared from reconstituted
skim milk powder, since this protein dispersion is simpler than commercial dairy products.
From a colloid physics point of view skim milk can be considered as a dispersion of casein
micelles (about 100nm radius and avolume fraction c|)«0.1)in a continuous phase containing
water, salts, lactoseandsmall(<5nm)globular proteins. Previouswork hasshownthat casein
micelles insuchasystem behaveeffectively ashardspheres[9].
From previous work [8,10,11] it follows that incompatibility is a general phenomenon in
protein-polysaccharide solutions. This originates from the fact that saccharide-amino acid
contacts are usually energetically unfavorable compared with the interaction with the solvent
[8]. A repulsive polysaccharide -protein interaction leads to an attractive interaction between
the globular proteins commonly referred to as depletion interaction. In the case of protein
particles, such as casein micelles in milk, a depletion layer is present when a polysaccharide
does not adsorb onto the casein micelle. The physics of depletion interactions can be
understood as follows. On mixing colloidal particles with swollen polymer molecules, the
centers of massofthese molecules are excluded from azone of liquid adjacent to the surface
of the rigid object. This zone has a thickness equal to an average effective radius of the
polymer molecule. In the depletion layer the osmotic pressure (np) due to the polymer is
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smaller than inthe bulk dueto a lower polymer segment concentration inthat layer. Brownian
motionofthecasein micelles occasionally causes overlapoftwo depletion layers. This overlap
volume (Voverlap)oftwo depleted layers increases the bulkvolume availableto the polymer and
thereby decreases thefree energy ofthe system byanamount npVover1ap.The result isthatthe
colloidal particles tend to stick together. One may say they are pushed together by the
unbalanced osmotic pressure difference. Asakura and Oosawa [12] were the first to describe
the origin of the depletion interaction between colloidal particles and non-adsorbing polymers.
They pointed out that the attractive force between the particles is proportional to the osmotic
pressureofthepolymersolution.
Upon increasing the attraction between the particles, a phase separation into a colloidal
gas and a colloidal liquid phase may occur [13,14]. Making colloidal particles attractive does
not only change the phase behavior but also affects transport properties such as diffusion,
sedimentation andrheology ofthesuspension[15].
We have used various scattering methods in order to determine the strength of the
attractions betweenthecasein micelles inthepresence of EPS. Inthefollowingsectionwefirst
discuss theoretical approaches which were used to interpret the experimental results. The
materials and experimental techniques used are explained subsequently followed by the
resultsanddiscussion.
Theory
Depletion interaction theory
Vrij [16] developed atheory which allows acalculation of the attractive potential between
two hard spheres as induced by the presence of non-adsorbing polymer molecules. The
polymer molecules, with an effective diameter ap (twice the depletion layer thickness A) are
mutually freely permeable (9-solvent) but are hard spheres for the colloids. The approach of
Vrij is only validfor polymer molecules which are smaller than the colloidal spheres since it is
tacitly assumedthat the center of mass of apolymer molecule will not approach asphere toa
distance smaller than A in order to avoid a loss of conformational entropy. For polymer
molecules that are much larger than the colloidal spheres there is still an entropy loss butthis
is substantially lower than that predicted by the Vrij theory. The theory is thus only valid for
relatively largespheres.Vrij [16] assumedthattheattractive interparticle potential betweentwo
spherical colloidal particles with diameter ac, which behave as hard spheres towards one
another, equals-npVover1ap.Inthe rangeac<r<(GC+GP)the interaction potentialthenequals:
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where risthedistance betweenthecentersofthecolloidalspheres andcpRT/Mrepresents the
idealosmotic pressure n pofapolymersolutionwith concentrationcp.
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Figure 1 (a) Interactionpotentialprofilefordepletioninteractionfollowing Vrij'stheory(equation 1).
We denote the minimum of the interaction potential at r=ac, U(ac), as U0, which can be
expressedas:
U
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where Q=<sjaz. The radius of gyration of the polymer molecules Rgis a good measure for the
depletion layer thickness A(sOp/2). The depletion interaction potential U(r) = -npVouerlap(r) is
schematically drawninFigure 1(a)for ^=0.86asinthepresentstudy.
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Adhesivehardspheremodel
When EPS is addedto skim milkthe casein micelles experience an effective attraction.A
simpleapproachthen isto usetheadhesive hardsphere (AHS) model asintroduced by Baxter
[17]. Although this approach is less elegant than the Vrijtheory, we will introduce it in order to
study transport properties. In that way we can make a connection between dynamic light
scattering (DLS) experiments andtheattraction between colloidalparticles,aswillbeshown.
For attractive spheres, Baxter [17] introduced for mathematical reasons a square well
potentialwithaninfinitely narrowwidth (lim5->0,where8isthe rangeoftheattraction)whichis
described inthefollowingequation:
U(r)
kBT

0<r<ac,

+ 00

ln[12i B 5/(a c +5)]
0

ac<r<(ac+6)
r>(ac+6),

where xBisthe Baxter parameter, which is allowed to take values 0<tB< oo andthe inverse of
xBreflectsthestrengthofthe attractiveforce (adhesiveness) betweenthespheres.The product
xB8remainsfinite.AsketchoftheAHS interaction potential isgiven inFigure 1(b).

1

r/or
Figure1(b)Interactionpotentialfortheadhesivehardspheremodel(AHS)accordingtoequation3.
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It should be remarked here that the attractive potential induced by the EPS is certainly not
short-range. The range of the potential, its width, is of the order of the radius of gyration of
EPS. Nevertheless we apply the Baxter model since it provides asimple theoretical framework
which allows us to relate interaction strength to dynamic light scattering. In experimental
techniques like osmotic pressure and scattering measurements one measures the second
virialcoefficient B2.Infact B2issimply relatedtoxBby[18]:
B2 = 4

4

Hence, the Baxter parameter can easily be obtained via B2 and it has been shown that the
Baxter parameter xBcan be determined experimentally by dynamic light scattering [15] as will
bediscussed inthe nextsection.
Scatteringtechniques
-Dynamiclightscattering(DLS)
With this technique the short-time self-diffusion coefficients can be measured, inour case
of casein micelles as a function of the EPS concentration. Self-diffusion is related to the
dynamics of a single particle in a system with a homogeneous density. In dilute colloidal
suspensions containing spherical particles,the hydrodynamic radius of the diffusing sphere aH
can be calculated from the short time self-diffusion coefficient Dsthrough the Stokes-Einstein
equation:
Ds =

kBT
67rrt s a H

wherer\s isthe solvent viscosity. The parameter Dsdepends onthe particle volume fraction

•:
£s.= i_kl<t,
Here D0 is the diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution and k, has a positive value. For a
suspension of colloidal hard spheres Batchelor [19] and Felderhof [20] calculated the
coefficient k, assumingthatthediffusing particle issurrounded by non-adhesive Brownian hard
spheres with fixed positions. They found k,=1.832 [20]. When the particles become adhesive,
the probability ofoftwo particles being near one another is larger thanfor hardspheres, which
leads to a stronger hydrodynamic interaction and friction. The equivalent Stokes radius
appears to be increased. Cichocki and Felderhof [21] extended the equations of motions of
Felderhof [20]tothoseforadhesive spheresandtheir resultforthediffusion coefficientis:
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2l =Ld.832+0^^
Do

7

*B

which shows that Ds decreases with increasing adhesiveness (xB becoming smaller). By
measuring Ds equation 7 allows a calculation of TB for adhesive hard spheres. In a colloidal
suspension of skim milk with casein micelles n p is larger at higher EPS concentration. This
meansthat at higher EPSconcentration theadhesiveness increaseswhenthe concentrationof
non-adsorbing EPSincreases.
- Small-angleneutronscattering (SANS)
Neutrons can be regarded as electromagnetic waves and therefore neutron scattering is
described here by the Rayleigh-Gans-Debye theory [22]. In a small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) experiment thenormalizedscattering intensity isthengiven bythe Rayleigh ratioR(Q),
which depends on the wave vector Q which is defined as 47tnsin(6/2)/^o, where n is the
refractive index, 0 is the angle at which the scattered intensity is detected and Xo is the
wavelength in vacuo. For homodisperse sols R(Q) is related to the structure factor S(Q) and
thescattering particleformfactor P(Q) by[22]:
R(Q) =KcMP(Q)S(Q)

8

where c represents the particle concentration, M the molar mass of the particle and K is a
material constant which for SANS depends on the difference between the scattering length
denstities ofparticle andsolvent. Forcolloidalspheres,thescatteringformfactorreads:

P(Q) =

sin(Qa)-Qa cos(Qa)

,2

withthesphere radiusa=aJ2.
Uponadding non-adsorbing but 'invisible', i.e.with negligible contribution to thescattering,
polymer molecules to a colloidal suspension, the scattering intensity will change. This
originates from the fact that the structure of a colloidal suspension, which is measured via
S(Q), isstrongly affected bythe interactions betweencolloidalparticles.
In the limit Q=0, the structure factor is related to the isothermal osmotic compressibility
5p/5ncby:
S(Q=0) = k

B

T^f
snc

10

Here p(=6<|>/7iac)isthe number density andn c istheosmotic pressure ofthe colloidal particles.
For attractive particles dTIJdp is smaller than for hard spheres andwhen diJJdp<0the system
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spontaneously phase separates. At the spinodal the compressibility is infinite, the system
shows critical opalescence, and S~1(Q=0) =0. This illustrates that S(Q) is indicative of the
stability of colloidal suspensions. Physically, this can be understood since S(Q) is the Fourier
transform oftheradialdistributionfunctiong(r) oftheparticles:
S(Q)=1+4*p]r2(g(r)-l)^>dr
0

11

Qr

where ris the distance from the center of a probe particle to the center of any random
particle. The radial distribution function g(r) reflects the probability of finding a particle at a
distance rfrom the center of another particle. It is obvious that g(r) changes when either the
particle concentration orthe particle interactions arechanged.The radial distribution function
is expressed in direct and indirect contributions by the Ornstein-Zernike equation (OZE)
[18,23]:
h(r)=c(r)+p jc(r 13 ) h(r 23 )dr 3

12

where c(r) is the direct correlation function and h(r)=g(r)-1 the total correlation function. The
total correlation function is the sum of the direct correlation of particle 1with particle 2 and
an indirect correlation between 1on2inwhich all other particles are involved.The total and
direct correlationfunctions can becalculated ifanappropriate closure relation isused.
For adhesive hard spheres, interacting via a Baxter potential, Menon et al. [24] solved
the Ornstein-Zernike relation using the Percus-Yevick closure [25]. The S(Q) obtained from
the model of Menon et al. [24] closely matches the results of Kranendonk and Frenkel [26]
who used computer simulations to calculate S(Q)s of suspensions containing adhesive hard
spheres.
We are interested in expressions for S(Q) for colloidal suspensions with added nonadsorbing polymer. For any interaction potential Gillan [27] developed asolution procedure of
theOZEwiththehypernetted chain (HNC) closure [18,28,29] definedby:
c(r)=h(r)-ln(g(r)-U(r)/k B T)
Gillan's method combines the Picard method and the Newton-Raphson technique [27]. We
apply the interaction potential profile suggested by Vrij [16] to equations 12 and 13 and
calculateS(Q).
- Turbiditymeasurement
The turbidity (r) reflects the attenuation of a light beam by scattering when itpasses
through asample. It is relatedtothetransmissiontbythe Lambert-Beer relation:
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14

b
where b is the path length through the sample. If absorption of radiation can be neglected,
so that all the reduction of the measured transmission is caused by scattering, a simple
conservation law relatesscattering andturbidity:
T(A.o)=27ijR(Q)sin(0)de
0

15

or uponsubstituting equation 8andQ=47tnsin(0/2)/X<,:
2
47in/A.0

x(?.o)=87tKcM

f
Q

2

*

2 2

-

P ( Q ) S ( Q ) { 1 + ( 1 - 2 Q ( ^ 2 _ ) ) } Q ( ^ - ) dQ
4ixn
4un

16

Since we can calculate S(Q) as shown inthe previous section andtake equation 9for P(Q)
we cancalculate theturbidity from equation 16.
Experimental methods
Material
EPSwas producedonapilot-plant scaleatNIZO[7].A Lactococcuslactissubsp. cremoris
NIZOB40was usedto inoculate awhey permeate medium.After production EPSwas isolated
usingvariousfiltrationsteps [7].Thisisolatewasfreeze-dried andusedassuchinthisstudy.
Reconstituted skim milkwas prepared by mixing 10.45 grams of skim milk powder in 100
grams of demineralized water at 40°C. The suspension was stirred and kept at this
temperature for 45 minutes.Afterwards, the milkwas centrifuged at 10"r.p.m for 20 minutes in
order to remove the small amount of undissolved milk powder left in the solution.
Measurements of the relative viscosity as a function of the casein micelle concentration by
Jeurnink and De Kruif [30] showed that casein micelles can be considered as hard spheres
and have a volume fraction of 0.130 in (low-heat) skim milk. Skim milk permeate (i.e. the
'solvent' ofthe casein micelles)was preparedfrom skim milk by amembranefiltration process.
AnAmiconhollow-cartridge HIMPO 1-43 membranewithacut-off of0.1urnwas used.The pH
of the permeate was the same as that of the skim milk (6.60 ± 0.10). The mixtures were
prepared bydissolving EPSinpermeate andmixingthis EPS-skim milk permeatesolutionwith
skim milk.Allmixtureswere studiedat298 K.
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FortheSANS measurements 99.9%D 2 0(Sigma)was usedto dissolve skim milk powder
and EPS. The 'pH', as measured with a pH meter, of the D 2 0 mixtures was 6.75. D20 skim
milk permeatewas preparedfromtheD 2 0milkbyultracentrifugation.
In order to prevent growth of micro-organisms during the experiments we added 0.02
%(w/w) sodiumethylmercurithiosalicylate (C2H5HgSC6H4COONa-thiomersal, BDH Chemicals)
to the mixtures which prevented any bacterial growth and subsequent pH changes. In the
absenceofEPS,skim milkandpermeate containingthiomersalwerestablefor months.
Scatteringtechniques
- DynamicLightScattering(DLS)
Dynamic light scattering experiments were performed to determine the diffusion
coefficients of the casein micelles with Malvern Hi-C particle size analysis equipment, which
operates in a back-scattering mode. Under these conditions the scattering vector has its
maximum value at the given wavelength. At this Q-value Q a c » 1 which means that selfdiffusionwilldominatecollectivediffusionforourset-up. Measurementswere madeat298K.
- Small-AngleNeutronScattering(SANS)
The SANS experiments were performed by using cold thermal neutrons emitted from the
core ofthe high-flux nuclear reactor atthe Institute MaxVon Laue- Paul Langevin in Grenoble
(France) usingthe D-11spectrometer, as described by Ibel [31]. Hellma QS quartz cells were
used with a sample path length of 2 mm. For this small path length multiple scattering is
negligible at a volume fraction of 0.12 as studied. All samples were mixed thoroughly before
measuring. For casein micelles, the S(Q) peak, as calculated for a diameter of 200 nm, lies
around Q=0.031 nm 1 . Therefore, we performed measurements in the Q-range 0.01<Q<0.08
nm'1. In order to obtain the desired Q-range, a sample-detector distance of 35.7 m was
chosen. The meanwavelength ofthe emitted neutrons was 1.0 nmwith awidth at half height
of9%.
- Turbiditymeasurement
The experiments were made with a Hitachi (model U-1100) single beam
spectrophotometer and the samples were measured in quartz glass cuvettes (Hellma, type
110 QS). Cuvettes with a path length of 2 mm were chosen to enable accurate
measurement of the transmission. The light source of the spectrophotometer produces a
wide range of radiation. The required wavelength can be selected by a prism or grating
monochromator. The beam is split, and the beams are led to the sample cell and the
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reference cell (containing only permeate), respectively. The transmissions were measured
by recording the intensities of sample (skim milk with or without EPS) and permeate. To
eliminate the effect of aggregated particles which may blur the results, the mixtures were
filtered (pore size 5urn) before use.
Resultsand discussion
Self-diffusion
The diffusion coefficient ofthe casein micelles in milk and several solutions of milk diluted
with permeate was measured in order to check whether the casein micelles behave as hard
spheres. In Figure 2 the self-diffusion coefficient (Ds) is shown as a function of the volume
fraction of the casein micelles in permeate. This self-diffusion coefficient depends linearly on
the volume fraction. By extrapolation to §=0, a value of 2.09.10"12 m2.s"1was found for D0.
According to equation 5this gives ahydrodynamic radius (az-average) ofthe casein micelles
of 117 nmwhich is consistent with literature values [32,33] andwith the distribution of casein
micelles inskim milkfromwhich anumber-averaged radius of 100nmfollows [34].Thevolume
fraction dependence in permeate can be described with equation 6, with k,=2.0, which is in
reasonable agreement withthetheoreticalvalue of 1.83for hardspheres.

E
3.

1.4
0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

Figure2Theself-diffusioncoefficientofcaseinmicellesasafunctionoftheirvolumefraction.
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The self-diffusion ofthecasein micelleswas measured asafunction ofthe EPSconcentration.
For <t>=0.11 arepresentative result isplotted inFigure 3.The plotted curvewas calculatedfrom
equation7,usingthefollowingexpressionforthe Baxter parameterxB:
_ 5 +CTCc x p /
XB

~~ 125

v

overlap

6XP(

m

')

17

where m= M/NAV is the mass of a polymer molecule. This equation follows from combining
equations 1and3andindicates howtheattraction dependsonthe EPSconcentration. Inorder
to compare the depletion interaction potential with the Baxter potential the overlap volume is
taken as 'an average' value and does not depend on r anymore. The terms (8+oc)/128 and
V0vertapa7mwere usedasfittingparameters. Equation 17describesthemeasureddata upto 0.8
g/L. For the two highest EPS concentrations demixing was observed during the experiment
andthediffusioncoefficients ofthesesampleswerenotfitted.

2.0

cp (g/L)

Figure3 Self-diffusion coefficients measured in diluted skimmilk(0=0.11) asa function of the EPS
concentration. Data points are given bythe open triangles. The filled triangles represent samples within
thetwo-phaseregion. Thedrawncurvewascomputedfromequations 7and17.
It follows from Figure 3 that increasing the EPS concentration gives a decrease in the self
diffusion coefficient which corresponds to a lower Baxter parameter and thus more attraction
between the casein micelles. The Baxter result can be applied for short range attraction. It
appears here that a qualitatively correct interpretation of the data can be given. At very low
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EPS concentrations there is hardly any effect onthe diffusion coefficient. If EPS adsorbed onto
the casein micelles a thick layer (of order 80-90 nm, which isthe radius of gyration) would form
which would strongly decrease the diffusion coefficient of the casein micelles: their
hydrodynamic size would increase by a factor of about 1.7. The independence of Ds on cp at
very low concentrations indicates that indeed EPS does not adsorb onthe casein micelles.

Structure factors

In this section we compare SANS measurements with model calculations of structure
factors as obtained from the theories given in the theoretical sections. We have calculated
S(Q) from equations 11-13, where we usedVrij'sdepletion interaction potential[16].

1.4

o
CO

Figure 4 Thestructure factor of hard sphere suspensions (<t>=0.12) as a function of Qac fordepletion
interacting hard spheres with a/ac=0.86, as calculated using equations 11-13. Results are given for
polymerconcentrationsofc/cp*=0, 0.2and0.3.
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The S(Q) profiles were calculated for a monodisperse suspension with a volume fraction of
0.12 without polymer molecules (cp=0) and in the presence of non-adsorbing polymer
molecules (a p =176 nm) at two concentrations 0.2cp* and 0.3cp*, where cp*=3M/{47iRg3NAV} is
the coil overlap concentration; it equals 0.9 + 0.1 g/L for EPS in a 0.10 M NaN0 3 aqueous
solution. The results for S(Q) are plotted in Figure 4. At QCTC=27I we recover the characteristic
first peak for the hard sphere suspension. Upon adding polymers the shape of the S(Q)
curve has

significantly changed. At low Q, S(Q) increases with increasing cp, which

corresponds to the fact that the system becomes less stable when the particles attract one
another more strongly (for 1/S(Q=0)=0 spinodal decomposition is found).
From an experimental point of view it is convenient to normalize the structure factor. We
have calculated S(Q)/S 0 (Q) for AHS and colloidal depletion interacting particles. We define
S0(Q) as the structure factor of the hard sphere suspension and take S(Q) as the structure
factor of the same suspension including attraction either by the AHS model or by depletion
interaction.
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Figure 5(a) Normalizedstructurefactorasa functionof Qformonodisperse particles witha diameterof
200nmforadhesivehardspheresforvaluesoftheBaxterparameterasindicated.
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Results for calculated S(Q)/S 0 (Q) as a function of Q are given for colloidal particles with a
diameter of 200 nm (casein micelles) in Figure 5 (a) (adhesive hard spheres) and b (depletion
interaction). The results for both theoretical models are rather similar showing that depletion
interaction can be regarded as an effective attraction between the casein micelles. It is
remarkable that for the broader depletion potential the oscillations are 'dampened' more
strongly and are of a 'shorter' wavelength. Since the depletion interaction calculations given in
Figure 5 (b) are closer to the real system we will compare these results with the experimental
SANS results. For polydisperse systems the oscillations are progressively dampened with
increasing Q and only approximately the first mimumum will still be visible. These
polydispersity effects hardly affect S(Q) inthe low Q-range [35].
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Figure5 (b)Normalizedstructurefactorasa functionof Q formonodisperseparticles witha diameterof
200nmfordepletion interactinghardspheresatpolymer concentrationsasindicated.
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The scattering intensities were measured for skim milk in D 2 0 as well as for mixtures of
EPS and skim milk in D 2 0. The volume fraction of casein micelles was <|>=0.12. The scattered
intensity isplotted as a function ofthe wavevector in Figure 6 for various EPS concentrations.
By increasing the EPS concentration the scattering intensity decreased in the measured Q
range. We have normalized the measured intensities l(Q) with the intensity of skim milkwithout
EPS, l0(Q).
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Figure 6 The scattering intensity l(Q) of skim milk-EPS mixtures as a function of Q as measured by
SANS.Themeasureddataareinarangefrom0to 0.8g/LEPS)aredividedbythescatteringintensityof
thesuspension(0=0.12)intheabsenceofEPS.

In Figure 7 the normalized scattered intensities l(Q)/l 0 (Q) are given as a function of Q for
four EPS concentrations. We assume that the form factor of the casein micelles is not
changed. Therefore changes in the scattered intensity are attributed to a change in S(Q) and
l(Q)~S(Q). Then equation 8 can be rewritten as:
l(Q)

S(Q)

l0(Q) S„(Q)
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where S0(Q) is the structure factor of the suspension of casein micelles and S(Q) represents
the structure factor ofthe same suspension when EPS is added. From Figure 7 itfollows that
l(Q)/l0(Q) has aminimum at Q=0.02 nm"1.From Figure 5(b) follows that S(Q)/S0(Q) is smaller
thanunity betweenQ=0.013and0.029 nm 1andalsogoesthrough aminimumatQ=0.02nm'1.
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Figure7The normalizedscattering intensity l(Q)/l0(Q) ofskim milk-EPS mixtures asafunction ofQ as
measuredbySANS. Themeasurements(in arangefrom0.2to0.8gA. EPS) aredividedbythescattered
intensityofthesuspension(</>=0.12)intheabsenceofEPS.
It is true that the experimental convex curve as given in Figure 7 is wider than the theoretical
one in Figure 5 (b). We think that this is mainly due to distribution in both micelle size and
wavelength spread and divergence of the neutron beam, leading to a smearing out ofthe first
S(Q) peak.
The next step is a quantitative comparison between attractions as measured
experimentally, presented in Figure 7, and the prediction of the theory of Vrij. Therefore we
calculated values for U0which gave the best correspondence of S(Q)/S0(Q) with the minimum
ofthe l(Q)/l0(Q) curves.These U0-valuesare plotted as afunction ofthe experimental polymer
concentration inFigure8.
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Figure8Theminimumoftheinteractionpotentialprofile U,/kBTasafunction oftheEPSconcentrationcp
ascalculated from the SANS measurements (open diamonds) and turbidity measurements (crosses for
0=0.06, filledtrianglesfor0=0.08andfilledcirclesfor0=0.10).
The prediction from the theory of Vrij as given by equation 1as a straight dotted curve. It is
seenthatthe experimental data do notfollowthe straight curve as predicted bytheVrijtheory
and that there is some discrepancy between the absolute values. This is probably due to the
fact that the Vrij theory considers the chains as ideal and only applies for monodisperse
polymers and spheres.The increase of U0withcpasfound experimentally hasthe shape ofa
saturation process;just beforethe spinodal is reached the increase in U0as afunction of cpis
very small. Ye er a/. [36] also calculated U0 as a function of cp from SANS for a depletion
interacting colloidal dispersion and found the same shape of the U0(cp)-curve.The position of
the theoretical phase boundary expressed as iyk B T is given by the arrow. From the
experimental data weestimatedthe limiting polymer concentration as being 0.4-0.6 g/L, which
corresponds with visual observation [37]. We conclude that experiment and theory are quite
consistent for such a practical system. Information on the structure of a colloidal suspension
canalsobeobtainedfromturbidity measurements aspresented inthefollowingsection.
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Turbidity
First, we measuredthe transmission of permeate (with EPS) andfound that EPSdid not
significantly affect the transmission in the range 400-750 nm over the relevant EPS
concentrations. In this wavelength range absorption of photon energy can be considered
absent in our system. Next, we measured the transmission of skim milk with various
amounts of EPS. Adding EPS significantly increased the turbidity of skim milk suspensions
at wavelengths larger than 500 nm, which was attributed to a depletion interaction between
the casein micelles induced bytheEPS.
The effect can be visualized clearly by dividing the turbidity of the mixture of EPS and
casein micelles by the turbidity of skim milk (only casein micelles). Any deviation from 1
should originate from interactions since the EPSs have a negligible scattering relative to the
casein micelles.Theturbidity ofskim milk is indicated bythe symbolx0.
Theoretical predictions were obtained from the Vrij theory by calculating the structure
factor as before and integrating the resulting S(Q) by applying equation 16. In Figure 9 the
theoretical results (curves) of the turbidity are plotted as afunction of X2 as calculated from
equation 16for <|>=0.10,ac=200 nm and ^=0.86. The refractive index of skim milk permeate
at25°Cwastaken as 1.3475[38]which is hardly affected bythe EPS present and is close to
the value for the refractive index of water at 25°C. We chose for V2 as variable since
expansion of x leads to a first-order ^-dependence [39]. For high values of X2
(corresponding to integration of P(Q)S(Q) from 0 to high Q2) T/T0 approaches unity while for
lower X2 values there is a characteristic upswing of T/T0. This upswing originates from an
increase of the structure factor. The upswing is stronger for higher polymer concentrations
(more attraction). The linegivenfor cp=0.38g/L isjust belowthetheoreticalspinodal.
Theturbidity was measured as afunction ofwavelength atfour EPS concentrations, 0.3,
0.5, 0.7 and 0.85 g/L for <j>=0.06,0.08 and 0.10. The results for <j>=0.10are given in Figure 9.
The experimental data qualitatively correspond very well to the theoretical predictions. The
agreement isespecially good inthe range ofthe upswing at lowX2.
At high X2 values the experimental results for the various EPS concentrations seem to
approach unity more rapidly (at lower X2 values) thanthe theoretical curves predict. This can
be explained by a polydispersity effect [35]. Polydispersity gives rise to a dampened S(Q)
becoming unity for small wavelengths which explains a faster decrease to unity of the
experimental xh0 with decreasing wavelength. In general both experiment and theory show
that upon increasing the EPS concentration the turbidity increases at long wavelengths
which corresponds to astronger attraction betweenthe casein micelles.
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Figure 9Measuredturbiditiesofskim milk with avolume fraction ofmicelles <ji=0.10 asafunction ofthe
inverse wavelength forvarious concentrations ofEPS asindicated (cpexp). Best theoreticalpredictions of
the Vrijmodel aregivenas (dashed) linesandthepolymer concentrations are indicated by cp'heon'
(increasingfrombottomtotop).
Quantitatively, theexperimental andtheoretical polymerconcentrations havethe same order
of magnitude but differ by approximately a factor 2. This is due to polydispersity of casein
micelles, EPS andwavelength andduetothe limitations oftheVrijtheorywhichappliesonly
foridealchainsanddoesnottake intoaccount higherorderterms intheosmotic pressureof
the polymersolution.
The same turbidity experiments were done for 1=0.06 and 0.08 with varying EPS
concentrations. The maintrends arethe same as in Figure 9. Fromthe comparisonwiththe
modelcalculationswe obtained the resultsgiven inFigure 8togetherwiththe SANS data. It
follows that the depth of the potential well U0 increases with increasing EPS concentration
andisquantitatively consistentwithresultsfromtheSANS measurements.
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Conclusions
Dynamic light scattering experiments, small-angle neutron scattering and turbidity
measurements showed that the casein micelles become attractive upon adding EPS. The
attraction canbeattributedto depletion interaction.Theself-diffusion coefficients obtainedfrom
DLS can be interpreted by the adhesive sphere model. The attraction found by SANS and
turbidity measurements can be described by the structure factors calculated from a theory
based on the depletion interaction potential as described by the Vrij model. These findings
showthat mixingcertain biopolymerstogether strongly affectsthe properties ofthesystem and
the calculation of the attraction can be used to get an idea of the resulting structure and
consistency. The attractions not only affect the phase behavior but also the equilibrium and
transport properties,suchastheself-diffusion andtheviscosity.
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Phasebehaviorofcaseinmicelles/exocellular polysaccharide
mixtures;experimentandtheory
Abstract
Dispersions of casein micelles and an exocellular polysaccharide (EPS), obtained from
Lactococcus lactis subsp. cremoris NIZO B40 EPS, show a phase separation. The phase
separation is of the colloidal gas-liquid type. We have determined a phase diagram that
describes the separation of skim milk with EPS into a casein-micelle rich phase and an EPS
rich phase.We compare the phase diagram with those calculatedfrom theories developed by
Vrij, and by Lekkerkerker and co-workers, showingthat the experimental phase boundary can
bepredictedquitewell. From dynamic lightscattering measurements oftheself-diffusion ofthe
casein micelles inthe presence of EPSthe spinodal could be located and it corresponds with
theexperimental phase boundary.
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Introduction
Solutionscontaining bothproteins andpolysaccharides mayexhibit phase separation.This
was first reported in 1896 by Beijerinck, who observed a phase separation after mixing
aqueous solutions of gelatin and starch [1], Milk proteins and polysaccharides also exhibit
incompatibility, aswas reportedfor example byTolstoguzov [2,3]andAntonov efal.[4], During
the production process ofdairy products polysaccharides andproteinaceous particles areoften
combined. Mixing proteins and polysaccharides also takes place during the fermentation
processwhere exocellular polysaccharides (EPSs) by lactic acid bacteria are produced'in-situ'
in products such as yogurt. In yogurt the EPS seems to play an important role and is
responsible for the thread-like pouring behavior of some types of yogurt. Previously, we have
characterized physical properties of an EPS produced by Lactococcuslactis subsp.cremoris
strain NIZO B40,which has a number-averaged molar mass of 1.47-106g/mol and a numberaveraged radiusofgyrationof86nm,andhasasmallpolydispersity[5].
Low-heat skim milk was chosen as milk protein system. Skim milk can be regarded asa
10%(v/v)suspension ofcasein micelles,which areassociation colloidswith adiameter of200
nm, in an aqueous (continuous) phase containing other but very small (< 5 nm) components
(salts, lactose and whey proteins). Casein micelles can be considered as hard spheres as
followsfromdiffusion [6]andrheology measurements[7].
B40 EPS, when added to skim milk above a certain concentration, induces phase
separation, aswill be shown.When the continuous phase of skim milk is mixed with B40 EPS
(further denoted as EPS) nothing happens.This indicates that the interactions between casein
micelles andEPSareresponsiblefortheobservedphenomena.
The phase separation is caused by the so-called depletion type of interaction and is also
referred to as depletion flocculation. A better term would be segregative behavior. An early
experimental observation of phase separation driven by depletion interaction was reported by
Traube [8], who investigated the effect of adding polymer molecules on creaming of natural
rubber. About ten years later the depletion phenomenon was used in practice for the
concentration of natural latex by plant polysaccharides, as described by Vester [9]. Asakura
and Oosawa [10] gave atheoretical expression for the depletion interactions between two flat
plates. Vrij [11] developed a thermodynamic model for the depletion in a mixture of colloidal
spherical particles and non-adsorbing polymer molecules. De Hek and Vrij [12] observed
phase separation in mixtures of colloidal silica spheres and polystyrene polymers, and the
theory of Vrij [11] reasonably predicts the limiting polymer concentration for this system.
Lekkerkerker [13]also developed a more sophisticated theory for depletion interaction usinga
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different thermodynamic route. More recently, Lekkerkerker et al. [14] and Poon and Pusey
[15]extended and refined thistheoretical description.
In this paper it is shown that EPSs do not adsorb onto casein micelles and induces
depletion flocculation in skim milk. We will compare two theoretical methods which allow the
calculation of the phase line. An instability condition for a simpler adhesive hard sphere model
will also be given in order to locate a phase boundary from dynamic light scattering
measurements. In this paper we show that phase diagrams calculated from depletion theories
are consistent with the experimental phase diagram of a biological system containing casein
micelles and EPS, indicating the practical relevance ofdepletion interaction.

Figure 1 Schematicpicture of thedepletioninteractionmechanism. Thecolloidalspheres withdiameter
ac are pushed togetherby the unbalanced osmotic pressure as exerted by thepolymer moleculeswith
diameter CT„
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Theory
Depletion interaction theories
- Vrijtheory
A schematic picture of colloidal spherical particles dispersed in a solution of nonadsorbing polymer molecules issketched inFigure 1. The polymer molecules,with an effective
diameter ap (twice the depletion layer thickness A) are assumed to be freely permeable
towards oneanother (6-solvent)but are hardspheres for the colloidswithdiameter ac.Vrij[11]
derived that then the attractive interparticle potential between two spherical colloidal particles,
which behave as hard spheres towards one another, is proportional to the overlap volume
Voveriapandto the osmotic pressure ofthe polymer solution n p . Forthe osmotic pressure of the
polymersolutionVrijusedthelimitingVan'tHoffslaw:
np=cpRT/M

1

wherecpisthe polymer concentration, Rthegas constant, Tthetemperature and Mthe molar
massofthe polymer. The overlapvolume depends onthe distance betweenthe centers ofthe
particles r:
1

V

overlap ( 0 = g t ( c r c + a p )

3

1-

3r
2 ( a c +a p )

r3
2(ac+ap)3

Equation2appliesforac<r<(ac+ap). Nowthedepletion interaction potentialofVrij isgiven by
[11]:
U(r) =

+ 00
_

npVover|ap(r)
0

0<r<ac,
<7c^r^(ac+<3p).

r>(trc+ap),

Given the pair potential the equilibrium properties of the system can be evaluated using
statistical mechanics [16]. If the polymer-induced attraction between two particles becomes
strong enoughthe system tends to phase separate into a colloid-rich and polymer-rich phase
[14]. The calculation of the binodal in a statistical mechanical way is possible but rather
involved. Simpler is a calculation of the spinodal the osmotic compressibility dlljdty becomes
zero[16]:
^ k =0
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The spinodal usually liesvery closetothe binodalandthereforethe spinodal canalsotakenas
anestimationofthephaseboundary.Thevirialexpansion ofthe osmotic pressure ofcolloidsis
[17]:
kRT

<t>+B2<|> +B3<|>+...

5

where Vc(=7tac3/6for spheres) isthe particle volume is ofthe colloids, B2isthe second andB3
the third osmotic virial coefficient. For low volume fractions (4><n.2) B3and higher-order terms
can be neglected.Combining equations4 and5givesthevalue B2spatthe spinodalfor agiven
volumefraction:
B«P=
2

—
2*SP

6

where <|)spisthevolume fraction atthe spinodal.The second virial coefficient can be measured
in the one-phase region at a given ty. On addition of polymer, B2 will decrease due to
attractions. Fromstatistical mechanics arelationbetween U(r)andB2canbederived[16]:
B2=^]r2[1-exP(-M)]dr
VCJ
kBT;J

7

which gives B2=4 for the hard sphere interaction potential. For depletion interactions, we
calculate B2fromequation 7bytaking U(r)fromequation 3.Thisthen yields B2,which becomes
negative for sufficiently high polymer concentrations, eventually leading to spinodal demixing.
So,foramixturewithacertainvolumefraction4> ofcolloidalsphereswith diameteractheeffect
of non-adsorbing polymer molecules on B2spcan becalculated.This yields the limiting polymer
concentration andbydoingthisatvariousvaluesof<)j thephasediagram canbecalculated.
Since inthe approach of Vrij only pair interactions are involved, which is incorrect above
the dilute regime, we have also used an alternative thermodynamic route which takes into
account many particle interactions to calculate the spinodal with the interaction potential for
depletion interaction given in equation 3. From equation 4 we know that the spinodal
corresponds to the point where the osmotic compressibility dUJdty equals zero. Therefore use
can be made of the relation between the structure factor of a colloidal dispersion S(Q), which
can bemeasuredwith scatteringtechniques. The osmotic compressibility and S(Q) are related
asfollows:
S(Q =0) = WT^-

8

an
where p=NC/V is the number density, with Ncthe number of particles in a volume V, which is
related to the volume fraction by ())=NCVCA/. The scattering wave vector Q equals
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47tnsin(0/2)/Xo, where nis the refractive index, Qis the angle under which the scattered
intensity is detected and X0 is the wavelength in vacuo. Comparison with equation 4 shows
that the condition S(Q=0)1=0 gives the spinodal. The structure factor S(Q) is defined as the
Fouriertransformofg(r):
S(Q)=1+4Kpjr2[g(r)-1]^^dr
0

9

Q r

where ris the distance between the centers of any two randomly chosen particles, say
particle 1 and 2. In order to calculate S(Q) one thus needs an expression for the radial
distribution function g(r). The integral equation of Ornstein and Zernike (OZ-equation) gives
thetotal correlation function h(r)[18]:
h(r)=c(r 12 )+p|c(r 1 3)h(r23)dr 3

10

which makes it possible tosolve for g(r)=h(r)+1 when one has an appropriate closure
relation for c(r12), the direct correlation function. The OZE defines g(r) as the sum of the
direct effect of particle 1 on particle 2and an indirect effect of1 on 2in which all other
particles are involved.We have usedthe hypernetted chain (HNC) closure relation[19]:
c(r)=h(r)-ln(g(r)-U(r)/k B T)
We applied amathematical solution procedure developed byGillan [20]to solve equations 10
and 11. We can insert equation 3 into the HNC closure and subsequently calculate g(r) and
S(Q) by using equations 10 and 9. Hence, S(Q=0) can be obtained as afunction of cpwhich
makes it possible to calculate the spinodal (the polymer concentration for which 1/S(Q=0)
equalszero).
Intheforegoing thedepletion layerthickness Awas left unspecified. Usually, itis identified
with the radius ofgyration ofthe polymer molecules : A=Rg=ap/2. De Hek and Vrij [12]
numerically calculated the distancerwhere the particles just start to attract one another and
foundap«2.25Rg, which confirmsthat A«Rg. Calculations of Fleer etal.[21]for concentrations
below overlap give A«Rg, which also corroborates the general assumption that the radius of
gyration is agood measure ofthe depletion layerthickness indilute solutions. Fleer eral.also
calculated the decrease of Aabove coil overlap, but since in our case cpis below the overlap
thresholdwedonot needtheseexpressions.
Inorder to illustrate the maintrends some model predictions as calculated with the theory
of Vrij [11,12] are given in Figure 2. Results are calculated for a mixture of colloidal particles
with a radius of 100 nm (CTC=200 nm) and polymer molecules with amolar mass of 103kg/mol
and three different radii of gyration: 30, 60 and 90 nm (ap=60, 120 and 180 nm), respectively,
correspondingtovaryingtheflexibilityofthechains.
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Figure2PhaselinesascalculatedwiththetheoryofVrij[11]forcolloidalsphereswithadiameterof200
nmandpolymermoleculeswithamolarmassof1000kg/molandradiiofgyration (RJ asindicated.
Increasing <>
| gives a lower limiting polymer concentration since according to equation 6 the
product <|)B2spisaconstant.Thisindicatesthat aless negativevalue of B2sp,and hence alower
polymer concentration,is requiredat higher§.Bycomparingthe resultsforthevarious sizesof
the polymer molecules, we observe a decreasing spinodal demixing curve with increasing
depletion layer thickness (larger polymer molecules). This indicates that when the polymer
chainsaremorestiff, leadingto alargerRg, theywill haveastrongertendency to induce phase
separation bythedepletion interactionmechanism.
- Lekkerkerkertheory
Another way of calculating the phase lines was developed by Lekkerkerker and coworkers. The approach is based upon a grand canonical statistical mechanical description of
hard spheres in the presence of freely interpenetrable coils. Lekkerkerker ef a/. [14] derived
expressions for both the osmotic pressures and the thermodynamic potentials of the colloidal
suspensionforthefluid aswellasforthe crystal phases inorderto predictthe phase behavior
of polymer-colloid mixtures by calculation of the binodal. The polymer concentration acts as
perturbation parameter.
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Fluidphase
Forthefluidphaseadimensionless osmotic pressuren,isexpressedas:

2
n f =1-<()
A +3(A)
3(
1-«t> + 1 - f

,3

da

Cp^c,

12

) +6MC
— —J — ( a -

where cpRisthe overall polymer concentration inthe reservoir. Thefractiona isthefraction of
the total volume which is accessible to the polymer molecules, and C,=ajac is the size ratio of
the polymer molecules relative to the colloidal spheres. The macroscopic polymer
concentrationequalsac p R . Thefreevolumefractiona canbecalculatedfrom [14,15]:
a =(1-(|>)exp _ A ^ - - B ( - ^ - C ( 1-<t>
1-f
1-(

13

with A=3<;+3C,2 + £\ B= 4.5C,2 +3C,3, and C= 3^3. Equation 13 reduces to a = H for £->0. The
first three terms on the right-hand side of equation 12 are derived from the Percus-Yevick
equation of state [22] andthe fourth term is a perturbation factor arisingfrom the presence of
the polymer molecules. For the thermodynamic potential n, of colloidal spheres in the fluid
phase Lekkerkerker etal.[14]derivedthefollowingequation:
k B T"

'In

»K

+ 7(:
j-<t>;
1

2
\3
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*c da
6 M C 3 d<l>c

1-<t>

14

which hasthesamephysicaloriginasequation 12.
Solidphase
For the crystal or solid phase, equations analogous to 12and 14 can be derived. For the
osmoticpressure,asimplifiedversionoftheequationofstate ofHall[23]isused:
S i "

ns=-

1--

c

da,

3

d

6MC
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where <>| is nowthevolumefraction ofcolloidal particles inthesolidphase and(j>cpisthe volume
fraction at closest packing (=W2/6). The thermodynamic potential in the solid phase is given
by:

k B T"

c da

2.1306+3 In
1-V ^cpJ

1-

JL

6MI;

3

d^

• cp

where the constant cannot be calculated analytically. The value 2.1306 given above is taken
fromcomputer simulations of FrenkelandLadd[24]andisconsistent withexperimentalvalues
for(j>=0.494and0.545atthefluid-crystaltransition ofasuspension ofhardspheres.
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Subsequently, the phase behaviorcanbecalculatedfromtheconditions n,=n s and w=\is.
This gives two sets of equations with two unknowns, <(>s' for the volume fractions of colloids in
the coexisting phases,which can be solved numerically. The model described above makes it
is possibleto calculate the phase behavior of polymer-colloid mixtures.The coexisting phases
which can be found are fluid-solid, and above approximately £=0.3 gas-liquid, gas-solid and
gas-liquid-solid sincethefluidphasethen alsoexhibits agas-liquidtransition.
Adhesivehardsphere model

For skim milk it has been shown [6,7]that casein micelles can betreated as hard spheres
undertheconditions relevantforthisstudy.When hardspheres become sufficiently attractivea
(colloidal) fluid-solid transition takes place which can be regarded as a phase separation.
Casein micelles becomeattractivewhen EPSisaddedto skim milk.We usethe adhesive hard
sphere (AHS) model in order to make a connection between dynamic light scattering
experiments andtheattraction betweencolloidalparticles.
An interaction potential profile for adhesive spheres has been proposed by Baxter [25] as
asquarewellpotentialwithaninfinitely narrowwidth(5->0):
U(r)
—— =
kBT

+oo

0<r<ar,
c

ln[12x B S/(a c +5)]
0

'

ac<r<(ac+5),

17

r>(cc+5),

wherexBisthe Baxter parameter (0<xB<«>) andxB"1is ameasure ofthe attraction betweenthe
spheres.A prerequisitefor applyingthe Baxter potentialisthatthetermxB5hastoremainfinite.
The experimentally accessible parameter from light scattering and osmotic pressure
measurements isB2.Combining equations 7and 17gives:
B2 = 4 - —

18

Using Baxter's approach Watts ef al. [26] showed that xB can be directly related to the
volumefraction atthespinodal())sp.For avolumefraction lowerthan0.12 Penders andVrij [27]
simplifiedtheexpressionsofWattsefal. [26]to:

1-(|>sp \ 3<|)sp

19

For higher values of <(>, the PYtheory can be used [22,27]. Equation 19 allows us to calculate
thevolumefractionatwhichdecompositiontakes placeatacertainadhesiveness. So,whenxB
isdetermined the spinodal can be calculated.Although strictly speaking the AHS model is not
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correct for our system we apply it here since it provides atheoretical framework which allows
us to describe the phase separation in terms of xB values, which can be calculated from for
instance transport properties.The way xBis relatedtothe self-diffusion coefficient istreated in
the nextsection.
Phaseseparationfromself-diffusion
Previously [28] we have measured xB of skim milk-EPS mixtures by dynamic light
scattering. We calculated Baxter parameters from the measured self-diffusion coefficients
byapplyingthefollowingexpressionfrom CichockiandFelderhof[29]:
^

D

o

= 1-(1.832+9 ^ ) 4 .
*B

20

where Ds is the self-diffusion coefficient and D0 is its value at <)>->0. By calculating xB values
from equation 20 <|>spcan subsequently be obtained from equation 19. Hence, scattering data
allow calculationofthe phaseboundary.
However, in the approach given above the viscosity increase due to the addition of B40
EPS to the continuous phase has been neglected. Previously, we have shown [30] that the
(zero-shear) specific viscosity TISP={r]0-r|s}/r|s (where r)0isthezero-shear solution viscosity and
T]Sthesolventviscosity)ofpolysaccharide solutionscanbedescribedas:
Tisp = h l c + ^ ( h ) c ) 3 5

21

where [r\] is the intrinsic viscosity of the polysaccharide solution. For EPS solutions with an
ionicstrengthof0.10 M, [T|]equals 3.2 m3/kg.We assumethesame value for skim milk,wher
the ionic strength is close (0.08 M). Equation 21 indicates that the self-diffusion coefficient,
which depends on the viscosity of the continuous phase, decreases when EPS is added to
skim milk. We have to take this effect into account by applying a correction for the viscosity.
However,for systemswherethe particle sizeisofthe sameorder of magnitude asthe polymer
molecules it is not correct to simply replace the solvent viscosity with the viscosity of the
continuous phase as measured macroscopically. The macroscopic viscosity overestimates the
frictionexperienced bythecolloidal particles[31].
This phenomenon has been examined theoretically by Cukier [32] and De Gennes [33],
who found that relatively small colloidal particles tend to 'hunt for holes' in polymer solutions.
Microscopically apolymer solutioncan be regarded asasystem containing obstacles (polymer
chains) with a high resistance. Since the particles seek a path of minimum resistance, the
viscosity as experienced by the diffusing particles is smaller than the macroscopic viscosity.
The contribution of the polymers to the effective viscosity of the solution depends on the
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hydrodynamic colloidal particle-polymer size ratio,(#, defined as Rp/Rs,where Rsrefersto the
hydrodynamic radius of the colloidal sphere and Rp to the effective radius of the polymer
molecules. We are not aware of atheory which quantitatively describes the relation between
theeffectiveviscosity and£,. Inthe limit£,-»<»thecolloidal particleswillonly experience friction
due to interaction with solvent molecules since the polymer molecules are so large that the
particles can easily 'hunt for holes'. When the value of C^ is very small the colloidal spheres
cannot diffuse through the holes since the holes are too small. Therefore the particles will
experiencethemacroscopicviscosity inthe limit<^-»0.At intermediatevaluesfor^ thefriction
will lie in between the solvent and the polymer solution viscosity. Tentatively, we introduce an
effective viscosityr\etandproposethat itdependsasfollowson <^,:
^ I L =1+T 1 s p e x p K h )

22

The solvent contribution is given bythefirst term onthe right-hand side,andthat ofthe solute
by the second term. This equation describes the data in ref. 31 reasonably well and gives a
correctphysicaldescriptionforthelimits.
Forthesedimentation ofcolloidalparticlesthrough apolymer solution,Tong efa/.[34]also
foundthat for very large values of £,the particles experience a much lower viscosity thanthat
of the solvent with polymer molecules. The macroscopic viscosity of the solution is only
experienced fort^->0.ForRp these authors usethecorrelation length£,whichsaysthat inthe
entangled regionevensmallparticlesexperiencethemacroscopic viscosity.
The approach given above will be used to account for the effect of the viscosity of the
solutiononthe measuredself-diffusion coefficient. Equation20canthenbereplacedby:
D^nefL
Do Tlo

=

L d . 8 3 2+2 ^ ^
T
B
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where T ^ isdefined inequation22.
Experimental
- NIZOB40EPS
NIZO B40 EPSwas obtained after afermentation and isolation process at the NIZO pilot
plant as described elsewhere [5]. EPSwas isolated usingvarious filtration steps, freeze-dried
andusedassuchinthisstudy.
- Skim milk
Reconstituted skim milkwas preparedasdescribed inref. 7.Thevolumefraction of casein
micelles in the reconstituted skim milk was determined by Jeurnink and De Kruif [7] as being
0.130.
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-Permeate
Skim milk permeate (i.e.the 'solvent' ofthe casein micelles) was preparedfrom skim milk
by a membrane filtration process. An Amicon hollow-cartridge HIMPO 1-43 membrane with a
cut-off of 0.1 urn was used.The pH of the permeate was the same as that of the skim milk
(6.60±0.10).
-Mixtures
The mixtures were prepared by dissolving EPS diluted in permeate and mixing this EPSskimmilkpermeatesolutionwithskimmilk.Allmixtureswerestudiedatroomtemperature.
-Preservative
Since phase separation was sometimes observed only after a few weeks we used antimicrobial agents (preservatives) in order to prevent growth of micro-organisms during the
experiments. We used0.02 %(m/m) sodium ethylmercurithiosalicylate (C2H5HgSC6H4COONathiomersal, BDH Chemicals), with which we could not observe any bacterial growth or any pH
changes for more than 6 weeks. In the absence of EPS, skim milk and permeate containing
thiomersalwerestableformonths.
Resultsand discussion
This section contains three parts. Firstly, a description of the observed phase separation
phenomena for the skim milk/permeate/EPS mixtures is given. Theoretical predictions of the
phase diagram are presented subsequently and compared with the experiments. Further, the
Baxter parameters obtainedfrom dynamic lightscattering measurements are usedto calculate
a phasediagramwiththeAHSmodel.
Observations andphase diagram
Firstly, we dissolved EPS in low-heat skim milk permeate (skim milk without casein
micelles). The highest EPS concentration studied was 10 g/L since EPS is not soluble (on a
practical time scale) at higher concentrations. This represents a practical concentration range
since lactic acidbacteria produce EPSs upto concentrations of0.5 g/L. Inpermeate solutions
no phase separation could be observed for months when EPS was added. Apparently, whey
proteins and EPS are fully compatible. Therefore we used permeate to dissolve EPS, after
whichthis EPS-permeate solutionwas mixedwithskim milk.
Inthis way the required final concentration cpof EPS and the volume fraction <>
| of casein
micelles could be adjusted independently inthe range 0<cp<10g/L and 0<<|><0.13.Mixtures in
this concentration range were prepared, stored, and studied at room temperature. For high
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EPS concentrations a two-phase system could be observed after several hours or,
occasionally, after several days. The onset of phase separation occurred always within one
week. In phase-separated systems the upper phase became clearer with time while the lower
phase became highlyturbid (white). InFigure 3aphasediagram is presenteddescribingwhich
mixturesdemixed(filledcircles) andwhich remained stable (open circles).Thetransition points
(plusses) are indicated for various <>
| values and a line which guides the eye represents the
visually observed phase boundary. The EPSconcentration atwhichthe skim milk suspensions
phase separate is rather low. The polymer overlap concentration cp*, which equals
3Mn/4nRg3NAV, where Mnis the number-averaged molar mass and NAVAvogadro's number, is
0.92 ± 0.09 g/L. This indicates that phase separation occurs in the dilute regime for casein
volumefractions above <|>«0.03.
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Figure 3 Visuallyobservedphase diagram forvarious EPS concentrations (cj andvolume fractions of
the casein micelles (</>). Indicatedare thephase boundaries (plusses), stable mixtures (open circles) and
unstablemixtures(filledcircles).
Inthe course oftime the upper layer becomesfully transparent. After about oneweekthe
upper phase hasthe same appearance as skim milk permeate.This indicates that the bottom
layer is concentrated in casein micelles: their density is slightly higher than that of the
permeate.We measuredthe EPS and casein concentration inthe upper layer. For instance at
<t>=0.07, samples with initial EPS concentrations of 0.75, 1.00 and 1.25 g/L had an EPS
concentration inthe upper layer of0.87, 1.03 and 1.33 g/L respectively after phaseseparation.
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The volume fraction of casein micelles in the upper phase was always smaller than <|>=0.01.
Systematically, there is a slight increase in the EPS concentration in the upper transparent
layerwhilethecaseins are highly concentrated inthe lower phase.This isthefirst confirmation
that the type of phase separation originates from depletion interaction and not bridging since
polysaccharides andproteins areseparated intotwo separate phases. Ifthe mechanism would
be bridging flocculation, polysaccharides and proteins are expected to concentrate in one of
thetwophases.
Another aspect which indicates that we are dealing with depletion flocculation is the fact
that theflocculation is reversible.After initial phase separation the system can be mixed, after
which it takes some time before the system becomes phase separated again. If a sample
preparedwithsuch acompositionthat itis locatedjust abovethe phaseseparationthresholdis
shaken and subsequently diluted with skim milk permeate it remains stable. In the case of
bridgingflocculation,sedimentation orcreaming isalways irreversible. Moreover, inthe caseof
bridging flocculation the limiting polymer concentration increases with increasing <j>. Also this
lastcharacteristic of bridgingwas notfound.
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Figure4 Comparison oftheoreticallycalculatedphase lines with thevisually observedphase boundary
(plusses), whichisreplottedasadashedcurve toguide theeye. Thephase diagramscalculatedwith the
variousmodelsareindicatedasLekkerkerker[14], Vrij[11]and S(Q=0)=cc(obtainedbycombining Vrij's
theorywith Gillan'smethod[20]
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Theoreticaldescription
- TheVrijmodel
We have set the parameters in the model such that they comply with the experimental
conditions for casein micelles and EPS: ac=200 nm, M=1.47*103 kg/mol and op=2*Ra, with
Rg=86 nm for the radius of gyration. The resulting spinodal curve is plotted in Figure 4 (long
dashes), in which the phase boundary as observed visually is also given (symbols). The
calculated phase line lies below the experimental phase boundary, butthe difference issmall.
Also the shapes of the curves are similar. It should be noted that we calculated the phase
boundary from independently measured characteristic parameters of the system; there is no
datafitting.
As the next step we calculated the polymer concentrations for which S(Q=0) goes to
infinity. This was done by insertion of Vrij's interaction potential profile U(r) (equation 3) into
equation 11. In order to solve g(r) by combining equations 10 and 11, we used Gillan's
approach [20].Fromthe radialdistributionfunctionobtained inthisway S(Q)was subsequently
calculated with equation 9. By iteration we calculated at which polymer concentration S(Q=0)
approaches infinity and the resulting phase diagram (spinodal) is plotted in Figure 4 (short
dashes). Inthiswayweimplicitly accountedfor multiple interactions,whereasVrij's model ison
the pair level. This phase line corresponds reasonably well to those calculated with the
Lekkerkerker andVrijmodels.
It must be realized that, except for the critical point the spinodal always lies above the
binodal. Still, from the above it follows that a reasonable prediction can be made from the Vrij
theory, which does not contain any adjustable parameters. The differences between
experimental and theoretical phase boundary can further be explained by realizing that the
casein micelles (and EPS) are not monodisperse. A model developed by Chu et al. [35]
indicates that polydispersity ofthe colloidal particles weakens depletion interaction effects also
andthusshiftsthetheoreticalcurvesupwards.
- Lekkerkerkertheory
Inthe region where we observed phase separation visually the theory of Lekkerkerker ef
al.[14]predictsacolloidalgas-liquidtransition. Foroursystemwith^=0.86,we have calculated
the phase diagram. After calculating cp from the overall reservoir concentration cpR by
multiplying with a from equation 13,equations 12and 14-16 allow acalculation ofthe binodal.
Thecalculatedphasediagramisgivenfortherelevant<>
| range inFigure4. Thisshowsthatthe
Vrij and Lekkerkerker models give approximately the same phase line. The comparison of
theoretical predictions of the phase diagram with that of a model colloid-polymer mixture has
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already been done by llett et al. [36]. In this paper it is shown however that the concepts of
depletion interaction allow a quantitative description of mixtures of proteins and
polysaccharides, illustrating the importance of depletion interaction in biological and food
systems.
Thecalculations givenassumethatthethickness ofthedepletion layerAisindependent of
cp.Fleer etal. [21]developed atheoryfromwhichthedecrease ofAasafunction ofcpcanbe
calculated. Intheappendix we have calculatedtheA(cp)dependence,which showsthat Ahas
a constant value in our relevant concentration region. This means that we do not have to
incorporate a A(cp) dependence in our calculations. Any effect would have shifted the
calculatedcurvesupward.
Phasediagramfromself-diffusion
The diffusion coefficients were determined as described previously [28] for a series of
polymer concentrations atvarious volumefractions.At every volumefractionwe calculatedthe
diffusion coefficient at the spinodal by combining equations 19 and 20. For the moment we
neglect viscosity corrections asdescribed byequations 22 and23. Subsequently, we usedthe
measured self-diffusion coefficients to infer at which polymer concentration the spinodal is
situated.We plottedthesespinodal points inFigure 5(circles).The data areconsistent withthe
experimental (observed) phase boundary althoughthe phase boundary derived from the selfdiffusion coefficient measurements is lower. The discrepancy may originate from the fact that
just above the phase boundary nucleations of the new phase are extremely slow (and hence
not observable). Another point is that the application of Baxter's sticky sphere model is hardly
justified in view of the long range of the depletion interaction potential. Nevertheless, its use
helpsusto understandthephase behavior.
Another aspect not fully accounted for is the viscosity experienced by the particles. We
have calculated an effective viscosity from equation 22 and used equation 23 to correct the
self-diffusion coefficient and, hence, the Baxter parameter TB. For the calculation of the
effective viscosity we took the average end-to-end distance of EPS molecules as 211 nm as
calculatedfromtheradiusofgyrationforRp.Thedata inref. 31aredescribed int hebestwayif
the end-to-end distance is taken for Rp.With Rs=100 nm this gives ^»2.11. Then we used
equations 19, 22 and23to calculate the corresponding polymer concentration atthe spinodal
forevery measuredvolumefraction.Theresult isplotted inFigure 5(diamonds); itisconsistent
withtheobservedphase behavior.
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Figure 5 Phase diagram withvisually observed phase boundaries (plusses) andphase boundaries
calculated fromself-diffusion coefficient measurements. Theresultsfromthe approach which uses
equation 19aregiven bythecirclesandthoseobtainedwith equation 22 aregiven bythediamonds. The
curvesaredrawn toguidetheeye.
Conclusions
Phase separation caused by depletion interaction is observed when EPS is mixed with
casein micelles. This polysaccharide is a non-adsorbing biopolymer with respect to casein
micelles. Various theoretical models were compared with the observed phase threshold and
gave good predictions of the stability limit. We were also able to calculate a phase diagram
fromdynamiclightscatteringexperiments, andfoundittobeconsistentwithobservations.
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Appendix
Inthis section we will give some results for the depletion layer thickness near a flat plate
as can be obtained from self-consistent field (SCF) theory. In the theories of Vrij and
Lekkerkerker it is assumed that changing the polymer concentration does not affect the
depletion layerthicknessA. DeGennes [37],however, showedtheoretically that the correlation
length of concentration fluctuations 5,which depends onthe polymer concentration, is a good
measureforAandgavethefollowing scaling lawfortheconcentration dependence of%\
4~c-m

A1

where misascalingparameterwhich iszero inthediluteregimeandtakesvalues of3/4 (good
solvent) or 1(6-solvent) inthesemi-dilute regime.
Hence, inthe semi-dilute regime Ais adecreasing function of cp.This can be understood
by realizing that at very high polymer concentrations the osmotic pressure n p becomes very
high, which will push the polymer molecules into narrower gaps, giving smaller A values.
Eventually, A becomes zero, which agrees with the observation that mixing colloidal spheres
withpolymermeltsoftendoesnotgiveaphaseseparation.
In order to calculate the concentration dependence of A, the self-consistent field (SCF)
theory of Scheutjens and Fleer [38] can be used. This theory is based upon a mean-field
approach (m=1/2) andenablesevaluation ofthe segment density profile of polymer molecules
situated between two flat plates as a function of the plate separation at a given adsorption
energy. Inthe SCFtheory the polymer chains aredescribed asweightedwalks upon alattice.
The polymers areconsideredtobehaveasKuhnchains [39].ForaKuhnchain,theroot-meansquare end-to-end distance, <R2>1'2, follows from the number NK of Kuhn segments and the
length lKofsuchasegment as[40]:

<R2> = |£NK

A2

For long chains the radius of gyration Rg equals V(<R2>/6). However, real chains with N
segments, each of length I, cannot be directly described as random-flight chains. The values
for Iand N can be translated to lK and NK by demanding equal contour lengths for the Kuhn
chainandtherealchain:
L=IN=I K N K
When Rg has been measured, the quantity lK can then be calculated from equation A2 as
lK=<R>2/L=6Rg2/LandNKfollowsasL/IK.
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Fleer et al.[21] studiedthe segment density profilefor non-adsorbing polymer ina solution
which is near x = 0 - 5 (6-solvent), where x is the Flory-Huggins segment-solvent interaction
parameter, and obtained an analytical expression forA:
7t/2

*«2n£J = ^ + ^ ) - ' " < 1 - * b ) - 2 x * b

A4

where <(>„ isthe bulkvolume fraction ofpolymer molecules. We calculated the A(cp) dependence
for x=0.3 and 0.5 which represent values usually found experimentally for polymers. The
results are given in Figure A1. For polymer molecules in a 'good' solvent usually x~0.3-0.4,
leading to a result in between the curves drawn in Figure A1. The calculations were performed
with NK=153 and lK=17 nm, calculated from equations A2 and A3 by using the radius of
gyration and L=2.60 urn as reported previously [5]. Furthermore, the density of a B40 EPS melt
was estimated as 1000kg/m3.
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FigureA1 CalculateddepletionlayerthicknessAasafunctionof the polymer concentrationaccordingto
equationA4forFlory-Hugginsparametersasindicatedin theplot.
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In Figure A1 it is shown that A has a value of 96 nm at cp<1 g/L, which nearly agrees with
A=Rg. Above this concentration, A decreases as a function of cp as can be expected since
c p *=0.92 g/L. In the concentration region where we observe and calculate phase separation
(from 0.3 to 1.5 g/L), the decrease of A as a function of cp can be neglected and A has a
constant value. This means that we do not have to incorporate a A(cp) dependence in our
calculations.
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Phaseseparation,creaming,andnetworkformationofoil-in-water
emulsionsinducedbyanexocellular polysaccharide
Abstract
We have investigated the effect of an exocellular polysaccharide (EPS) on the phase
behavior and the rheology of oil-in-water emulsions. Already at low EPS concentrations the
phase separation occurs.The phase line can bedescribed bydepletion interactiontheory. At
high EPS concentrations and dispersed phase volume fractions above 10%there is a stable
'gel'-like region inthe phasediagram.
A kinetic study showed that the rate of creaming decreases with increasing oil content
due to hydrodynamic effects. This rate depends strongly onthe concentration of EPS, which
is related to the strength of the depletion interaction and the viscosity of the continuous
phase. At low EPS concentration the creaming rate strongly increases with EPS
concentration because of the stronger attraction. At higher EPS concentrations creaming is
slowed down by the viscosity increase of the continuous phase and of the particle network
which is formed. At high EPS concentrations this network becomes so strong that the gel
prevents creaming. The Theological behavior of the "gel" was studied by measuring flow
curves,which could beinterpreted by atheoretical modelfor weakly aggregating particles.
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hydrodynamic interaction and the corrected creaming/sedimentation velocity uh for hard
spheres becomes:
5-3<(>+ (|>'

H!L = 1

1 + 2<)>

where §isthevolumefraction ofthe hardspheres.
In the following we assume that the relative creaming velocity uh/u equals the relative
displacement ratevh/v [24].The displacement rate v isthe rate ofthe boundary between the
cream (oil-rich) upper phase andthe lower (clear) phase duringcreaming.An increase inthe
volume fraction of oil slows down the creaming rate as predicted by equation 2.An increase
of the EPS concentration can affect the creaming rate in various ways. A hydrodynamic
effect uponadding EPS isthe increase ofthe macroscopic shear viscosity ofthe continuous
phase. EPS also induces depletion interaction between the oil droplets, which in turn
increases the creaming velocity uhsince the particles become mutually attractive. Inorder to
calculate uh for suspensions in the stable region in the presence of polymer we use the
generalized Stokes-Einstein equation [25]:
uh(Cp) _S(Q =0)D c (Q =0)
uh(cp=0)
S(Q = 0) H S D o
where uh (cp=0) is the creaming velocity inthe absence of EPS, and S(Q=0) is the value of
the structure factor at zero wavevector Q; it is proportional to the osmotic compressibility.
S(Q=0)HS is the structure factor of hard spheres (without attractions). The parameter D0 is
the diffusion coefficient of the particles in a solvent without EPS and Dc(Q=0) is the shorttime collective diffusion coefficient of the creaming particles at Q=0. We calculate S(Q=0)
from the second osmotic virial coefficient B2(cp),which follows from the theory of Vrij [20] by
usingthe approximation:
S(Q=0)=exp(-2B2(cp)4>)
which is valid for hard spheres [26] and adhesive hard spheres [27] up to <j>=0.4. For hard
spheres equation 4 becomes S(Q=0)Hs=exp(-8(|)). The diffusion coefficient is approximated
bydividing D0bythe relativeviscosity ofthe polymer solution:
D c (Q =0)=

Do
1+hlCp+^MCp}35

where [r\]is the intrinsic viscosity. This correction factor is motivated bythe work of Imhof ef
al.[28], Kops-Werkhoven [29], and van der Werff and De Kruif [30]. These authors showed
that for a suspension of hard spheres the relative diffusion coefficient is very well
approximated bythe inverse relativeviscosity ofthedispersion.
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At thebinodal, S(Q=0) reaches acertain value anditis uncertain howS(Q=0) behaves
in the unstable regions. Simplistically, we assume that inthe unstable region S(Q=0) does
not dependonthepolymer concentration:

S(Q=0)=exp(-2B2(cJH<j>)

6

where cpbinisthe polymer concentration atthe binodal forthegiven value oftheoilvolume
fraction <|>.Thedriving force ofthe phase separation process isthen constant, andnolonger
afunction ofcp.Thefriction, however, increases withcpasshown inequation 5.Weassume
that this equation is still valid in the unstable region, even though in the unstable regions
clusters will be formed consisting of aggregated oil droplets. These clusters thus feel a
friction during creamingwhich isequaltothat intheEPSsolution (thecontinuous phase).
Theviscosityofweaklyaggregateddispersions
We measured theviscosity oftheemulsions asafunction ofthe shear rate inorder to
characterizetheattractive forces betweentheoildroplets intheemulsions asinducedbythe
EPS. When these forces are strong enough the system no longer phase separates but
behave as"weak gels". Thebehavior ofsuch so-called weakly flocculated suspensionscan
be described with the model of Potanin ef al.[31]for dispersions of aggregating particles.
This model considers an aggregate as a fractal structure with a radius Raggcontaining N
primary particles:
N=| ^ 9 9 .

7

where aistheradius oftheprimary particles andd,isthefractal dimensionality. Thefractal
concept isonly used heretodescribe thedimensionality ofthe network. Whentheshear rate
is increased it is assumed that the aggregates break down, which leads to a shear-ratedependent volume fraction oftheaggregates. Fortheviscosity ofthedispersions Krieger's
equation isused [32]:

<MY)vZ5*max

Tl(Y)= TicM - T ^
V <l>max^

8

where r)(y) istheviscosity atashear rate y,r\c theviscosity ofthecontinuous phase, §a(y)
the volume fraction ofthe aggregated floes(~ <>
j fory-> oo),and()>maxthe maximum volume
fraction (0.63forrandom close packing).
Furthermore, Potanin efal. [31]introduced abreak-up criterion:themaximum stressan
aggregate canwithstand.This gives asecond relation betweenthevariables r|(y)and <|>a:
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T1(Y)Y =

^HE^L

5,af K - d <MDl^ 3 - d <)
where C^p is a numerical coefficient characterizing the fragility of the bond between the
primary particles, and K is defined below. The parameter ke,is the spring constant between
the particles,whichequals d2U(r)/dr2at r=rmin,wherermin isthe distance fromthe center ofthe
particle where the interaction potential has its minimum. The exact value of k,,, depends on
thedetails ofthe repulsive part ofthe potential. Inasimple approach weassume:
ke|~cp

10

for particles interactingthrough depletion.Thequantity Kinequation 9isdefinedas:

K- " 2 -

1,

Using equations 8-11 it is possible to solve TI as a function of y. In our case we are
dealingwith apolymer solutionwhich is alsoshearthinning, affecting thevalue of TIC.We use
Bueche's theory for the shear-rate dependence [33], which gives a good description of the
shear-rate dependence of the viscosity of (B40) EPS solutions in 0.10 M salt solutions [34].
For TICw e c a n write:
nc(Y)-ns = i
no-is

"

6

n

2

(yT i)

zio
P=1

2

P (P

4

2_JK)

+ TM

4

12

-22

wherer\s isthe solvent viscosity, TI0 the viscosity at zero shear, and x,the longest relaxation
timefromthe theory of Rouse[35]:
6 T
Tl =

( '°-Tfc)M
7t2RTcp

13

Thezero shear viscosity TI0ofthe EPSsolution can be calculated from[34]:
rio =Tls(l+[n]Cp+^ [ T i ] 3 - 5 c 3 5 ]
25
The EPSconcentration was corrected forthe oilvolumefraction (cp =Cp/[1-$])
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Materials
Theexperiments were carried outwith anemulsion preparedfrom sunflower oil(Reddy),
demineralized water and NaN0 3 added to achieve a ionic strength of 0.10 M. As emulsifier
we used 10 g/L Bipro, a whey protein isolate containing 7 1 % (w/w) (3-lactoglobulin, 12% alactalbulmin, 5% immunoglobulin, 5% bovine serum albumin, 2% salt, 1%lactose and 4 %
water. The whey protein isolate (WPI) powder was purchased from Domo Food Ingredients,
Beilen, The Netherlands. Thiomersal (sodium ethylmercurithiosalicylate, BDH Chemicals),
was added (0.03 %(w/w)) to prevent bacterialgrowth.
The EPS was produced at the pilot-plant facility at NIZO [36]. Lactococcuslactis subsp.
cremoris NIZO B40 was used to inoculate a whey permeate medium. After EPS production
EPS was isolated using a sequence of filtration steps [36].This preparation was freeze-dried
andusedassuchinthis study.The EPShasa(number-averaged) molar mass (M)of 1.47-106
g/mol and anumber-averaged radius of gyration (Rg) of 86 nm, and has asmall polydispersity
[36]. The polymer overlap concentration cp*, which equals 3M/47tRg3NAV, where NAV is
Avogadro's number, is0.9±0.1 g/L.
Methods
Preparationoftheemulsionmixtures
The emulsifier was dissolved indemineralized waterwith salt (NaN03, 0.1 M) andthe oil
was added under continuous stirring. This pre-emulsion was mixed with an Ultra Turrax
(Polytron, Switzerland) for one minute and subsequently homogenized with a Rannie (type
8.30 H).The emulsion obtained inthis way was stored at 5°C.
Mixtures of emulsion and EPS were prepared by dissolving EPS in 0.10 M NaN03
solution and mixing it (Vortex) with an appropriate amount of the emulsion so as to obtain
the required composition.The samples were stored at5°C.
Experimentaltechniques
The particle size distribution (PSD) of the emulsion droplets was measured with a
Malvern Master Sizer X (MSX) using a He/Ne laser with a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The
forward scattering intensity is used to calculate the particle size distribution by Malvern's
proprietary software.
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The density of the emulsion was measured at 5.0°C with a DMA 45 Digital Density
Meter (Anton Paar, Austria). The measuring principle of this instrument is based on the
change of the frequency of a hollow oscillator when filled with a liquid or gas. A simple
relationship between the density of the sample and the natural frequency of the filled
oscillator makes it is possibleto determine the density of samples which are injected into the
oscillator.
Turbidity measurements were made with a Turbiscan MA 1000. This instrument
measures the intensity of the back-scattered light along the height of the 1 cm diameter
glasstubes containingtheemulsion mixtures.
For the Theological measurements, a controlled stress CSL2 500 Rheometer (TA
Instruments™) was used. The Rheometer is connected to a water bath which was set at
5.0°C. We used a concentric (Couette type) cylinder geometry with radii of 8.60 and 9.33
mm. The bottom of the cylinder is tapered and the gap was set at 5.0 mm. We applied a
shear-rate ramp, and determined the viscosity at shear rates inthe measurable range from
10 to 550 s 1 . The ramp lasted 30 minutes but a ramp of 15 or 45 minutes gave the same
result. We tested whether there was wall slip using a roughened concentric cylinder
geometry andfoundthat itwas absent.
Emulsionstability
In order to check whether the emulsion droplets themselves were stable, we regularly
measured the size distribution ofthe emulsion droplets withthe Malvern Master Sizer X. The
average diameter (and the size distribution) will change when the emulsion droplets
coalesce. A stock emulsion with <|>=0.5was prepared. At this volume fraction no significant
creaming takes place within 6 weeks. Every month a new emulsion was prepared. We
prepared emulsions with a a 2i (aab=ZNiaia/ZNiaib) of 0.9 ± 0.2 jxmand ao32of 1.3 ± 0.3 urn,
indicating rather polydisperse emulsions. The particle size distribution did not change intime
within 6 weeks after preparation. We checked that slight size differences between the
various batches didnot significantly changethe creamingrate.
The density of emulsion was measured for different volume fractions. Measurements
were made at 5.0°C. For the pure oil we found 930.7 kg/m3 and for water 999.7 kg/m3, and
the volumefractiondependence wasfoundto beapproximately linear(p«p0<t>+pJ1-(M)-
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Resultsand discussion
Phasediagram
All emulsions with avolume fraction of 0.40 and lower containing no or asmall amount
of EPS demixed. Demixing is here defined asthe concentration of oil droplets in one phase,
and covers both creaming and phase separation. In some mixtures, depending on the
concentration of EPS and the volume fraction of oil droplets <|>,a phase separation can be
observed. A phase separation is characterized by a sharp interface, whereas there is no
interface ifthere is only creaming; there is only agradient inthe oil droplet concentration. If
there is a phase separation, the mixture separates into two phases: an upper phase
enriched in oil and a lower phase enriched in EPS. As the interface rises the lower (EPSrich) phase becomes more transparent. An example of the phase separation process is
given in Figure 1.These pictures showthat the emulsion droplets cluster withtime. It is also
shown that the droplets do not coalesce. Their clustering is attributed to the depletion force
exerted bythe EPS.

Figure1Photomicrographs ofamixture ofEPS (0.13 g/L) and emulsion droplets (1%) att=0 (upper
left) andafter4.5(upperright), 10(lowerleft) and20minutes (lowerright); 320timesmagnification.
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At high <>
| (>0.2) it is difficult to observe a phase separation because the volume of the
EPS-rich phase is small for such systems. In order to distinguish between a phase
separation and creaming we used the results obtained with the Turbiscan. We take the
demixing as a phase separation when the two phases are separated by a sharp interface,
whereas (enhanced) creaming is recognized as a more gradual change of the backscattering signal along the sample height. Mathematically, when the slope dl/dh, where 2 is
the intensity of the back-scattering signal and h is the sample height, is infinite at the
interface, the sample is phase separated, whereas only creaming occurs when d£/dh has a
finitevalue for all hinthe range 0<h<h,,where h,isthetotalsample height.
The phase behavior is presented in Figure 2. Filled squares refer to systems which
exhibit only creaming (at low cp) or belong to the stable 'gel' region (high cp). The open
circles refer to systems undergoing a phase separation. The solid line was calculated from
the theory of Vrij [20], using CT32=1.3 urn, Rg=86 nm and M=1460 kg/mol [36] and gives a
goodestimate for the phase line,taking into account the large dispersion inemulsion droplet
size. Since the phase line lies below the overlap concentration (0.9 g/L) it is reasonable to
approximatetheosmotic pressure ascpRT/M.
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Inthe theory of Vrij the colloidal particles are assumed to behave as hard spheres, whereas
the emulsion droplets may be somewhat adhesive initially. For adhesive spheres B2, the
secondosmotic virial coefficient, issmallerthan4 (the value for hard spheres) as used inthe
theory of Vrij [20]. For adhesive spheres phase separation will be attained at lower
concentrations than calculated from the Vrij theory. At high values of<>
| (wherethe calculated
phase line is indicated as a dashed curve) the Vrij theory may no longer be valid since then
higher-order virial coefficients have to betaken into account.
'Gel'-region
At high volume fractions the system no longer phase separates when the EPS
concentration exceeds acertain value, as indicated bythefilled squares in Figure 2at high§
and highcp.These mixtures have a(weak) gel-like consistency which agrees withthe results
of Verhaegh [37], Pusey ef al. [38] and Poon et al. [39], who observed gelation in model
colloid-polymer mixtures with a short-range attraction. It is found theoretically that, if the
range ofthe attractions between the particles is narrow, acolloidal aggregation can interfere
withthe phase separation process whenthe potentialwell issufficiently deep.
The process of colloidal aggregation creating a space-filling network of aggregated
particles is called percolation. The percolated phase consists of an infinitely large cluster of
Brownian particles. The percolation line was calculated by Chiew and Glandt [40] from the
Ornstein-Zernike equation [41] in the Percus-Yevick [42] approximation. At this percolation
thresholdthefollowing equation holds:
19<b2-2(b+1
12(1-<f>)2
where TB is the Baxter parameter [43] which is inversely proportional to the strength of
attraction and which is thus related to cp. Kranendonk and Frenkel [44] performed Monte
Carlo simulations of suspensions of sticky hard spheres (given xB) and their results were
consistent with equation 15. Sincethe emulsion droplets are relatively large compared to the
EPS (the relative range of attraction equals 2Rg/a32«0.13) we may compare our system with
a suspension of sticky spheres for which the attraction is infinitely narrow. Previously we
found an exponential dependence of xB on cp: TB~c2exp(-Cp/c,) [45], where c, is a reference
concentration and c2 is a constant. Hence, we have fitted the polymer concentration cpgelat
the 'gel'-line to clln[c212(1-(|))2/(19(j)2-2<t)+1)], where c, and c2 are used as fitting parameters.
The result is plotted in Figure 2 (dashed curve); inthis case c,=0.825g/L and c2=0.642. The
experimental 'gel'-line agrees quitewellwithequation 15combined withTB-Cjexpt-Cp/c,).
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It must berealizedthatthespace-filling network ofweakly aggregatingoildroplets hasa
dynamic, statistical character. Bonds are broken andformed spontaneously. At very low
volume fraction ((j><0.20),theconcentration of EPS hastobevery high to induce agel.For
<j>=0.10,a lower phase with asmall volume isobserved atanEPS concentration >2g/L.It
seems that a sort of network is formed but it is not yet strong enough to withstand the
creaming process. In order to get an idea of the time scales involved to induce phase
separationwestudiedthekineticsofdemixing.
Demixingkinetics
From the back-scattering measurements we analyzed the change in position ofthe
interface in time andwe calculated the relative volume R,of the lower phase, defined as
Ri=V|/Vtot, where V, is the volume of the lower phase andVtot is the total volume ofthe
mixture. First, westudied thecreaming behavior ofthe emulsion (without EPS). InFigure3
R,isplottedasafunctionoftimefor<|>=0.1u,0.20, 0.30 and0.40. The upper phase (enriched
inoildroplets) acquires alarger volumewith increasing <!>, whichcanbeunderstood sincethe
maximum value ofRhR,max,isafunction of <|>:R|max=1-()>o/<lw.where <t>0 istheinitial volume
fraction and<|>maxthevolume fraction oftheoildroplets at close packing. Thetime scale of
creaming can be estimated by calculating the creaming velocity u with equation 1.For
p0=930 kg/m3, pw=1000kg/m3, g=9.81 m/s2,r|c=1.50x10"3 Pas(water at5.0°C), andac(for
whichwetook a32)=1.3 urn,wefind v=4.3x10"8 m/s.Roughly estimating wecansaythatan
average oil droplet has moved 3.0 cm (half the sample height of 6.0 cm) when R,has
become 14Rtmax, which takes approximately 8days; this isareasonable guess for<(>=0.10 in
Figure 3.The curves drawn in Figure 3 are not directly comparable in terms of kinetics,
because themaximum volume ofthe lower phase isdifferent foreach sample. Thereforewe
havefittedthe curvesto:
R | (t)=R [ n a x ( l - e - ^ t )

16
1

which canbeusedtodescribe first-order rate processes. In equation 16vh hastheunits s"

(the length scale is normalized by using thedimensionless volume R/R,max). Byfitting R,(t)
with this equation, vh canbedetermined. Theparameter vh equals theinitial creaming rate
since:
'R. A
K max
• I

J

= vh
t->0

It is remarkable howwell this ad hocdescription fits the data. Wecannowcompare the
samples because only one parameter describes the characteristics ofthedemixing kinetics.
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Figure3Creamingbehaviorofthe emulsion, representedbythe relative volumeofthelowerphaseR,,
forvarious <f>valuesasafunctionoftime. Thedrawn curves werefittedusingequation 16.
In Figure 4 we plotted vh as a function of $ (symbols), which shows that vh strongly
decreaseswith increasing <j>. Thedashed curve iscalculated fromthe empiricalrelation:

^.*(1-(|)) p
v

18

If p=5,this equation corresponds tothe first-order term ofthe linear expansion of equation2.
However, p=5 does not give a good description of our data. By using p=9 our system is
described in a better way. Thetheory of Brady and Durlofsky [23] also does not fit very well
with our result quantitatively. The difference betweenthe theory andthe experimental results
can be explained by the fact that our colloidal spheres are not hard spheres and are rather
polydisperse. Buscall [46] reported that for practical suspensions pdeviates from 5 andthat
other theories predict ahigher value for p. Walstra and Oortwijn [47] found p=8.6for milk fat
globules which isvery well comparable to ourfinding.
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Figure4 The initialcreamingratevh asafunction ofthe volume fraction ofoildroplets inthe emulsion
(symbols). Thedashedcurvesarepredictedfromequation 18.
By following the same method as in the previous paragraph we determined R,(t) of
mixtureswith EPS added to the emulsions. Firstly, we analyzed aset of mixtures at different
volume fractions and fixed EPS concentration. The exponential equation 16 fits the
experimental pointsfairly well (see Figure5).
In general, the rise of the interface is much faster than for the emulsions without EPS.
The increase inthe creaming rate is due to aggregated oil droplets which cream faster (the
effective radiusofthe particles inequation 1islarger).
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Figure5Demixingofemulsion (0=0.14) atvaryingEPSconcentrationsasindicated.
In Figure 6 the vh parameters as calculated from equation 16 are given as afunction of the
EPS concentration for various values of §.When EPS is added vh increases at all volume
fractions. It reaches a maximum value at the concentration at the binodal, cpbin. Beyond that
concentration vh decreases with cp because the relative viscosity increases strongly above
-0.5 g/L.
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Figure 6 Theinitialdemixing ratevh as a function of the EPSconcentration for various volume
fractions as indicated. Thedrawncurvesare calculated from equations 3-5 (c^*'")

andfrom

equations3, 5and6(cp>c*").
The drawn curves in Figure 6 (cp<cpbin) are calculated from equations 3-5 and the parts for
cp>cpbln from equations 3, 5 and 6. The simplified theoretical approach gives a remarkably
good description of the experimental data.At high volume fractions the value of vh becomes
so low that the system no longer phase separates on a practical time scale; this can be
explained by the creation of the transient 'gel'-like network [3,10,37-39]. Parker et al. [10]
and Manoj ef al. [19] could identify this network by delayed creaming upon increasing the
polymer concentration, butwe could notdetect any initialdelay inthecreaming process.
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Rheology

When a sufficient amount of EPS is added, a stable region can be detected at <|>>0.10,
as shown in Figure 2. Just after mixing EPS and the emulsion the suspension is liquid-like,
but after storage (1 day) it becomes gel-like. As soon as shear is applied to the gel it flows,
but it returns to a gel-like system after storage. In order to characterize the mixtures in this
region we have studied their rheological behavior. W e added concentrated EPS solutions to
emulsions with a volume fraction of 0.3 and 0.4, and measured the viscosity as a function of
the shear rate after three days of storage. The results are plotted in Figures 7 (a) and (b). It
is clearly demonstrated that the mixtures are shear thinning, which is characteristic for a
suspension of aggregating particles, but also for a concentrated polysaccharide solution.

1000

E
100

1000

Figure 7(a) Theshear-rate dependence ofthe viscosity for anemulsion with<ji=0.30forEPS
concentrations asindicated. Thetheoreticalpredictions weremade fromthetheory ofPotanineta/.
[31], combined withtheshear-rate dependence forpolymer solutions fromBueche[33]and Rouse
[35].
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Figure7(b)As7(a) butfor0=0.40.
We tried to describe the Theological behavior by combining equations 8 and 12
(assumingthat there are no interactions betweenthe oil droplets; §a(j )=<$>) but this gave poor
results: the predicted viscosities were far too low. For instance, for 0.8 g/L EPS and()>=0.40
the zero-shear viscosity would be approximately 84 mPa-s, whereas it is almost 200 mPa-s
aty=10 s"1(andeven higher inthezero-shear limit).
The drawn curves in Figures 7 (a) and (b) represent the theoretical predictions from the
Potanin model for suspensions of weakly aggregated spherical particles [31]. In the
calculations, we used<|>max=0.63,a=650 nm, df=2.50(this fractal dimensionality gave the best
description of the slope of the data points) and kdwas simply taken proportional to cp.The
only parameter left is the product of numerical coefficient Cmp times the prefactor of the
elasticity constant kd.This product wasfittedto thedata serieswith 1.4 g/L EPS andi|>=0.30
at y =10 s"1 and was kept constant for the other calculations. The model curves follow the
experimental trends of varying the EPS concentration and the volume fraction rather well. It
should be notedthat thetheory of Bueche [33] overestimates the shear-rate thinning of EPS
solutions to some extent for EPS concentrations below 3 g/L [34], Therefore the calculated
viscosity at highshear rates istoo low,which explains the deviation between experiment and
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theory at higher shear rates. Nevertheless, the theoretical description is reasonable, taking
into account the complexity of the system. The more EPS is added,the stronger the gel (k„i
is higher).The creation of agel-like particle network inemulsions by adding polysaccharides
is inaccordancewiththefindings ofParker etal.[10].
When the shear rate was decreased after the experiment from 500 to 10 s"\ hysteresis
was found:the viscosity had decreased and did not return to its initial value. Interms of the
Potanin model, this can only be explained if one assumes that the fractal dimension has
increased during breakdown of the aggregates, giving a smaller effective volume fraction of
aggregates inthesystem.Thesame kindof hysteresiswas reported byWolthers efal.[48]for
a model system containing colloidal particles andnon-adsorbing polymers.They foundthatthe
height Ti(y)-curvesdecreased in subsequent ramps.All curves, however, followed the Potanin
modeldescription ifitwasassumedthat dfincreased.
Conclusions
When EPS is added to an emulsion, phase separation occurs due to a depletion
mechanism.The phase separation threshold can satisfactorily be predicted bytheVrijtheory.
The time scale of demixing strongly depends on the volume fraction of oil, which can be
explained by hydrodynamic interactions. Addition of EPS initially increases the creaming rate
dueto attractions betweenthe droplets inthe presence of EPS.The creaming rate reaches a
maximum at the EPS concentration corresponding to the binodal, and this rate can be
described by a simple theory derived from the generalized Stokes-Einstein equation. The
Theological behavior can be reasonably interpreted by considering the mixture as a
suspension of weakly aggregating particles. The increase in the viscosity of the mixture
observed upon increasing the EPS concentration is too large to be explained only by the
thickening properties of the EPS inthe continuous phase; it must also be due to the creation
ofa network.
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Practicalimplicationsandfuturework
The key question posed in this thesis is 'what determines the viscosity of exocellular
polysaccharide (EPS) solutions and the phase behavior of EPS-protein mixtures?' The
characterizationandphysicalpropertiesofanexocellular polysaccharide (EPS)weredescribed
in Chapters 2-4. Subsequently, the interactions of EPS with components in milk were
investigated:withwhey proteins (Chapter 5), casein micelles (Chapters 6and 7) and emulsion
droplets (Chapter 8).Inthisconcluding Chapterthepractical relevanceofthiswork isoutlined.
Viscosity ofEPSsolutions
Investigations on the Theological properties of polysaccharides produced in fermented
products are required in order to characterize the thickening effect of EPSs infood products.
When 'new' EPSs are isolated, their properties need to be be checked and compared with
commercial types, which may eventually lead either to improvement of products or to less
expensive ingredients.
Various studies on EPSs have focused on the physiology of production [1,2] or on the
genetic engineering of the EPSs [3-6]. Independent chemical studies have been made of the
primary structure of EPSs [e.g.7-10]. Indeed,chemical information about the repeating unit of
an EPS may be very useful in order to predict the efficiency of the EPS as athickener when
one knows how this chemical structure is related to the physical properties of the
polysaccharides insolution.Attention hasalso beenpaidtothe measurement ofthe viscosities
of EPSs [11-16], with variables such as temperature [14], salt concentration [15] and the
different stages ofgrowth [12]. However, inmostcasesthe relationwith molecular properties is
notclear andpoorlyquantified.
In Chapter 3 of this thesis a general approach was introduced and further developed to
describe the contribution of a random coil polysaccharide to the solution viscosity. A similar
approach can be used to characterize new polysaccharides, which then helps to answer
questions from the industry such as:what type of polysaccharide would increasethe viscosity
the most at a given polymer weight concentration? or: what characteristics make a
polysaccharide solution more shear-thinning? From the results of this thesis it follows that the
intrinsic viscosity isthe key quantity requiredto answerthese questions.The intrinsic viscosity,
whichequalsthe hydrodynamicvolume per unit massand isthus an"effective voluminosity"of
the polymer, may beexpressed interms ofthe radiusof gyration (Rg),and,hence,depends on
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the molar mass (M),onthesolventquality,andonthechainstiffness ofthe polymer. Thechain
stiffness, inturn, depends on the primary structure ofthe polysaccharide: the chemical nature
of the monomers and, more importantly, the types of linkage between the monomers in the
backbone. This means that, to obtain a higher intrinsic viscosity, in genetic engineering of
EPSs it is more relevant either to increase the chain length or to make the polysaccharide
stiffer ratherthantovarythetypeofsugarmonomers.Also branching changesthe Theological
properties since an increase inthe number of branches decreases the hydrodynamic volume
ofthechainsofagiven molarmass.
By way of illustration the result for B40 EPS is compared with B891 EPS from another
strain of Lactococcuslactissubsp. cremorisfrom the NIZO collection. The radius of gyration
andthe molar masswere measured experimentally andthe intrinsic viscosity was theoretically
predicted(seeChapter3)andcomparedwithexperiment.TheresultsaregiveninTable 1.
Table 1 SomecharacteristicsoftheEPSsproducedbyL lactisB40andB891.
B40

B891

Mn(10 kg/mol)

1.47 ±0.06

2.38±0.08

Rg(nm)

86 ± 2

91 ± 2

MJK

1.13

1.17

V

0.57 ±0.02

0.51 ±0.01

EPS
3

lK(nm)
3

hJo

(m /kg)

17±2

11 ± 2

2.7±0.3

2.0± 0.2

3.2±0.2

2.0±0.3

calculated
(m3/kg)

folo

measured
Table 1shows that although B40 EPS has the lower molar mass, its radius of gyration is
only slightly smaller than that of B891 EPS for two reasons: higher stiffness, and higher
expansion (better solvency). For polymerswithahighchain stiffnessthe hydrodynamic volume
per unit mass isrelatively large. Inorderto quantify the chain stiffness, the Kuhnlengths ofthe
EPSs were calculated (as described in Chapter 2) from the measured radii of gyration and
molar masses, also given inTable 1, usingthegeometry ofthe repeating unit, as analyzed by
vanCasteren [17].The Kuhn lengths are given inTable 1and indicate that the chain stiffness
ofB40EPS(lK=17nm)islargerthanthatofB891EPS(lK=11nm).
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As the primary structure of B891 EPS has not yet been fully determined one can only
speculate on the reasons for the difference in flexibility. It is known, for instance, that
monosaccharides connected by p-(1-4) bonds make astiffer backbone than chains with<x-(14) or (3-(1-3)bonds [18-20]. Furthermore, chargedgroups (absent in B891 EPS) may enhance
the solvent quality of the polysaccharide, thereby increasing the value of v (the scaling
exponent relating radiusofgyrationtothe molar mass:Rg~Mv),andlK.
Subsequently, the intrinsic viscosities of the EPSs were determined from low shear
measurements andalsocalculatedfromthe measured radius ofgyration and molar mass (see
Chapter 3). The magnitude of the calculated and measured [TI]0 correspond very well, which
thus confirms that the combination of the molar mass and size in solution determines the
intrinsic viscosity. Since the concentration dependence of the viscosity can be described in
terms of [TI]0 only (see references 21and 22 plusChapter 3ofthis thesis) the analysis canbe
used as a tool to predict the suitability of an EPS as thickener. Understanding the relation
between primary structure and R, (for a given M) requires additional research. Better insight
intothis relation is essentialfor genetic engineers aiming at controlling the physical properties
of EPSs by changing their primary structure. Work is in course to determine the chemical
(primary) sructures of a range of EPSs. With the result of these in hand, the 'structurefunction'-correlation canbefurtherdetermined.
Dynamic rheological propertiesofEPSsolutions
A remarkable property of acidified milk products with in-situ produced EPS is that they
oftenallowaliquidthreadtobedrawn outofthesolution.This behavior istypicalfor sufficiently
concentrated polymer solutions, because these become visco-elastic liquids, and develop
normal stresses. Phenomena such as the slimy character of acidified milk products can
therefore be attributed to high local EPS concentrations. The rheological behavior can be
manipulated by increasingr|0and M, as shown theoretically inChapter 4. Further work should
leadto abetter understanding ofthecomplex behaviorofstirredyogurts inwhich EPSplaysan
important role [2,3]. The relation between sliminess and normal stresses could be tested by
investigating the elongational flow properties of EPS solutions and EPS-containing acidified
milkproducts.
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EPSand its interactions with proteins
The second part of this thesis addresses the interactions of EPS with the main
constituents of milk:whey proteins, casein micelles, and milkfat particles (Chapters 5-8).Asa
model for fat particles we used sunflower oil droplets covered with whey proteins. In
comparison with pure EPS solutions, mixtures of EPS and proteins are more like many real
foods, where polysaccharides, proteins, and fat or oil are present together. The bio-colloids
chosen for this work were well-defined in composition in order to be able to quantify the
physical properties of mixed systems; they were derived from milk constituents. Milk proteins
have similar structures and functionalities as flour proteins. According to Tolstoguzov [23]
polysaccharides mixedwithskim milkproteins behavevery much likewheatdough.
Anexample ofatwo-phase system obtained after mixing (heated)whey proteins andEPS
is given in Figure 1. It can be seen that the protein-rich phase (lower phase) behaves as a
liquid,whichisto beexpectedforcolloidalaggregates.

Figure 1 Photographsofaphase-separatedwheyprotein/EPSmixture.
Figure2depictstubes of skim milk having avolume fraction of 7% casein micelles;the oneon
the left also contained 1.2 g/L EPS. It is seen inthis photograph how strongly casein micelles
can be concentrated in a separate phase when sufficient EPS is added,with EPS present in
the upper phase.A practical application of such phase separation is currently used at NIZOto
separate andconcentrate proteinfractions.
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Figure2Photographoftubesofskimmilk(volumefraction7%), leftwithaddedEPS(1.2gA.).
When adding EPSto an oil-in-water emulsion various types of instability can be observed, as
shown inFigure3.

Figure3Photograph ofan emulsion(volumefraction20%) withEPSconcentrations (increasingfromleft
toright).
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At low concentrations a distinct phase separation takes place but upon further increase of the
EPS concentration the phase separation rate is slowed down, eventually leading to a stable
gel-like network.
In Chapters 5-8 the properties of the mixtures were described in terms of depletion
interactions. The presence of depletion interaction in polysaccharide-protein mixtures is very
common dueto a usually segregative interaction between these types of biopolymers[24,25].
It has beenshownthat mixing EPSwith (nottoo small) protein particles and emulsion droplets
leads to a phase separation. Figure 4 shows typical experimental phase lines of some
investigated systems.The measured phase behavior could almost quantitatively be accounted
for byusinganappropriatetheory (Chapters 5,7and8).Figure4 illustratesthestrongeffect of
the ratioofthe particlesizes onthe phase boundary; especially at lowcolloidalvolumefraction
<|>, the EPS concentrations cprequired for phase separation of very small (AWC) and of very
large(oil)particlesdiffer byanorder ofmagnitude.

casein \

AWCs

micelles *?
O)

1 -XL

0.0

0.3

0.4

Figure4Phase diagrams ofthe mixtures investigatedinthis thesis: EPS mixed with aggregated whey
protein colloids (AWCs), with casein micelles and with emulsions. Systems belowthe curves are stable;
thoseabovephaseseparate.
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In consumer products, phase separation is usually unwanted. However, many aspects
relatedto interactions between EPS (or polysaccharides ingeneral) and proteins or emulsions
can be used for improving the products. Firstly, a fundamental understanding of the
interactions leads to predictions of the phase line and interpretation of the measured phase
behavior. The unwanted effect of phase separation can then be suppressed by using only
biopolymerconcentrations inthe stable regions.Thetheory for depletion interaction allows the
phase lines to be predicted from the sizes and molar masses ofthe particles involved. Inthe
stable region the system does not behave ideally; as has been shown inChapters 5, 7 and 8
the equilibrium and transport properties of the proteins change when EPS is added. The
transport properties, such as diffusion and especially the viscosity, affect aspects such as
mouthfeel. An understanding of the biopolymer interactions may thus also lead to a more
intelligent manipulation oftheproperties offooddispersions.
From the interactions of EPS with emulsion droplets it was found that a gel phase can
formwhentheattraction betweenthe oildroplets islargeandthevolumefractionofoildroplets
issufficiently high. This is an 'arrested' phase separation which behaves macroscopically asa
stable highly viscous/gel-like mixture. In products such as salad dressings this mechanism
givestheproduct itscharacteristic consistency.
Knowledge of the interactions between biopolymers will allow the manipulation of food
sensory properties by adjusting the interaction inadesirable way. Adjustment can be done by
a proper selection of biopolymers and process conditions.The detailedquantitative description
of the interactions between model biocolloids in this thesis may serve as an approach for
monitoringandadjusting interactions in(food) biopolymer mixtures.
In separation technology the concepts of phase separation can be used to lower the
energy consumption of the process. For example, concentration of caseins can be achieved
easily by adding the right polysaccharide dose. Industrial applications of depletion interactions
have been proposed before [26,27] but with increasing knowledge of the fundamentals it
becomes easier to tune these processes. At NIZOfood research the depletion mechanism is
nowexploitedtoseparate largeandsmallbiocolloids,thereby replacingthe more cumbersome
procedureofacidificationandcentrifugation.
Suggestions forfuturework
The concepts developed for describing the Theological properties of EPSs and
polysaccharides ingeneral may befurther tested for a series of well-defined polysaccharides,
differing in chain stiffness, molar mass, charged groups and degree of branching. A direct
measurement of the elongational properties of both EPS/polysaccharide solutions as well as
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acidified milk products would be useful for gaining more insight into another important textural
attributeofstirredyogurt: ropiness.
Considering theinteractions with proteinswe mainly investigated therepulsive interactions
between EPS and milk proteins. We restricted ourselves to the conditions prevailing in native
milk. There is, however, a great variety of dairy products, such as acidified milk drinks and
yogurts, where the conditions and processing variables are vastly different. At low pH EPSs
might also take part in specific associative phenomena like bridging flocculation. EPS may
serve as a model research compound to unravel the behavior of less well-defined
polysaccharides, suchas pectin andcarrageenan. Futurework could bedirectedtothisaspect
of specific interactions. Work on the properties of stirred yogurt, already begun by van Marie
[28]will,togetherwiththework oninteractions at low pH,leadto abetter understanding ofthe
contribution of EPS to the texture of fermented products and to the possibility of controlling
texturebymodifyingEPS.
Inorderto make progressthere isaneedfor experimental methodswhich can distinguish
between segregative and associative behavior. One method could be nuclear magnetic
resonance solvent relaxation, 1H-NMR, which for model systems can detect whether or not
polymer adsorption occurs, as shown by van der Beek efal.[29].This method is based on a
change in the magnetic relaxation behavior of protons in water molecules: when a polymer
adsorbsapartofthe'bound'-water issetfreewhichdecreasestherelaxation efficiency.
Dynamic lightscattering (DLS) isalso avery usefultoolfor determiningwhether apolymer
adsorbsontoacolloidalparticle,asshownforinstancebyvander BeekandCohenStuart[30].
Recently it was shown that DLS is also very suited for probing polysaccharide-protein
interactions [31].Bymeasuringtheradius ofthe protein particles indilute protein solutions one
can distinguish between segregative and associative interactions. In the case of associative
interactions the effective radius of the particles increases due to an adsorbed layer of
polysaccharides whereasthe radius remains unaffected inthecaseofsegregative interactions.
Oneway ofmanipulatingdepletion interactionsto helpstructure aproduct is by inducinga
gel-like network as inthe caseof EPS mixedwith emulsion droplets. The precise nature ofthe
network formed is not yet clear and could be studied, for instance, by confocal laser
microscopy (CSLM) and/or diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS). If such a network consists of
percolated oil droplets, CSLM will show rigid strands of aggregated particles in which the
droplets hardly move. The diffusion of such droplets will thus be very low, and can then be
monitored byDWS.
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Summary
In the food industry polysaccharides are used as thickening or gelling agents.
Polysaccharides are usually extracted from plants. Micro-organisms are also capable of
excreting polysaccharides: exocellular polysaccharides (EPSs). In some cases EPSs are
produced in-situ in food products, notably in acidified milk products. These EPSs function
effectively asfoodthickeners butdonot needtobedeclaredinthefoodlabel.
Systematic physical analysis of an exocellular polysaccharide produced by a lactic acid
bacterium hashardly beenperformeduntilnow. Inordertoobtainabetter understanding ofthe
role of EPS in (acidified) milk products the physical properties of an EPS from the lactic acid
bacterium strain Lactococcuslactissubsp. cremorisB40 were studied (Chapters 2-4) as well
as its interactions with milk proteins (Chapters 5-8). The ionic strength of the EPS solutions
wasalwaysset at0.10 M,abouttheionicstrength inmilk.
InChapter2theisolation,purificationandanalysisofthemolecular propertiesof EPSfrom
L lactisB40, our 'model' EPS,are investigated. The polysaccharide was separatedfrom most
low molar mass compounds in the culture broth by filtration processes. Gel permeation
chromatography (GPC) was used to size-fractionate the polysaccharide. Fractions were
analyzed by multi-angle static light scattering in aqueous solutions from which a number- (Mn)
and weight-averaged (MJ molar mass of (1.47 ± 0.06)-103 and (1.62 ± 0.07)-103 kg/mol,
respectively, were calculated so that MJMn* 1.13. The number-averaged radius of gyration
was found to be 86 ± 2 nm. The hydrodynamic radius as determined from dynamic light
scatteringwasconsistentwiththeradiusofgyration.
The viscosity of the EPS solutions was studied in simple shear flow as described in
Chapter 3. Firstly, the zero-shear viscosity was determined as afunction of the concentration.
The intrinsic viscosity was determined from the data in the low concentration range. The
intrinsic viscosity and the concentration dependence of the (zero-shear) viscosity of the B40
EPS could be predicted from the molar mass and the hydrodynamic radius. In addition the
shear-thinning behavior was measured at several concentrations. The shear rate at which the
viscosity starts to decrease scales with polymer concentration in accordance with the Rouse
theory. Bycombiningexistingtheories (Rouse andBueche) it is possibleto predict the intrinsic
viscosity, concentration dependence of the viscosity, and shear-thinning behavior in terms of
the molarmassandthehydrodynamic radius.
Themeasurements andtheoretical description ofthedynamic rheological properties ofthe
EPS are presented in Chapter 4. Dynamic rheological measurements were performed as a
function of frequency and EPS concentration. The dynamic properties could be described by
the bead-spring model of Rouse. Concentrated EPS solutions have a significant elasticity at
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high concentrations and high frequencies, which is indicative of the presence of significant
normal stress differences. It is suggested that these normal stresses may explain the
contribution ofthe EPSstothe ropy behavior ofyogurts.
Having characterized the EPS in aqueous solution, its interaction with the most relevant
colloidal (protein) particles present inmilk productswas studied.Asthe polysaccharide studied
inthis thesis occurs indairy products ourfocus was onthe interactions and phase behavior of
EPSwiththe colloidalcomponents inmilk. There arethreedistinctly different typesof particles
in the colloidal size range in milk: fat globules, casein micelles and whey proteins. Smaller
molecularspecies (over 100,000inmilk) areconsidered aspartofthecontinuous phase.
InChapter 5the interactions with whey proteins are described. Native whey proteins and
EPSwere co-soluble;they couldbemixedinallproportions. However, aneffective attraction (a
depletion interaction) is induced between aggregated-whey-protein colloid (AWC) particles
when they are mixed with the EPS. This depletion interaction originates from a loss of
conformational entropy of the EPSs near the surface of neighboring AWC particles and leads
to a phase separation at high enough EPS and/or AWC concentrations. The effect of the
depletion interaction on the properties of the mixtures of EPS and AWC particles was first
studied inthe stable, i.e. one-phase region. The strength of attractions was characterized by
small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and dynamic light scattering (DLS). The SANS results
could be described quantitatively by the Vrij theory and integral theory (Ornstein-Zernike with
HNC closure) incombination with the Schaink-Smit theory and allowed adetermination of the
positionofthe spinodal.The DLSresults could bedescribed reasonably well by using atheory
ofDhontandKawasaki.
Furthermore, the experimental phase boundary was determined and compared with the
Schaink-Smit theory, a mean-field theory which evaluates the free energy of a mixture of
colloids and large non-adsorbing polymers. The spinodal so calculated was found to be
consistent withtheexperimentally determined positionofthephase boundary.
Spinodal phase separation kinetics was investigated by small-angle light scattering
(SALS). At low Q a scattering peak was detected which shifted to lower Q's with time, in
agreementwithotherexperimental data andtheoretical predictionsfor spinodaldecomposition.
Boththe scaling of the scattered intensity with Q andthe scaling ofthe Q-position of the peak
withtimeagreewiththeoretical predictions of Furukawa andSiggia.
Theinteractions betweenEPSB40andcasein micellesaretreatedininChapter6.Casein
micelles become mutually attractivewhenthe EPSisaddedto skim milk.The attractioncanbe
explained asadepletion interaction betweenthe casein micelles induced bythe non-adsorbing
EPS. We used three scattering techniques (SANS, turbidity measurements and DLS) to
measure the attraction. The Vrij theory in combination with integral theory and all the
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experiments showed that casein micelles became more attractive upon increasing the EPS
concentration.
The phase separation arising from depletion interaction inmixtures of casein micelles and
EPS is described in Chapter 7. We have determined a phase diagram that describes the
separation of skim milkwith EPS into acasein-micelle-rich phase and an EPS-rich phase.We
compared the phase diagrams with those calculated from theories developed by Vrij, and by
Lekkerkerker andco-workers, showingthattheexperimental phase boundary can be predicted
quite well. From measurements of the self-diffusion of the casein micelles in the presence of
EPSthespinodalwascalculated,whichcorrespondstothevisualobservations.
The effect of adding the EPS to an oil-in-water emulsion, stabilized with whey proteins, is
reported in Chapter 8. Even at low EPS concentrations the emulsion phase separates. The
phase line could be described by depletion interaction theory of Vrij. At high EPS
concentrations anddispersed phasevolumefractions above 10%wefound astable 'gel'-like
region in the phase diagram. In that region the oil droplets attract one another so strongly
that aspace-filling network isformed at sufficient oilvolumefractions.
A kinetic study showed that the rate of creaming/demixing decreases with volume
fraction of oil of the system (hydrodynamics) and strongly depends on the concentration of
EPS (strength of depletion interaction and continuous-phase viscosity). At low EPS
concentration the creaming rate strongly increased with EPS concentration since attractions
enhance creaming. At higher EPS concentrations creaming was slowed down by the
viscosity increase of the continuous phase and the particle network which was created. This
network became so strong at high EPS concentrations that creaming was absent inthe 'gel'
region. The Theological behavior of the 'gel' was studied by measuring flow curves which
could be interpreted by the Potanin model, which describes the rheology of a dispersion of
weakly aggregating particles.
InChapter 9the practical implications ofthiswork aredescribed. Inorderto understand
thethickeningeffect ofEPSsthe molar mass,radius ofgyration,andtheir interrelation arevery
important. Itisindicated howtheeffectivity ofapolysaccharide can beanalyzedonthe basisof
the molar mass andthe radius of gyration.The relation betweenthe radius ofgyration andthe
molar mass depends on the kind of monosaccharide residues, the linkage type, and the
solvent. Further it is addressed how afundamental understanding of the interactions between
polysaccharides and proteins leads to predictions of the phase line and interpretation of the
measured phase behavior. The unwanted effect of phase separation can then be suppressed
byusingonlybiopolymerconcentrations atwhichthesystem isstillstable.Anunderstanding of
the biopolymer interactions may thus make it possible to adjust the properties of food
dispersions. Finally,somesuggestionsforfurther research aregiven.
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Polysacchariden worden in de voedingsmiddelenindustrie gebruikt als verdikkings- of
geleermiddel.Zewordenmeestaluit plantengeextraheerd,maarook micro-organismenzijnin
staat om polysacchariden uit te scheiden : exocellulaire polysacchariden (EPSen). In levensmiddelenworden EPSensomsgeproduceerd tijdens fermentatie(in-situ productie). Zoworden
er EPSen geproduceerd in verzuurde melkprodukten zoals yoghurt. Op die manier wordt er
tijdens het fermentatieproces op een natuurlijke wijze verdikkingsmiddel aan het produkt
toegevoegd,zodat EPSniethoefttewordenaangegevenopdeverpakkingals hulpstof.
Eensystematischeanalysevandefysische eigenschappenvanEPSen is noodzakelijk om
de rol van EPS als verdikkingsmiddel in zuivelprodukten beter te begrijpen. In dit proefschrift
staan defysische eigenschappen van een EPS geproduceerd door de melkzuurbacterie-stam
Lactococcuslactis subsp. cremorisNIZO B40 centraal. Dit EPS is geisoleerd en in waterige
oplossing gebracht. De ionsterkte van de waterige oplossing is steeds ingesteld op 0.10 M,
ongeveer de ionsterkte in melk. In hoofdstukken 2 tot en met 4 zijn enkele fysische eigenschappen van dit EPS beschreven. Vervolgens zijn de interacties tussen EPS en de belangrijkstedispersedeeltjes vanmelkprodukten beschreven indehoofdstukken 5totenmet8.
Inhoofdstuk 2wordendeproduktie,isolatieenanalysevandemoleculaire eigenschappen
van het EPS besproken. Het polysaccharide werd gescheiden van bacteriecellen en laagmoleculaire componenten met behulp van filtratieprocessen. Gelpermeatiechromatografie
(GPC) isgebruikt omhetpolysaccharide te scheiden infracties metverschillende molmassa's.
De verschillende fracties zijn geanalyseerd met behulp van lichtverstrooiing. Dit levert een
aantalsgemiddelde (Mn)engewichtsgemiddelde (MJ molmassa opvan respectievelijk (1.47 ±
0.06)-103 en (1.62 ± 0.07)-103 kg/mol wat leidt tot een polydispersiteit, MJM„y van 1.13. De
gevonden (aantalsgemiddelde) gyratiestraal is 86 ± 2 nm. De hydrodynamische straal is
bepaaldmetdynamischelichtverstrooiingenbleekovereentekomenmetdegyratiestraal.
De metingen en de interpretatie van de viscositeit in eenvoudige afschuifstroming van de
EPS oplossingen staan in hoofdstuk 3. Allereerst is de viscositeit bij lage afschuifsnelheid
bepaald alsfunctie van de concentratie. Uit de metingen in het lage concentratieregime is de
intrinsieke viscositeit bepaald.De viscositeit bijlage afschuifsnelheid blijkt volledig beschreven
tekunnenwordenopbasisvandeintrinsiekeviscositeit endeconcentratie EPS.Vervolgens is
deafschuifsnelheids-afhankelijkheid bepaald bijverschillende EPSconcentraties.
Door verschillende bestaande theorieen (Rouse en Bueche) te combineren bleek dat de
intrinsieke viscositeit, de concentratie-afhankelijkheid en de afschuifsnelheidsafhankelijkheid
volledigkondenwordenbeschreven opbasisvandemolmassa endehydrodynamischestraal.
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De resultaten van de dynamisch reologische experimenten staan in hoofdstuk 4. Deze
experimenten zijn uitgevoerd om de dynamische moduli te bepalen als functie van de
frequentie en de EPS concentratie. De dynamische moduli kunnen worden beschreven met
het kraal-veer model van Rouse. Het blijkt dat geconcentreerde EPS oplossingen relatief erg
elastisch worden bij hoge EPS concentraties en hoge frequenties. Dit geeft aan dat er
significante normaalspanningen worden opgebouwd in deze oplossingen en dat zou een
verklaring kunnen zijn voor hetfeit dat EPSen soms een slijmvormende bijdrage leveren aan
yoghurtendeyoghurt dradentrekkend maken.
Na de karakterisatie van het EPS in oplossing volgen de studies naar de interacties van
het EPS met de kolloTdale deeltjes in melk. Deeltjes worden kolloTdaalgenoemd wanneer ze
groter zijn dan ruwweg 1nmterwijl de bovengrens ligt bij enkele microns. Kleinere deeltjes in
melk worden gezien als behorende tot het oplosmiddel. Er kunnen drie typen kolloTdale
deeltjeswordenonderscheiden inmelk: melkvetbolletjes, caseine-micellenenwei-eiwitten.
De interacties met wei-eiwitten zijn bestudeerd in hoofdstuk 5.Verse melk bevat natieve
wei-eiwitten. Bij verhitten denatureren de wei-eiwitten en deze gaan vervolgens aggregeren.
Mengselsvannatiefwei-eiwit en EPSzijnstabielbijalleonderzochte mengverhoudingen. EPS
is ook gemengd met kolloTdale geaggregeerde wei-eiwit deeltjes (GW deeltjes), aggregaten
verkregen door natiefwei-eiwit teverhitten. Mengsels van GWdeeltjes en EPSontmengenbij
eenzekere concentratie. Het blijkt dat de GW deeltjes elkaar effectief gaan aantrekken indien
ze worden gemengd met EPS, als gevolg van depletie van het polymeer. Deze depletieinteractie ontstaat doordat het aantal realiseringsmogelijkheden van de EPSen sterk afneemt
nabij een GW deeltje De attracties tussen de GW deeltjes is allereerst bestudeerd in het
gebied waar geen fasenscheiding optrad (het stabiele gebied). De sterkte van de attracties is
gekarakteriseerd met behulp van kleine-hoek neutronenverstrooiing (NV) en dynamische
lichtverstrooiing (DLS). De NV resultaten kunnen kwantitatief worden beschreven met behulp
van de depletie-interactie potentiaal van Vrij en integraaltheorie (Omstein-Zernike met HNC
sluiting)incombinatiemetdetheorievanSchainkenSmit:eengemiddeld-veldbenaderingdie
is ontwikkeld om de vrije energie uit te rekenen van een mengsel van kleine bolvormige
kolloiden en lange polymeren. Tevens zijn er enkele punten op de spinodaal bepaald met
behulpvande NVresultaten. Het blijktdat de DLS resultatengoedzijnte beschrijven op basis
van een recente theorie van Dhont en Kawasaki voor de diffusie van bolvormige kolloiden die
elkaaraantrekken.
Vervolgens is de experimentelefasengrens bepaald en vergeleken met de resultaten van
de Schaink-Smit theorie. De aldus berekende spinodaal komt overeen met de experimentele
fasengrens. De spinodale ontmengingskinetiek van ontmengende GW-EPS mengsels is
bestudeerd met behulp van kleine-hoek statische lichtverstrooiing. Bij kleine golfvector (Q)
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werdeenverstrooiingspiek waargenomenendeze piek schuift naar lagerewaardenvan Qals
functie van de tijd. Dit komt overeen met experimentele studies aan andere systemen die
spinodale ontmenging vertonen.Zowel het schalingsgedrag van de verstrooide intensiteit met
de golfvector als de top van de verstrooiingspiek als functie van de tijd komen overeen met
theoretischevoorspellingenvan FurukawaenSiggia.
De interacties tussen EPS en case'ine-micellenzijn beschreven in hoofdstuk 6. CaseTnemicellen gaan elkaar aantrekkken als EPS wordt toegevoegd aan ondermelk. Deze attractie
kan worden beschreven als een depletie-interactie tussen de case'ine-micellen geinduceerd
door niet-adsorberend EPS. Erzijn drie verstrooiingstechnieken gebruikt om de attracties aan
te tonen in het stabiele gebied : kleine-hoek neutronenverstrooiing (NV), turbiditeitsmetingen
en dynamische lichtverstrooiing (DLS). Zowel voorspellingen op basis van de theorie van Vrij,
integraaltheorie en theorie voor plakkende bollen als de experimentele resultaten geven aan
datdeattractietussendecaselne-micellentoeneemtmettoenemendeEPSconcentratie.
Indiendeattracties sterkgenoegwordengaat hetsysteemontmengen ineenfase rijk aan
casei'ne-micellen en een fase rijk aan EPS. Het fasengedrag is beschreven in hoofdstuk 7.
Allereerst is de experimentele fasenlijn bepaald en deze is vergeleken met verschillende
theoretische voorspellingen op basis van theorie voor depletie-interactie van Vrij en van
Lekkerkerker en medewerkers. De theoretische voorspellingen zijn consistent met de
experimentele fasenlijn. Dit betekent dat de fasenlijn van zulke systemen goed kan worden
voorspeld,metalsenige parameters destraalvande kolloldaledeeltjes endegyratiestraal en
molmassa van het polymeer. Met behulp van DLS metingen aan case'ine-micellen in de
aanwezigheid van EPS is de spinodaal berekend die goed overeenkomt met de visueel
waargenomenfasengrens.
Het effect van EPS op de eigenschappen van een olie-in-water emulsie, gestabiliseerd
met wei-eiwit, is in hoofdstuk 8 weergegeven. Bij relatief lage EPS concentratie is reeds een
fasenscheiding waargenomen van de emulsie met EPS in een fase rijk aan EPS en een fase
geconcentreerd inemulsiedruppels. Defasenlijn kangoedworden beschreven met behulpvan
de theorie van Vrij voor depletie-interactie. Bij hoge EPS concentratie en volumefracties van
emulsiedruppels hogerdan 10%wordt eenkolloi'dale'gel'-fasewaargenomen. Deoliedruppels
trekken elkaar daar zo sterk aan dat ze bij voldoende hoge volumefracties aan bolletjes een
ruimtevullendnetwerkvormen.
Onderzoek naar de ontmengingskinetiek liet zien dat de ontmengingssnelheid afneemt
met toenemende volumefractie aan olie entevens sterk afhangt van de EPS concentratie. Bij
lage EPS concentratie neemt de ontmengsnelheid eerst sterk toe met de EPS concentratie
aangezien eentoename van de attractie leidt tot een verhoging van de ontmengingssnelheid.
Bij hogere EPS concentraties neemt de ontmengingssnelheid weer af ten gevolge van de
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toenamevandeviscositeit vandecontinuefase enhet ontstaan van het netwerkvan disperse
deeltjes. De ontmengingssnelheid kan goed worden beschreven met behulp van de
gegeneraliseerde Stokes-Einstein relatie. Het reologische gedrag van deze gelfase is
geanalyseerd door de viscositeit te bepalen als functie van de afschuifsnelheid. Deze
resultaten kunnen goed worden beschreven met behulp van een reologisch model voor een
zwak aggregerende dispersie,gegevendoorPotanin.
In hoofdstuk 9 zijn de praktische implicaties van dit onderzoek beschreven. Voor de
verdikkende werking van EPSen blijkt de relatie tussen molmassa en gyratiestraal van groot
belang te zijn. Deze relatie hangt van de ketenstijfheid af en dus van de aard van de
monosaccharide residuen, het bindingstype tussen de residuen en het oplosmiddel. Er is
aangegeven hoe de effectiviteit van een polysaccharide geanalyseerd kan worden op basis
van molmassa en gyratiestraal. Vervolgens is aangetoond hoe kennis van de interacties
tussen EPS en de kolloidale componenten in melk kan worden gebruikt in praktische
toepassingen. De grootte-verhouding tussen polymeer en kolloidaal deeltje blijkt van groot
belang te zijn voor de ligging van de fasenlijn. Aangezien het fasengedrag redelijk voorspeld
kan worden kan rekening worden gehouden met ontmengingsverschijnselen in
produktformuleringen.Tenslottezijnerenige suggesties gegevenvoorverder onderzoek.
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Latin
a

sphere radius (m)

aH

hydrodynamic radius (m)

an™,

lower length scale limit (m)

a up

upper length scale limit (m)

b

path length through the sample (m)

B2

second virial coefficient

B 2 sp

second virial coefficient at the spinodal

B3

third virial coefficient

c

particle orpolymer concentration (g/L) (Chapters 2-4)

cs

cross-over polymer concentration between regimes i andj (g/L)

c(r)

direct correlation function

cp

polymer concentration (g/L) (Chapters 5-8)

cp

R

polymer concentration in the reservoir (g/L)

Cp1*"

polymer concentration atthe binodal (g/L)

C

constant which depends on branching and polydispersity of polymer

Cmp

numerical coefficient characterizing the fragility ofthe bond between the
primary particles

C,

constant which reflects the hydrodynamic interactions between particles

C2

unknown proportionality constant (L/g)

d,

fractal dimension

D

diffusion coefficient (m 2 .s 1 )

Dc

collective diffusion coefficient (m 2 .s 1 )

D(Q)

apparent diffusion coefficient (m 2 .s 1 )

D0

diffusion coefficient atinfinite dilution (m 2 .s 1 )

Ds

short-time self-diffusion coefficient (m 2 .s 1 )

<D> Z

z-averaged diffusion coefficient (m 2 .s 1 )

dn/dc

refractive index increment (m 3 /kg)

f p ,ol (r)

total local free energy density of the polymer solution asafunction of the
distance from asphere(J)

ex

f P (l)

contribution ofthe excluded volume interactions between disconnected polymer
segments to f p ,0, (r)(J)

fp 89 ©
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square gradient contribution neighborhood of the spheres to f p ,0, (r)(J)
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Fc

free energy of the hard spheres (J)

Fp

spatial integral of the local free energy density fp,0,(r)(J)

Ftot

total free energy(J)

g(r)

radial distribution function

g(2)(x)

auto-correlation function

(2,

G (Q,x)

intensity auto-correlation function

G'

storage modulus (Pa)

G"

loss modulus (Pa)

h(r)

total correlation function

l(Q)

scattered intensity atawave vector Q (a.u.or J.m 5 )

l 0 (Q)

scattered intensity of the proteins (without EPS) (a.u.)

I0

scattering intensity of the primary beam (J.m 2 )

k,

constant describing the first-order volume fraction dependence of the self-

k'

Huggins constant (m 3 /kg)

kB

Boltzmann's constant (J/K)

kei

spring constant between the particles (N/m)

K

material constant (m 2 /g 2 )

diffusion coefficient

I

segment length (m)

lK

length ofaKuhn segment (m)

L

contour length (m)

m

mass ofa polymer molecule (kg)

M

molar mass (kg/mol)

Mn

number-averaged molar mass (kg/mol)

Mw

weight-averaged molar mass (kg/mol)

Mz

z-averaged molar mass (kg/mol)

n

refractive index of the continuous phase

n0

refractive index of the solvent

N

number ofpolymer segments

N,

first normal stress difference (Pa)

N AV

Avogadro's number (mol 1 )

Nc

number ofcolloidal particles

NK

number ofKuhn segments

2

p (r)

polymer concentration near a particle relative to the polymer bulk concentration

P(Q)

particle scattering form factor

Q

scatteringwavevector(m'1)
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Qm

wave vector where the scattered intensity has its maximum (m'1)

r

distance between the centers of the colloidal spheres (m)

R

gas constant (J/K)

Ragg

radius of an aggregate (m)

Rg

radius of gyration (m)

R,

relative volume of the lower phase

RH

hydrodynamic radius (m)

RL

radius of the spherical cell (m)

<R2>1'2

root-mean-square end-to-end distance (m)

R(Q)

Rayleigh ratio

S(Q)

structure factor

S 0 (Q)

structure factor of protein particles in absence of EPS

t

transmission (Chapter 6)

t

time (s)

T

temperature (K)

U(r)

interaction potential (J)

u

sedimentation/creaming velocity (m/s)

uh

corrected sedimentation/creaming velocity (m/s)

U0

minimum of the interaction potential (J)

v

creaming rate (s 1 )

vh

corrected creaming/sedimentation rate (s 1 )

vsp

specific volume of spherical particles (m3/kg)

Vc

particle volume (m3)

V0„eriap

overlap volume (m3)

Vfree(r)

volume of the spherical shell accessible for the polymers (m3)

V^eii

volume of the shell (m3)

Vov(ac,RL) sphere-shell overlap volume (m3)

Greek

a

linear expansion coefficient

p

constant linked to the signal-to-noise ratio in light scattering

I

system-dependent constant

X

Flory-Huggins segment-solvent interaction parameter

5

range of the attraction/depletion layer thickness (m)

A

depletion layer thickness (m) (Chapters 6 and 7)
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|ic

thermodynamic potential ofthe colloidal suspension (J)

H,

thermodynamic potential ofcolloidal spheres inthe fluid phase(J)

(.ip

thermodynamic potential ofpolymer solution(J)

|is

thermodynamic potential ofcolloidal spheres inthe solid phase(J)

£

Op/ac

£#

ratio between the effective polymer radius and sphere radius

rn

nth order cumulant

rioo

limiting viscosity at infinitely high shear rate (Pa.s)

T|0

dynamic viscosity inthe Newtonian plateau regime (Pa.s)

r|r

relative viscosity

rirtj

relative viscosity in the Newtonian plateau regime

T)C

viscosity ofthe continuous phase (Pa.s)

Tie

elongational viscosity (Pa.s)

r|eft

effective viscosity

r|s

solvent viscosity (Pa.s)

r|sp

specific viscosity (^T|r-1)

[r|]

intrinsicviscosity (=r| sp /c p atc p -»0) (m 3 /kg)

[r|] 0

intrinsic viscosity in the Newtonian plateau regime (m 3 /kg)

y

shear rate (s 1 )

yR

inverse ofthe Rouse time (s 1 )

X

wavelength (m)

XQ

wavelength in vacuo (m)

v

scaling exponent relating the molar mass tothe radius of gyration

0

angle under which scattered light is detected

nc

osmotic pressure ofthe colloidal particles (Pa)

n,

dimensionless osmotic pressure ofthe colloidal fluid phase

np

osmotic pressure ofthe polymer solution (Pa)

ns

dimensionless osmotic pressure ofthe colloidal solid phase

p

number density ofthe particles (m 3 )

pc

density ofthe colloidal phase (kg/m 3 )

pp

density ofthe polymer in the molten state (kg/m 3 )

pw

density ofthe aqueous phase (kg/m 3 )

ac

colloid diameter (m)

ap

effective diameter ofthe polymers (m)

x

decay time(s)

x,

longest relaxation time(s)
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xB

Baxter parameter

T|

i-th characteristic relaxation time(s)

-tp

relaxation time corresponding tomode p (s)

xR

longest relaxation time(s)

4

ratio between the radius of gyration and the hydrodynamic radius ofa polymer
(Chapter 2)

4

friction coefficient (N.m'Vs)

%

correlation length (Chapter5)

o)

frequency (rad/s)

v|/1i0

first normal stress coefficient (Pa.s 2 )

<j>

volume fraction of spheres

<t>a(y)

volume fraction ofaggregated floes

tyq,

volume fraction atclosest packing

<|> max

maximum volume fraction

(j>

sp

volume fraction at the spinodal

cp p

polymer volume fraction

<pp(r)

local volume fraction ofpolymer molecules

A

typical length scale of the fastest growing density variation (m)
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